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(ABSTRACT)
Professional builders (PRO's) and do-it-yourself (DIY) households
throughout the U.S. were surveyed individually to assess their overall
knowledge/awareness, product and service attribute preference and
the general product quality and risk perceptions of CCA pressure
treated lumber products.

Primary data were acquired via two separate

nationwide mail surveys; one included 3,361 PRO's, the other was
administered to 3,224 households.
Findings indicate that each of these retail customer groups is
comprised of distinct subsegments that may be distinguished in various
ways.

These meaningful PRO segmentation strategies emerged from

analysis of 543 PRO respondents portraying treated lumber customers
according to the following:

(1) geographic region as characterized by

product and service attribute preferences, opinions, knowledge and
demographics, (2) quality perceptions in terms of the relationship
between benefits sought and product quality perception opinions and
(3) physical risk or safety perceptions based on a risk personality
type as delineated further according to three sets of psychographic
predictor variable sets.

The 491 responding DIY'ers were segmented according to risk
perception orientation similarly to the builders.

In addition, the

DIY'er was profiled with regional breakdowns for treated lumber usage,
applications and purchase intent, the husband/wife involvement in
treated lumber buying decisions, knowledge, and product and service
attribute importance.
Consumer knowledge and awareness of pressure treated lumber
products, in general, is very low.

Only one-third of PRO's and 21% of

DIY'ers could recall, unaided, at least one brand of treated lumber.
Moreover, approximately one-third of all PRO and DIY respondents are
knowledgeable about the preservative chemicals and a mere 38% of the
436 PRO respondents and 23% of the DIY respondents who have used
treated lumber products from 1985-1987 could successfully identify the
correct response from a multiple choice question which described the
contents of Consumer Information Sheets (CIS's).

Primarily through

reading materials, Permanent Wood Foundations (PWF's) are well known
among builders with 70% aware.
have ever heard of PWF systems.

However, only one-fourth of DIY'ers
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PREFACE

This dissertation is o.rganized into six separate chapters, each
representing a different aspect of the research effort.

Since each

section is designed as a complete manuscript, a certain amount of
duplication, primarily in the background material and methodology
sections, was unavoidable.

The author hopes that redundancies will

not detract from the work or confuse the reader.
The six manuscripts, in essence, address three major theoretical
areas within the field of consumer behavior which facilitates the
development of marketing strategy.

The first area of emphasis,

chapters one and two, profiles the PRO and DIY retail customer of CCA
treated lumber products.

These two chapters provide regional

descriptions of these consumers in terms of various demographic and
psychographic variables in order to explain who they are, what they
buy, what they desire and what they know and think.
The second major theoretical emphasis involves the builder as a
perceiver of quality.

Chapters three and four address PRO quality

perceptions in terms of a multivariate relationship between the two
canonical variates of product and service attributes, that is
benefits, and product quality opinions.
The last two chapters, five and six, utilize the two related
concepts of perceived risk and hazard management.

Manuscript five

examines risk acceptability in terms of product awareness and safety.
This chapter incorporates the effectiveness of the Consumer Awareness
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Program (CAP) to inform consumers as to the proper use, handling and
disposal precautions of the preservative treated lumber products.

The

sixth article deals with methodology to distinguish among a risk
averse and a risk taking PRO and DIY treated lumber customer.

These

risk personality types are then characterized in terms of
attitudes/opinions, knowledge/awareness and demographic items.

"Research often starts from an idea,
of a previous line of enquiry. The first
rather grandiose, tending to overestimate
the time needed to complete the project.
much research would never be started."

a question or an extension
thoughts are often vague and
the resources available and
However, without optimism,

--Martin J. Kendall
--Clifford Hawkins
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PROBLEM STATEMENT AND STUDY OBJECTIVES
Problem Statement

The wood preserving industry in the U.S. is one of the most
dynamic segments of the lumber industry.

"Treated Lumber," in the

context of this study, refers to pressure treated lumber, timbers and
plywood.

This segment of the treated wood industry has grown from 14%

in 1953
the
___. to 60%
__............,,of
........._....
. total
... - .....
. treated wood market in 1986 (Micklewright
~·-...,...,

1988).

-..,_~.~

....._~

During the recent recession in the U.S. lumber industry from

1978 to 1982, total U.S. consumption of softwood lumber declined about
---------- ------·- --- ---· ---·-·-··"~·-····---"~

27% while the use of treated lumber grew by 40% (Fuller and Walsh
1983; APA 1985) .

This illustrates the remarkable resiliency of the

treated lumber market.
Much of the recent success of treated lumber can be attributed to
the following major factors:
1.

The development of relatively new chemicals for treating wood.
Chrom~~.d copper arsenate (CCA), a waterborne preservative
COmPoSed Of metallic oxides or salts constitutes nearly 95% of
treated lwnber today (M:i.. cklewright 1988) . Most lumber
treat"fng-·plan.f's' co.ils.ict~~ CCA treatment as the best available
protection against rot or decay and insects, with few, if any,
process problems. It requires less investment than other
major preservatives and is easier to handle (Walsh 1985) . In
1953, 90% of the chemicals used in the wood treating industry
were creosote, creosote-coal tar and creosote petroleum. By
1973, pentachlorophenol (penta) and CCA had achieved a 31% and
12% treated wood market share respectively. In 1.9,.8~,. (;C::A was
used in over two-thirds of all pressure treated wood products
(Micklewright--19·aar:· ····
····· ··· · , ... ·" ...

2.

The increased demand for weather-expo_s§!_Q,Jwroe .~provements
(predomin~tly decks> has dramatlc~lly inc;i;,~.9's.ed the demand
for treated lumber. R~-~~~~~~J.£.l".:r::ero9.<;!§l,i,J1g accounts for over
half of the market for treated lumber. Another 28% of the
market is made up of new residential construction mainly for
the same outdoor uses as residential remodeling (RISI 1987) .

--1--

3.

Consumer awareness and acceptance of treated lumber has
increased. Marketing services and materials have been provided
by wood preservative suppliers and home center and building
material retailers have promoted treated lumber. Over ~6~ of
all t_:~_c:_t:~2:_._!~e_r. moves through retailers to the end user
(Fuller and Walsh, 1983) .

The individual consumer of treated lumber has been targeted by
industry as the dominant demand segment.

The Do-It-Yourself (DIY)

consumer accounts directly for nearly 40% of the treated lumber demand
(or about 50% of the treated lumber sold by retailers) .

Indirectly,

much of the demand by home improvement and new residential contractors
is derived from the homeowning consumer.

Thus, as much as 70% of the

treated lumber demanded can be traced to the consumer.
However, consumer level research is virtually non-existent in the
important area of treated lumber retail sales.

Others have examined

the markets for treated lumber, timbers and plywood in terms of an
industry profile with econometric modeling to develop demand
projections (Fuller and Walsh 1983) .

Additionally, market research

has been conducted by the Home Center Research Bureau, and the DIY
Research Institute to address, profile and segment retail customers of
all home center products.

Objectives

This study consisted of two distinct populations:

Phase I, the

professional contractor/remodeler (PRO) and Phase II, the
Do-It-Yourself homeowner (DIY'er).

All five research objectives

involved both populations which comprise over

86~

of retail sales of

--2--

CCA pressure treated lumber, timbers and plywood (Fuller and Walsh
1983) •
This consumer research project was developed primarily as
fundamental market research targeted for and funded by nine industrial
sponsors.

The working plan objectives outlined this sponsored

research project, the applied portion, such that a solid data base on
the retail customer of CCA pressure treated lumber, timbers and
plywood was developed.

This data base included both demographic

(objectively measured characteristics such as age, income, education,
sex, etc.) and psychographic (relatively intangible variables such as
knowledge, opinions, attitudes and values) profiles of the buyer
segments for treated lumber.
The other principal goal addressed in the sponsored study was to
assess the risk that buyers associated with treated lumber products
and determine the effectiveness of the recent Consumer Awareness
Program (CAP) designed to educate the user as to the proper use,
handling and disposal precautions for CCA lumber products.

The five

objectives, outlined in the working plan, were addressed in full in a
240 page report to sponsors mailed May 17, 1988.

Specifically these

objectives include:
(1)

To identify and profile the retail customer for CCA pressure
treated lumber, timbers and plywood through the collection of
demographic data on the two major customer segments for
treated lumber; the DIY'er and the PRO.

(2)

To segment these large retail customer groups into smaller,
more manageable target markets and to define distinctive
traits of each subsegment.

--3--

(3)

To assess the buyer's technical and end-use knowledge and
awareness of treated lumber products and applications
regarding new residential and home improvement uses.

(4)

To examine the relative importance of various CCA treated
lumber product attributes from the buyer's perspective to
enable the development of better merchandising/promotion
programs.

(5)

To determine the degree of risk that buyers of treated lumber
products associate with the pesticide, CCA. Also to evaluate
the effectiveness of the current Consumer Awareness Program
implemented by the EPA in late 1985.

All survey questions and study objectives were fully
incorporated into a Final Report to Sponsors, entitled "The Retail
Customer of CCA Pressure Treated Lumber Products," thus providing a
valuable data base for the study as a whole.
The actual dissertation, consisting of six separate manuscripts,
was developed in response to a desire to publish results in more
theoretical and academically recognized vehicles.

As a consequence,

specific areas of the gathered data were examined very intimately;
others were not closely addressed in the context of the dissertation
chapters.

"Knowledge is of two kinds. We know a subject ourselves or we
know where we can find the information about it."
--Dr. Samuel Johnson
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
Treated Wood

There are three major methods of wood preservation.
is to keep the wood product dry.

The simplest

This is achieved by structural

design primarily, such as the incorporation of overhanging eaves,
gutters and damp-proof membranes to avoid condensation and leakage
problems.

However, in certain situations, generally exposed or high

moisture conditions, deterioration is unavoidable unless naturally
...............,,,.,

durable or adequately treated wood is used.

confined to the heartwood of a few species
such as redwood, cedar,
·- _, .. · ····,.--• ; . •.•
•'•"• ,•

,.,_.._.~

.. ~"""·~-,.~~.~ ... ~-..u·e '•'''

._...,,,~·.>·~·-

cypress,
chestnut and white oak.
-'""~'---...

""'"'="'·~'-'

~··

~,·-•,, ~'•'•'

•'"'"'-><-·.:.-•......,•.'11,."··•;,.-.<;0'.>_:..,..•w;;:

~

Because of the limited availability

and resultant high cost of these woods, this application is most
suitable where both durability and appearance is important.

The

degree of natural decay resistance varies considerably within a
species, location in a tree, age and rate of growth and depends on the
nature and quantity of fungitoxic extractives (Haygreen and Bowyer
1982) .

Generally, the more realistic approach employed to avoid wood

deterioration in severe hazard circumstances is to select the wood
species for its physical properties and then preservatively treat it.
,.--~

Ideally, a wood preservative should possess the following
characteristics (Haygreen and Bowyer 1982) :

--s--

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6. ·

Toxic to wood-destroying organisms
Permanent (chemically stable and n.on-leachable)
Penetrates wood readily
Non-corrosive to metals and non-injurious to wood
Safe to handle and use
Economical

The effectiveness of a preservative treatment depends not only on
the toxicity of the chemical to the types of biological agents that
cause wood deterioration (fungi, marine borers, insects (including
beetles) and bacteria), but also on depth of penetration and retention
levels of the preservative in the wood.

The American Wood Preservers'

Association (AWPA) issues treatment standards which specify the
quality of the various preservatives, the retention levels and the
penetrations required to protect wood for different end uses.

The

American Wood Preservers' Bureau (AWPB) quality mark (stamp) on each
piece of treated lumber and plywood is the consumer's assurance that
the treatment complies with established standards.
Chromated Copper Arsenate (CCA), a waterborne preservative
composed of metallic oxides or salts, is considered by many to be the
best available protection against rot or decay and insects, with
minimal process problems (Walsh 1985) .

Detailed discussions of the

chemical and physical properties of various wood preservatives can be
found in the literature (Hartford 1973; Nicholas 1982; Richardson
1978).
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Effectiveness of the Preservative Systems

The effectiveness of the wood-preservative treatment depends on
the "results" of the treatment, as well as the preservative chemicals.
Results include penetration, retention and distribution.

There are a

~· :~::p::.::::~r: 1::::i::::c:,~:::::::~n5 ::::~·~~~·~c:::n:tain,
\

technique, species, season of the year, and others (Nicholas 1973) •
The variability of penetration, in general, is due primarily to
species and sapwood depth whereas the variability related to treatment
practices consists mainly of treating lumber of different moisture
contents.

Penetration is measured according to AWPB Standards in

inches or percent of total sapwood penetrated.
Retention levels of preservative in the wood product are dictated
by AWPB Standards.

Due to the variable nature of wood, this material

accepts preservative treatment more or less depending on its
permeability, density, resin content, size, moisture content, wood
structure, sapwood depth, etc. (Nicholas 1973).

Retention is measured

in pounds of preservative chemical per cubic foot of actual volume of
wood.
The distribution of a wood preservative is influenced by its
macrodistribution (distribution throughout the cell lumens) and the
microdistribution (distribution within the cell wall) .
Macrodistribution is affected by the wood characteristics, the
treating process and the treating solution.

Microdistribution of the

CCA oxides or salts involves the chemical reactions that "fix" the
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chemicals to the cell wall components. The excellent performance of
CCA treatments is attributed largely to the fact that they are
absorbed into the cell wall and uniformly distributed in the wood.
Mechanical preparation, such as incising, may be required in
order to achieve adequate treatment results for some species of wood.
Impermeability and a lack of natural durability constitute an
undesirable situation for CCA preservative treatment due to the rapid
fixation of the chemical with the wood.

This is exhibited to a

varying degree with Douglas fir (Pseudotsuqa menziesii), hemlock
(Tsuqa spp.), spruce (Picea spp.), and the true firs (Abies spp.)
among others. These woods, referred to as refractory, may require
mechanical preparation, such as incising (small holes punched in the
wood surface), in order to conform to AWPB standards. These AWPB
standards require that all species except southern, red and ponderosa
pines (Pinus spp., Pinus resinosa and Pinus ponderosa respectively)
with a nominal thickness of 2 inches or greater be incised on four
sides to a depth of .4 inches or more.

Graham and Helsig (1979)

examined various deep incising, boring and kerfing techniques to
improve the treatability of refractory species.
History

The modern wood preservation era in the U.S. began in 1875 in
\

Pascagoula, Mississippi.
1

\

Much of the early growth in the industry,

including the first plant, was in response to the growth of the
railroad and utilities (Barnes 1985) .

From 1875 until about 1925,
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creosote was the sole chemical used in treating wood.

Around 1930,

Pentachlorophenol (Penta) was introduced in the U.S. and enjoyed rapid
acceptance.

In the early 1950's Chromated Copper Arsenate was in use

commercially in the U.S. Richardson (1978), provides an excellent
historical perspective in his book on wood preservation as does the
classic text of Hunt and Garratt (1953) .
Utilization
The savings in timber made possible by use of wood preservatives
makes more forests available for the future.

A study conducted by

Josephson (1977) estimated that the use of treated wood products saved
1.5 billion cubic feet of timber harvests annually or a 12% savings of
round wood production.
Another key aspect related to the utilization of treated lumber
products involves the substitution of non-wood products and the
resultant environmental impacts.

Substitute products such as

concrete, steel, cement block and others require more non-renewable
forms of energy and cause greater pollution and impacts on the
environment than does treated wood (Josephson 1977) .

The Treating Industry
Products
Since 1977, about the time treated lumber sales began to take
off, the market has grown from 1.5 billion board feet (bbf) of
pressure treated lumber to 5.5 bbf in 1986 (Micklewright 1988) (Figure
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1) . This represents a phenomenal growth rate of over 14% per year over
the last decade (Micklewright 1988) .

Lumber, timbers and plywood

accounted for 330,200,000 cu. ft. or 60% of all treated products
produced in 1986. Of this volume, 95% was treated with waterborne
preservatives. Waterborne preservatives consist of four major
chemicals. They are: (1) Chromated Copper Arsenate (CCA - three types:
A, Band C), (2) Ammoniacal Copper Arsenate (ACA),

(3) Acid Copper

Chromate (ACC) and (4) Chromated Zinc Chloride (CZC).

CCA accounted

for 97% of the waterborne preservatives used in 1986 (Micklewright,
1988) .
In terms of board feet (and square feet (3/8-inch basis) for
plywood), production of treated lumber, timbers and plywood in 1986 by
chemical type is illustrated in Table 1.

Treated lumber, timbers and

plywood now account for approximately 12% of softwood lumber demand in
the U.S. which represents three times the 4% market share of 1977
(Walsh 1985) .

Markets

The treated lumber and timber share of the treated wood market
has grown rapidly since 1953 (Figure 2)
•.,. ~·~'">"v•..-...:.-...--.. c~<>,,~··.o,t.-•• ...•~•·A,_, .. ~, • ..,_..,.~

Micklewright 1988) .

....,,,,....,,..,,,,

(Fuller and Walsh

1983;

From 1977 to 1984, market share of lumber and

timbers more than doubled from 25% to 52% of total treated wood
produced.

In 1986, lumber and timbers represented 60% of the treated

market while ties were only 16%. Overall treated wood forecasts for
the balance of the century call for continued growth in lumber,
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timbers and plywood demand though at a slower rate than during the
past decade.
In 1986, residential repair and remodeling accounted for-· . -.........,..,.,__.
52% of
the total market for treated lumber.
was used in new

.~~.~j,g~ntial

Another 28% of treated lumber

uses (Figure 3)

(RISI 1987) .

The

applications of these two major end uses of treated lumber are very
similar.

They are as follows:

Outdoor Uses ... such as decks, patios, gazebos, porches,
balconies, pool enclosures, fences, landscaping
timbers, sheds, garages, carports, boat docks, etc.
Home Exteriors ... such as siding, sheathing, soffits, etc.
Home Framing ... such as wall studs, sills, plates, roof and floor
joists, rafters, beams, flooring, etc.
The "Other" category, which constitutes about one-fifth of the treated
wood

ma~ket,

includes such uses as:

Farm use ... for pole buildings, fences, grape stakes, etc.
Non-Residential Construction ... for marinas, bridges, commercial
buildings, etc.
Government and Industrial use ... for highway guard rail posts,
playground equipment, etc.

Chemicals
Wood preservatives in commercial use today are often categorized
into four major classes (Table 2).

In 1986,

S~"~L

wood preserving

plants treated wood and were owned by 471 .. companies
----···~·~-..~----- '"·~·-·

·---.. ·-···-

~~·~·····----~

_.,

__.... ....._._ ,.

....

___,,..~

(Micklewright,1988).
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The types of chemical treatments employed in the wood treating
industry have changed dramatically during this same time period.

In

the 1960's and 1970's the use of CCA as a treating chemical, coupled
with an increase in demand of decks, porches, and other outdoor
weather-exposed structures, led to the rise in the lumber and timbers
treating business.

In 1953, creosote dominated this industry with a

90% market share, and CCA was not even reported as a separate category
(Figure 4)

(Fuller and Walsh 1983; Micklewright 1988) .

By 1986, CCA

accounted for 67% of the total wood treating market and 96% of the 5.5
billion board feet of lumber and timbers produced.
Fire retardant treated lumber is used primarily in commercial and
institutional interior building construction.

This segment of the

market is viewed by many as a potential area of growth.

The use of

treated lumber and plywood for Permanent Wood Foundations (PWF) is
growing, but still represented only about 2% of treated wood sales in
1983 (Fuller and Walsh 1983) .

Supply and Demand

Inorganic arsenical treated lumber enjoys many practical
advantages over Penta and Creosote products.

CCA is clean, odorless,

paintable, easy to handle and harmless to plants (EPA p. 28, 1984).
In contrast, pentachlorophenol and creosote treated lumber have
limited uses and are considered as unacceptable alternatives due to
odor, and generally less desirable surface characteristics (EPA pp.
28-32, 1984) .
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In 1986, approximately 81% of the volume of all products except
ties (ties were 90% oak (Ouercus spp.) and mixed hardwoods) produced
in the U.S. and two-thirds of the volume of all treated wood products
were of southern yellow pine (Pinus spp.)

(Micklewright 1988).

In 1983, Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) was the next most
significant species constituting eight percent of the treated lumber
and timbers market.
.§l20....)

Other significant species include hemlock (Tsuga

(1.6%), fir-larch (Abies spp. and Larix spp.)

pine (Pinus ponderosa)

(0.9%), ponderosa

(0.8%), and oak (Ouercus spp.)

(0.5%)

(Fuller

and Walsh 1983) .
Extensive research has been conducted regarding the effect of
drying on the properties of CCA treated wood (Winandy et al. 1983;
Barnes and Mitchell 1984) . Significant reductions in modulus of
rupture have been found for full sized material kiln dried after
treatment. Additional data are needed for specifying proper design
values for both CCA treated wood and fire retardant treated wood
(Barnes 1985) .
Treating Service Only (TSO) involves a treater who will treat
wood owned by another for a fee.

About 20% of all CCA pressure

treated lumber, timbers and plywood was produced on a TSO basis in
1982 (Fuller and Walsh 1983) .
Over 80% of all treated lumber is No. 2 grade (Fuller and Walsh
'-·-------~------__,·"-'··--- ......... -···-····-~... ~:-.···-·''~....c.-.··~·-·'···->1,.,_,._._ ....""·"'.... ,.,,,~ ...,,,,.......~,4·

1983) . Approximately 20% of treated lumber that same year (1982) was
kiln dried after treatment (KDAT) .

This service improves the

qua~~ty

---~-·~-·-··--'-'-

and appearance while reducing weight and thus, transportation costs.
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The cost/benefit analysis of this treatment is controversial at
present.
In 1986, 41% of the total volume of southern pine lumber was
~--~----·~·-·- --··----~--··---""····-

treated (RISI 1987).

·- -- .,

By census region (Figure 5), the South consumed

38% of U.S. demand for treated lumber in 1986 and the West consumed
13% in 1986 (RISI 1987) (Figure 6).

The Retail Environment
Distribution
Approximately 87% of the treated lumber, timbers and plywood
production goes to "distribution" whereas about 5% moves direct to
·-------·~----,_~

......... _.

_______

~---

.......

contractors and......._,__
the
ba:l,?ri..<::e is sold direct to other end users such as
.,,_.___ .. . -·"·
.-

~-

farm, government, utilities, etc. (Figure 7).

About 83% of treated

lumber, timber and plywood sales go through retailers (Walsh 1985).
Approximately 46% of these retail sales go directly to residential
consumers (homeowners) for repairs and alterations and nearly 40% are
to home improvement and residential contractors (Fuller and Walsh
1983) .

The balance (about 15% of retail sales) go to non-residential

building and non-building construction, farm use, industry and
government (Fuller and Walsh 1983) .

Retail Sales
By product category, retail sales (86% southern yellow pine)
consisted of 64% two-inch dimension, 8% boards, 23% timbers (of which
_ _ _ _ __.,__,-...,...c,.,-•. ,.__.;, __,...;,,,..:,·,,,_.,_. ___ ., ... ~.•·.·-"'"~~"'"'·..

···- ~·,

.• •

4% are fence posts), 3% plywood and 2% fire retardant treated material
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in 1983 (Fuller and Walsh 1983) .

The dominance of two-inch dimension

lumber and timbers is related to its application in outdoor home
improvement projects sucl!__ ils decks, as well as other factors.
The two major retail customer groups of treated wood, the
Do-It-Yourself (DIY) consumer and the Professional
Contractor/Remodeler (PRO), accounted for 85% of retail sales in 1986
(Figure 8).

Home improvements (46% DIY and 12% PRO) represent 58% and

new residential construction constitutes 27% of retail sales.

The

major applications for these two end uses are shown in Table 3 (Fuller
and Walsh 1983) .

Home Center Market
Aecording to the most recent Profile of the Home Center Market
(Franta and Johnson 1986), a healthy 94% of home centers carry treated
lumber. This is up 12 percentage points from the 82% of home centers
that carried treated lumber in 1984 (HCRB 1984) .
Treated wood is considered part commodity and part specialty by
many home centers.

Active programs such as in-store presentations,

advertising, and improved service have been implemented to maintain
share of treated wood sales.
treaters has led to the

Increased

addit~Qn.9f
.. PeW
'
- - - · ' · -'

,, "'' _.-"'"-""' ""-.·'-- -'- •- '-' ·- -··' '

decking,
of

,

co~P.~!:j.~t~~'?.~---~cmg

wood

products such as radius edge
,.. ·' ··•·:, •-•" '"'' ·-•· '·' '•' •.·.c.,.:n_•• _,_,_, '";..,"' .-•.-.~ , ·, ,, .,;·.,,.._,. -~' •• r .• ~. >','·-'•~.::,

PWF's,
retardant
lumber, the addition
.
.. fire
... ...... ..
. ., .... .. ·· ---treated
. -. .
- ···-··-···

..... ; .. ·.

-'

-·-~

-

'•··

._ -

-

•'

'

--

·-· .'.

weath~ri11g31.gents.. to. ~qqQ. _preservativ.e~,

•'

-

,-.•

·~·

"•'•

mo:r.e

-··:•.:··.-.

~ttractive

deck and

outdoor project designs, the Wood Slab system, color tints, etc. to
gain competitive advantage and increased. margins.
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The Growth of the Repair and Remodeling Market

In 1985, homeowners spent $80.3 billion on remodeling and repairs
--78% more than they did in 1982 (Guenther 1986) •

Over 30% of the 92

million permanent residences in the U.S. are more than 45 years old,
which make them prime candidates for spending on upkeep and
improvement (Guenther 1986) .

According to the National Association of

the Remodeling Industry (NARI), remodeling is expected to grow at an
average annual rate of 14% from 1985 thru 1990 (NARI 1986) .
categories of the repair and remodeling market 'include:

Major

exterior

remodeling, room additions, room remodeling, garage/porch conversion
or additions and room furnishings (Rich 1982) .
Evolving from the repair and remodeling market are the one-stop
home improvement centers which cater specifically to the
Do-It-Yourself (DIY) customer and the Professional
Contractor/Remodeler (PRO) .

The home improvement retailer is one of

the strongest retail segments in the U.S. economy.

This retail

segment grew in sales from $50.2 billion in 1983 to $62.2 billion in
1985 (Franta and Johnson 1986) (Figure 9) .

This dramatic increase was

driven by whopping gains in the sale of lumber, building materials and
millwork product lines which increased by nearly $12 billion during
1984-1985.

The DIY market segment in 1985 represented approximately

60% of the total home improvement expenditures (Payless 1986) •
Lumber and building materials represented the greatest
contribution to home center sales in 1985 comprising 54% of total
sales (Franta and Johnson 1986) .

Lumber alone accounted for 29% of
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total home center sales. According to the 1986 Profile of the Home
Center Market, (Franta and Johnson 1986) lumber tops the list as the
department that retailers expect to experience the fastest growth in
the future.

According to a marketing study conducted by the DIY

Research Institute (Green and Farnsworth 1983), lumber products used
for home improvement and repair projects are purchased at the
following retail outlets: home centers (51%), lumber/building material
outlets (42%), and others (7.0%).

Market Segmentation
To date, very little work has been done to subsegment the very
important retail market beyond DIY and PRO sales where PRO sales are
viewed as "credit" accounts and DIY sales as "cash" accounts.
Therefore, one of the major goals of this research effort is to
delineate submarkets within these two main retail groups.
The rationale behind market segmentation is to gain competitive

\

.\'it:l··j.,·

advantage thru consumer preference against competitors.

In fact, the

·primary reason for studying consumer behavior is to identify basis for
--···~~····-~,,·-·-·-'-'···-··"'-~

effective segmentation.

From a marketing strategy perspective,

segmentation is critical for developing successful marketing programs.
Before the widespread adoption of the marketing concept, the
prevailing method of doing business with consumers was through mass
marketing, defined as a single demand curve for target markets.

This

concept may be illustrated by entrepreneur Henry Ford, who offered the
Model T automobile to the public "in any color it wanted, as long as
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it was black".
Market segmentation, on the other hand, is viewed as one demand
curve for each sub-market.

This approach may be illustrated by

General Motors slogan of "a car for every price, purpose and
personality." The strategy of segmentation permits producers and
"sellers" to avoid direct competition through product differentiation,
which may include specialty products and/or brand naming strategies.
It is important to be very clear about what market segmentation
is and what it is not.

In particular, segmentation is more than "mere

variety" (Reynolds 1965) .

Segmentation is based on developments on

the demand side of the market and represents a rational and more
precise adjustment of product and marketing effort to consumer or user
requirements (Smith 1956) . Figure 10 graphically illustrates the two
concepts.

A mass marketer sees one demand curve;

a segmenter views

the market as a series of demand curves, one for each sub-market.
Segmentation studies have multiple uses including new product
development and redesign or repositioning of old products.
Repositioning can be accomplished by product redesign or by changing
promotion and/or pricing strategies (Schiffman and Kanuk 1983) .

In

order to successfully implement a segmentation scheme, four criteria
must be met:

(1) heterogeneous demand functions; (2) identifiable and

measurable submarkets; (3) the ability to access identifiable
submarkets; and (4) substantial size for each market segment (Horton,
1984) .
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U.S. Demographics
The past decade has seen dramatic changes in long-established
regional demographic trends.

As John Naisbitt noted in his

best-selling book, "Megatrends" (1984), the 1980 census showed that
for the first time in U.S. history, the South and West had more people
than the Northeast and North Central.

Projections by Chase

Econometrics indicate the following population gains by region from
1985 through 1990:

West +10.58%; South +10.92%; North Central +1.56%

and; Northeast +1.21%.

Another significant demographic factor is the

declining population growth rate over the last four decades from 1.7%
growth in the 1950's to 1.3%, 1.1% and 0.9% population growth rates in
the 60's, 70's and 80's, respectively (Wright and Melnick 1985).
According to Steven R. Brown (Professional Builder 1985) of Alcan
Building Products, Warren, Ohio, today's consumer is changing.

These

trends have implications to the remodeling industry in terms of
tailoring a sales strategy to meet the market.

In general, Brown

speaks of four trends:

(1)

Today's consumer is more affluent.

(2)

The rise of the two-income family.

(3)

Higher education levels.

(4)

Women are more active in remodeling decisions.
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The DIY Customer

DIY home center sales have grown from $16.1 billion to $31.2
billion from 1977 to 1985 (Franta and Johnson 1986) •

This DIY boom

has created a favorable market segment for treated lumber.

One reason

for homeowners to conduct repair and remodeling projects (that may
involve DIY activity) includes the need for more living space and
renovations of older homes purchased to make the house feel more like
the purchaser's own (Rich 1982).

Most DIY'ers are eager to expand

their abilities and expressed an interest in learning additional
skills. They look to manufacturers' instructions and store personnel
for help in learning how to complete a project (HCRB 1984) .
Between 1970 and 1983, the DIY market grew much faster than the
total home improvement market (Green and Farnsworth 1983) .

Payless

Cashways states that lumber is their most important offering.

Besides

accounting for over 25% of sales, lumber products drive the sale of
other higher margin merchandise (Payless 1986) •
DIY customer to be two distinct segments:

Payless considers the

the "serious" DIY'er who

spends over $500 per year and the "other" DIY'er.
A major factor that will substantially impact the growth of
tomorrow's DIY market is the ripple effect of the baby boom.

Baby

boomers, now 22-40 years old, make up 40% of the U.S. population
(Francese 1986) .

As this generation ages, it will continue for

another 20 years to pass through age brackets wL:ch enjoy heavy DIY
participation rates.

Baby boomers between the ages of 25 and 39 earn

about half of the U.S. personal income and represented nearly 70% of
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home purchases in 1983 (Kitzke 1985) .

These highly educated customers .

are increasingly demanding both service (knowledgeable salespeople)
and services (warranties and guarantees). According to Cahners's
Bureau of Marketing Research, the total home improvement market is
projected to reach $124 billion by 1990 with the DIY home improvement
share representing $73 billion (Kitzke 1985) .

'fhe PRO Customer

Home center DIY sales grew by $3.5 billion from 1983 to 1985 and
accounted for 50% of total home center sales; this segment is
maturing. The PRO customer segment, however, exhibited growth of $6.7
billion during this same period and achieved a record high 41% of home
center sales in 1985. The sales increase to remodelers and builders is
magnified due to the collapse of homebuilding activity during the
1980-1983 period.
A 1983 survey by Payless Cashways provided a breakdown of its
tradesmen (PRO) customers who represented approximately 32% of their
total sales. Only 6% turned out to be "pure" contractors, people who
earned 91-100% of their income doing jobs for others.

Ten percent

earned between 50 and 90% of their income in this manner, and the
remaining 16% earned 50% or less (Jenks 1986) .

What this basically

told management was that the majority of Payless' PRO's held other
jobs in addition to being remodelers or builders.
Quality, availability of product and knowledgeable salesmen are
the most important attributes that PRO's look for in a home center
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(Dunn 1985) . Contractors in large part shop at home centers not out of
store preference, superior product offering or service, but out of
sheer convenience. Because their time is money, they buy from the
closest source, even if it means enduring an aggravating shopping
experience (Dunn 1985) .

Consumer Behavior

Most businesses are familiar with the marketing concept
--focusing all marketing activity to satisfy consumer needs (Berkman
and Gilson 1986). Implicit in this concept is the central role of the
consumer, because meeting his or her needs requires some accurate
knowledge of who he or she really is and what he or she really wants.
Consumer behavior can be defined as the behavior that consumers
display in searching for, purchasing, using, evaluating and disposing
of products, services and ideas which they expect will satisfy their
needs (Schiffman and Karnuk 1983) .

Knowledge of consumer behavior

facilitates development of successful marketing strategies.

The

American consumer market is made up of over 225 million consumers who
consume over $1.6 trillion worth of products and services each year
(Schiffman and Kanuk 1983) .

Due to this vast market, most marketers

segment the consumers into homogeneous subgroups by relevant product
or usage characteristics, demographics, attitudes, values/lifestyles,
and many other segmentation techniques. Consumer behavior studies
identify meaningful variables upon which to segment markets.

A market

segmentation strategy requires insight into the consumptive patterns
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of selected market segments.

The collection and analysis of this data

is the domain of the field of consumer behavior. Consumer behavior
research includes three consumptive phases:

pre-purchase (need

awareness and motivation), purchase decision (product and store choice
and payment method) and post-purchase (satisfaction, repurchase) .
CCA pressure treated lumber, timbers and plywood have enjoyed
tremendous growth over the last two decades.

However, as growth

slows, practitioners of the marketplace will meet greater success by
predetermining what consumers will buy and thus, focusing on the
consumer's needs.

This consumer oriented marketing philosophy is

often known as the "marketing concept".

Consumer Decision Process
Problem recognition is the essential step in the consumer
decision process and involves a discrepancy between the consumer's
desired state and the existing state and is the essential step in the
consumer decision process.

Both the desired state and the existing

state are influenced by the consumer's life style and current
situation (Hawkins, Best and Coney 1983) .
A simple model of consumer decision making has three major
components: input, process and output.

Input variables include

commercial marketing efforts as well as non-commercial influences from
the consumer's social/cultural environment.

The decision process

variables are influenced by the consumer's own psychological fields,
which affect their recognition of a need, their pre-purchase search
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for information and their evaluation of alternatives.

The output

phase includes the actual purchase and post-purchase evaluation, which
in turn, modifies future decision process (Schiffman and Karnuk 1983) •
The importance of understanding the purchase behavior of CCA
pressure treated lumber buyers involves the following premises
(Berkman and Gilson 1986) :
1. Two or more alternatives exist.
2. Each alternative represents forecastable consequences.
3. The chosen alternative is determined by an evaluative
procedure.
4. Information about the alternatives is sought.
In the case of treated lumber products, the alternatives are
represented by untreated lumber, naturally durable species, non-wood
products and alternative brands of treated lumber.

Evaluation of

consequences may involve the risk associated with the use of pesticide
treated lumber among other factors.

Information is generally

transmitted through various media at the retail level, through
word-of-mouth and by industry sponsored seminars and/or workshops.

Brand Naming

Over 50% of all lumber treaters are licensees of Koppers Co. or
Osmose Wood Preserving Co. (Walsh 1985).

These two companies feel

strongly that pressure treated wood has brand appeal and are
sustaining drives to keep their registered brands out of commodity
status through national marketing programs (Kelleher 1986) •

Extensive

warranty programs and diversification into other wood protection
products are evidence of the market share battle between these two
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industry giants.
On the other hand, J. P. Przybylinski, Wood Treatment Division
Manager, Rentokil, Inc., questions the value of a brand name and feels
that retailers often look for an inspection stamp instead of a brand
name when buying treated lumber (Kelleher 1986) .

Competitive Advantage

Traditionally very little research has been done on the buying
habits of the final consumer of the largest portion of lumber and wood
products (Rich 1970).

Much of the demand for treated lumber depends

ultimately on demand by final household consumers and, thus, is
"derived".

It is important that manufacturers understand this

consumer in order to gain competitive advantage.
There are essentially three generic strategies a firm can employ
to gain a competitive advantage

(Porter 1985) •

cost leadership, differentiation and focus.

These strategies are

In the treated lumber

industry, cost leadership could involve the location of treating
faci1ities c1oser to demand markets or acquisition of iower cost raw
materials.
The second generic strategy, differentiation, can be accomplished
through the selection of attributes that many buyers perceive as
important, then the firm uniquely positions itself to meet those
needs.

Consumer research is valuable in identifying those attributes.

Focus, the third generic strategy, requires the selection of target
segments in the industry and then tailoring a strategy to serve them
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to the exclusion of others. This market research effort aims to
delineate the knowledge and attitudes of various treated lumber buying
segments.

By identifying and defining distinctive traits of each

subsegment, manufacturers can develop market oriented programs to
focus on these specific characteristics.
In a study by Rich (1986), forest products firms adopting a
differentiation and/or focus strategy were more profitable than those
following a low cost strategy.

Additionally, market related strengths

such as advertising, promotion, and product/market planning were
strongly associated with a differentiation or focus· strategy.

Oua1ity

The concept of quality as a competitive weapon has been examined
in terms of profitability, productivity, costs, prices and market
share (Garvin 1984a; Shetty 1987; Peters and Waterman 1982; Jacobson
and Aaker 1987) .

Quality perceptions have received less attention

than warranted in the literature.

---

No well developed theory exists to
......, -.....,.,

explain
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1984) .

For the average consumer,
objective quality
is a difficult
.. -·. --···
............... ..-

judge the perceived quality of a product (Purwar
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concept; perceived quality is typically

~

s~ituted

(Olson 1972) .

Perceived quality involves the subjective feeling, imp_Eession or
judgement of the relative quality of the product (Olson 1972) .
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It is

this buyer's perception of quality that must be addressed (Kotler
1980) .
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Quality has become a major issue and important factor for wood
products sold in home centers.

Buy~J:~

general_!y__ _h_?lve limited

objective knowledge of product quality and tend to substitute
_,

-~~--,--··-·

aesthetics as a

J!leg~_µ,_;i;e

of perceived quality.

With CCA treated

products, knowledge is even more limited and perceived quality is even
more critical because the products are often on display in homeowner's

generally feel that customers are willing to pay for quality wood, and
will penalize stores that don't provide it (Kelleher 1986).
(1986) has hypothesized that
to quality in
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grade

may meet building code requirements (Kelleher 1986; Walsh 1985).
Three different approaches may be employed when defining quality
{Garvin 1984b) .

The traditional path in the forest products industry

involves a manufacturing perspective and focuses on the supply side.
These manufacturing-baf!e4 cte:finitions rely on "conformance to
specifications" (Crosby 1979) and emphasize engineering and quality
control to achieve cost reduction.
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The second, and perhaps less utilized means of def ininq quality
in the fore.st products sector, is the customer or user-based
orientation.

This highly subjective marketing orientation views

quality in terms of consumer preferences -- determinants of demand
--where those goods that best satisfy the wants and needs of
individual consumers are those they regard as having the highest
quality (Garvin 1984b; Kuehn and Day 1962) .

In other words, this

user-based approach implies a "fitness for use" (Juran 1979) and "a
means through which the product and service in u·se will meet the
expectations of the customer" (Whiting and Walsh 1986) where the
expert is the customer and quality relates to the specific end use of
the product in question.
The third

appro~ch

considers value in terms of costs and prices.

According to Broh (1982), quality products provide conformance at an
acceptable.£,<?~t

and/or performance at an acceptable price.

This view

relates the two previous quality approaches and provides the
foundation of the quality perception measurement statements used in
this study.

The Safety Issue <and Consumer Protection>
Laws and regulatory agencies are needed to protect basic consumer
rights.

But beyond protection, consumers need information and

education to enable them to make better buying decisions (Schiffman
and Karnuk 1983) .
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In 1978 the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) initiated its
foi:mal Rebuttal Presumption Against Registration (RPAR) review of the
major wood preservatives under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and
Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) .

The USEPA final position on wood

preservatives was issued in Position Document (PD) 4 in July, 1984
(EPA 1984) .

In September 1985, the EPA and the wood preserving

industry signed a settlement agreement regarding the use and sale of
wood treatment chemicals.

This agreement restricts the chemicals to

certified applicators, however, pressure treated wood products will
continue to be sold without warning labels affixed to the items.
Consumer Infoi:mation Sheets (CIS's) that outline the use, handling and
disposal

p~ecautions

in matter-of-fact terminology for treated wood

will be made available to consumers.

In the fall of 1986, the EPA

teated the effectiveness of the Consumer Awareness Program (CAP)
through a third-party study (the Techlaw study) •
are shown in Table 4.

Preliminary results

The Techlaw study, however, failed to survey

the actual consumers awareness of the CAP.

This oversight will be

addressed in our study.
According to an article by Home Center Managing Editor, Jack
Kelleher (April 1986), many retailers are still uninformed and/or
confused about the issue and their customers know even less.

Mike

Coleman, lumber buyer for Busy Beaver Building Centers, Pittsburg, PA.
states "I feel confident this safety question will not stop or slow
down treated wood sales in our market" (Kelleher 1986) •
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Risk Assessment and Hazard Management
The modern era of consumer protection can be traced to President
John F. Kennedy's Declaration of Consumer Rights in 1962.
declaration described four rights:

This

the right to be informed, the

right to choose, the right to safety and the right to be heard (Jacoby
1981).
People respond to hazards they perceive (Slovic et al. 1981).
Any hazard management system developed to protect consumers from the
risks associated with products must take into consideration consumer
psychological (that is, internal subjective) factors as well as
technical factors (Jacoby 1981) •
Hazard management frame works have been developed by Jacoby
(1981) that involve two major fundamental components: technical
(objective) and social (subjective) issues (Table 5) •

Technical

issues involve the identification of hazards and the measurement of
these hazards in terms of their probability of occurrence and the
severity of their consequences. The social aspects include risk
perception (that is the probabilities and consequences as perceived by
the respondents) and risk acceptance.
For pesticides such as CCA, identification of hazardous
conditions can be of two types -- those associated with the lumber
product and those that occur with the interaction between the product
and the environment.

For example, the product contains potentially

hazardous ingredients such as toxic metals (copper and chromium) and
arsenic (an alleged carcinogen) . Furthermore, the labeling and
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instructions (CIS's) may not be reaching the consumer.

Upon

interaction with the environment (the consumer), this lumber, or the
sawdust that results from various applications, may be inhaled or
ingested by humans and/or animals.

Measurement involves the

assessment of the probability of occurrence of each of the hazardous
conditions and the severity of the consequence should they occur
(Jacoby 1981) .
On the other side of the ledger are the subjective factors which
include the consumer's awareness or perception of the hazard; in our
case, the risk associated with the CCA treated products, and the
acceptability of these risks.

Consumers may feel that the risks are

acceptable in light of the benefits attributed to the product
(relative to the alternatives available) .

The social issues also

warrant consideration of risk coping strategies or behaviors such as
risk avoidance (shunning the product entirely), risk reduction
(reducing one's vulnerability while maintaining some product usage)
and continuing full use of the product while acquiring information
regarding safer product use (Jacoby 1981) .

Researchers who wish to

influence public policy should attempt to identify the types of
information that consumers do use and the sources to which they turn
in order to obtain this key information.
In a study by Slovic, Fischhoff and Lichtenstein (1981), four
different groups of people were asked to rate 90 activities and
technologies according to the mean risk and benefit judgement as rated
on a 0 - 100 scale (from "not risky" to "extremely risky" and from "no
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benefit" to "very great benefit"). Pesticides were ranked seventh
(with one as the riskiest and the most beneficial) based on a four
group average rating for perceived risk and fifty-seventh for
perceived benefit.

This concurs with a consistent finding in Slovic

et al.'s (1980) study, that is, that perceived risk was inversely
related to perceived benefit.
Among 18 characteristics of risk hypothesized to be important by
Slovic et al. (1981), three factors, labeled Dread, Familiarity, and
Exposure, seem able to account for most of the interrelationships.
Application of a statistical technique known as factor analysis showed
that the pattern of intercorrelations could be represented by these
three factors.

Pesticides received the tenth, fifty-ninth and ninth

highest ranking for the factors dread, familiarity and exposure
respectively (Slovic et al. 1981).

In summary, pesticides are

considered as highly dreaded, exposing large numbers of people and are
relatively unfamiliar as compared to 89 other hazards studied.

CCA Treated Lumber Cost/Benefit

The costs of using wood products treated with inorganic
arsenicals represent the risks to public health, whereas the benefits
are economic.

Therefore, due to the aforementioned advantages of

inorganic arsenical treated wood as compared to penta and creosote
treatments, the EPA concluded in PD-4 (Position Document - 4, July,
1984) that:
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(1)

If inorganic arsenicals were cancelled, non-wood materials
such as plastic, steel or concrete would be substituted for
treated wood, and that these materials would have a higher
cost than wood.

(2)

Due to the wide variety of uses for treated lumber, timbers
and plywood, the Agency was not able to quantify the
economic impact of cancelling the inorganic arsenicals.
However this impact would be major in terms of:
-

the dollar impact
the total market impact
disruption due to change to alternatives
aesthetic considerations
cost and availability of alternatives (EPA, 1984 pp.
31-32)

Modifications To Reduce Risk
The Agency's basis for issuing an RPAR for the inorganic
arsenicals were oncogenic, mutagenic and reproductive or feterotoxic
effects (EPA 1984) .

After carefully evaluating the risks (costs)

along with the significant economic benefits resulting from the use of
inorganic arsenicals, the EPA decided on the following general
requirements:
(1) Restricted use classification
(2) Protective clothing requirements

(3) Prohibitions against eating, drinking and smoking during
application
(4) Work clothing disposal regulations
(5) Pesticide waste disposal regulations
(6) Respirator use specifications
(7) Wood surface deposit standards
(8) Closed emptying/mixing system requirements for powder
formulations
(9) Mandatory participation in a Consumer Awareness Program (EPA,
1984 pp. 204-229)
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Industz:y Position

As is typically the case with most important issues, there is
more than one side of the story.

According to an AWPA article

(Arsenault 1977), inorganic pentavalent arsenical compounds have been
used as wood preservatives for more than 35 years with no reports of
adverse effects. Furthermore, due to the chemical fixation process
with the wood substrate, the treated wood products are extremely
durable, non-phytotoxic and safe to handle in all applications.
The carcinogenic properties, suggested by some laboratory tests,
failed to differentiate between the more toxic trivalent forms of
arsenic and the substantially less toxic pentavalent forms used in
arsenical treated wood.

Furthermore, these tests also generally used

dosage levels and other procedures that were inconsistent with actual
use and environmental exposure.
The industry feels that the dangers have been publicized in
exaggerated form by the cement and concrete industries, which feared
the competitive threat posed by permanent wood foundations.

On the

basis of all the available test data, it can reasonably be concluded
that none of the pentavalent arsenic forms used in arsenical wood
preservatives have been shown to cause unreasonable risks to man or
the environment (Arsenault 1977) .

Trends

A review of the literature provides little insight to the retail
customer for CCA pressure treated lumber, timbers and plywood.

This
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data search revealed a void in published market research in this
general area. The CCA treated lumber industry has been profiled by DRI
and biannual studies by Home Center Research Bureau entitled "Profiles
of the Home Center Retailer" have examined demographic variables of
the home center retail customer, in general.

Additional market

research studies conducted by the DIY Research Institute and various
leading home center retail chains have described the home improvement
customer.

The following trends have been emerging in the 1980's:

(1)

The increased cost of buying a new home encourages more
homeowners to improve their current residences rather than
move.

(2)

The high costs of professional labor encourage DIY'ers to do
the home improvement work themselves

(3)

There is a growing interest in renovation and restoration
which indicates a new respect for old homes and stimulates
improvement expenditures.

(4)

Consumers' desire to improve their DIY home improvement
skills.

(5)

Women are an increasingly influential segment for home
improvement purchases and DIY project involvement.

According to 1Mel Walsh, Marketing Consultant for treated wood
products and co-author of the DRI study, research at the consumer
level (for treated lumber) is non-existent at this time. 2 Judy
Klauseger of the Home Center Research Bureau states that she knows of

1 Personal communication. Mel Walsh, M. R. Walsh
Consultants,Inc., Oakbrook, Il. July, 1986.
2 Personal communication. Judy Klauseger, Home Center Research
Bureau, Chicago, Il. July, 1986.
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no market research studies regarding the consumer of building
materials.

Whereas in-house marketing research studies have been

conducted on a proprietary basis, no publications have been found to
substantiate studies in this area.

"There is no such thing as a commodity. All goods and services
can be differentiated and usually are. The only exception to this
proposition is in the minds of the people who profess that
exception."
--Theodore Levitt, The Marketing Imagination
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Production by Year (1977-1986).
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Table 1.

1 Total Production of Lumber, Timbers and Plywood by
Chemical Treatment in the U.S. (1986).

~h~migsl Tr~atment

Waterborne Salts
Creosote Solutions
Pentachlorophenol
Fire Retardants
All Chemicals

Lumber*
4,831,491
47,057
40,976
99.654

Timb~rs*

5,019,178

454,622

405, 111
35,960
11, 853
1. 698

Pl~oog**

157,568

1,088
139.008
297,664

1

All figures are for pressure treating plants and are based on
production reports for 518 plants and estimates of production
by 70 non-reporting plants.
* 1,000 board feet (mbf)
** 1,000 square feet (3/8-inch basis)
(Source: Micklewright 1988)
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Tab1e 2:

Treated Wood Production by Preservative (1986).

Creosote Solutions 1
Pentachlorophenol
Waterborne Preservatives2
Fire Retardant Chemicals
Total

million cu. ft.

.!

118. 7
49.5
375.5
10.4

21
9
68
2

554.1

100%

1 Creosote, Creosote-Coal Tar and Creosote Petroleum.
2 CCA, ACA, ACC and CZC.

(Source:

Micklewright 1988)
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Tab1e 3. Treated Lumber End Uses by App1ication in 1983.

Home Improvement
87%
2%

* Outdoor Uses
** Home Exterior
*** Home Framing

11%

100%

New Residential
Construction
63%
2%
35%
100%

*decks, patios, porches, gazebos, balconies, pool enclosures, fences,
landscaping, sheds, garages, carports, boat docks, etc.
**siding, sheathing, soffits, fascia, etc.
***wall studs, sills, plates, posts, roof trusses, joists,
rafters, beams, floor joists, flooring, etc.
(Source:

Fuller and Walsh 1983)
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Table 4.

Techlaw Study Results (1986):

% Aware of CAP

Party Involved
Formulators
Treaters
Distributors

100
100

81

(Source:

% Participating
In CAP

94

97
70

Techlaw 1986)
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Hazard Management Framework.

'?able 5.

Technical Issues

Social Issues

A) Risk Perception
- Perceived Consequences
- Subjective Probability
B) Risk Acceptability

A) Identification
B) Measurement
- Probability
- Consequence
(Source:

Jacoby 1981)
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A Geographic Comparison of '?he Professionai Contractor/Remoda1er:
Consumer Research for CCA Treated Lumber Products.

(A manuscript prepared for submission to
Forest Products Journal)

"Mass production industries are impelled by a great drive to
produce all they can. The result is that marketing gets
neglected. What usually gets emphasized is selling not marketing.
The difference between marketing and selling is more than
semantic. Selling focuses on the needs of the seller, marketing
on the needs of the buyer."·
--Theodore Levitt
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A Geographic Comparison of The Professionai Contractor/Remode1er:
Consumer Research for CCA Treated Lumber Products.

ABS'l'RACT

The purpose of this paper is to empirically characterize the
market for treated lumber products in terms of four sets of predictor
variables.

Professional Contractors/Remodelers (PRO's) were grouped

into the four U.S. Bureau of Census regions.

Then, both univariate

ANOVA and multivariate Multiple Discriminant Analysis (MDA) were used
to test for relationships between 20 product and service attribute
items, 16 opinion statements, 5 demographic measures and 4 measures of
respondents knowledge.

In general, it was found that PRO's in the

Western and Southern regions differ from Northeastern builders in
terms of age, firm size, price sensitivity, risk perception, and
chemical knowledge.

Moreover, PRO's in the Western states are unique

due to their treated lumber purchase level, educational level, safety
orientation, and attribute importance for grades, general appearance
and moisture content.

North Central PRO's were atypical with respect

to Permanent Wood Foundations and the service attribute of convenient
location of the building supply retailer.
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IN'?RODUC'l'ION
One of the fastest growing segments of the wood products industry
over the last decade has been
pressure
treated
lumber products.
"····--·
. __,...,.........
··---

In

1977, treated lumber products consumed approximately 1.5 billion board
feet (bbf).

By 1987, this had grown to an estimated 6.5+ bbf with

projections of 10 bbf by 1995 (Micklewright 1988; Eliades 1988).

This

rapid growth was made possible by consumer acceptance of Chromated
Copper Arsentate (CCA) •

CCA, first available commercially in the

1950's, has grown from a 14% treated wood market share in 1953 to 60%
of the wood preservation industry in 1986 (Micklewright 1988).
In 1986,

resi~tial

the treated lumber

repairs and remodeling accounted for 52% of

d~nded.

~-~

An

additional 28% was used in

residential construction for similar outdoor uses and non-residential
applications consumed the balance or about 20% of all treated lumber
products (RISI 1987) •

Home center sales to professional contractors

and remodelers (PRO's) grew by $6.7 billion from 1983 to 1985 and
achieved a record high 41% of the total $62.2 billion home center
sales in 1985 (Franta and Johnson 1986).

These PRO's purchase

approximately 40 percent of all treated lumber products sold by
retailers in the U.S. (Walsh 1985).

As the market for treated lumber

matures, competition at the retail level for these professional
customers will intensify.
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The Home Center

~ndustry

The home center or home improvement center is one of the most
dynamic retail segments in the U.S. economy.

Driven by whopping gains

in the sale of lumber, building materials and millwork product lines,
this retail segment grew in sales from $50.2 billion in 1983 to $62.2
billion in 1985 (Franta and Johnson 1986) .

A full 50% of this growth

can be attributed to lumber sales which increased by $6 billion during
these two years and are projected by retailers to be the product line
with the fastest sales growth through 1988 (Franta and Johnson 1986) .
According to Home Center Magazine's 1986 Market Profile (Franta and
Johnson 1986), 94% of U.S. home centers carried treated lumber in
1986, up strongly from the 82% who carried and sold the line in 1984.

Study Imp1ications

Segmentation analysis, a fundamental marketing concept, provides
the framework for marketing strategy and resource allocations (Wind
1978) . Clearly, the monetary importance of the treated lumber market
supports this investigation as an aid to the understanding of a key
market segment for the forest products industry.

Furthermore,

knowledge of regional differences may initiate and support managerial
decisions regarding treated lumber product lines in terms of
modifications or new products that would improve competitive positions
in different geographic markets.

Moreover, promotion materials such

as advertising, store displays and product literature, may be more
effectively employed on a regional basis.
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Lumber drives the sale of other (potentially higher margin)
merchandise and may be considered of paramount importance to home
centers and building supply dealers (Payless 1985) . With this in mind,
a fuller understanding of the product and service attributes,
opinions, knowledge, and demographics underlying the regional segments
of treated lumber customers may provide managerial strategies for
obtaining an increased share of lumber purchases which will typically
lead to higher overall sales.
Thus, the two major research goals of this study are:

(1) to

investigate regional differences among PRO's in terms of the following
treated lumber variable sets:

attribute importance, opinions,

knowledge and demographics and (2) to provide market segment profiles
based on the first objective for managerial decision making.

MJl:THODS

Sampling

A standardized mailing list was purchased from a national
marketing firm (Best 1986).

This list was a random sample of 3,361

professional contractors and remodelers located throughout the U.S.
chosen on an Nth name basis.

A total sample size of 3,000 was

calculated to be sufficiently large to allow approximately a 95%
confidence interval with an absolute error of 5% or less in overall
survey results with an additional 10% to 11% added to allow for
undeliverables (Mendenhall et al. 1986).

Response rate estimates in

the statistical calculations are based on previous studies by Adams
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(1956), Boyd et al. (1981), Donald (1960) and Hochstim (1970) which
indicate expected response rates of 15% to 35% for random U.S.
population samples.
Very large builders typically are not found in telephone book
yellow pages, the source of our sample.

To this end, some sampling

bias may have been introduced due to the exclusion of these major
builders.

However, since the very large builders often purchase their

materials with a great deal of buyer leverage through wholesalers or
direct from the manufacturer and this study, by design, examined the
retail customer, these smaller "yellow page" PRO's were deemed most
appropriate for our study.
Following a thorough pretest, a questionnaire was administered
in March, 1987 to the 3,361 previously described and randomly selected
PRO's.

A follow-up letter was mailed 10 days after the questionnaire.

Eighteen percent or 543 usable questionnaires were returned; 398
(11.8%) were undeliverable due largely to the transient nature of
small builders in the U.S.
Potential bias due to non-response can be studied by comparing
those who respond immediately with those who respond after follow-up
steps are taken, and through post hoc follow-up telephone interviews
with non-respondents (Fowler 1984) .

Both of the procedures were

employed using nine key demographic variables. Administering a
Chi-square test of independence, no significant (at the p=.05 level)
differences existed between early and late respondents

~

between

respondents and nonrespondents, thus allowing concerns over
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non-response to be set aside.

Respondents
Southern PRO's represented the largest regional group with 28% of
the 543 respondents residing in the 16 southern states.

Builders in

the 12 North Central states comprised 26% of the respondents whereas
Northeastern and Western PRO's made up 25% and 18% of the total
respondents, respectively, in our study (Table 1).

Eighteen

respondents failed to indicate the state in which they conducted the
majority of their business and therefore could not be categorized by
region.
Over two-thirds of the 543 respondents were involved in repair and
remodeling (R&R) followed by One-Family builders (34%) and patio/deck
builders (25%).

Some PRO's undertake more than one type of building

activity in a given year, thus, the numbers add to more than 100%.
Clearly, the smaller builders were represented with our sample frame
since 71% had sales of less than $500,000.

The median value of

treated lumber purchases in 1986 for this group was $5,000 and the
mean was $16,569. Respondents averaged 18 years of building experience
and 67% had some college education (28% were college graduates) •

Research Design
The design of this paper was descriptive in which the phenomenon
under investigation were described by determining the relationship, if
present, between the dependent and independent variables.

The
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dependent or criterion variable in this study was the four U.S. Bureau
of Census regions.

The independent or predictor variables were: (1)

product and service attributes, (2) opinions, (3) awareness and
knowledge and (4) demographics .(Figure 1).

Criterion (Dependent) Measures

In order to differentiate geographically among professional
contractors and remodelers (PRO's), respondents were categorized into
four mutually exclusive U.S. Bureau of Census regions.

This

classification into region was based on their answer to the question:
"In what state do you conduct the majority of your business?".

Predictor (Independent) Measures

Twelve product and eight service attributes were rated by
respondents on a 5-point Likert scale from l=very unimportant to
3=neither important nor unimportant to S=very important.

These

attributes, provided in Table 2, indicate that PRO's nationwide stress
straightness as the single most important treated lumber attribute.
Whereas brand names, color and promotional materials represent the
least important attributes, their mean ratings of 2.98, 2.99 and 3.01,
respectively, suggest an indifference for these items.
Sixteen opinion statements were provided to respondents in order
to gain additional insight into the human characteristics of PRO's
that influence their responses to market variables (Berkman and Gilson
1986) (Table 3).

PRO's were asked to indicate their level of·
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agreement or disagreement on a 5-point Likert scale of l=strongly
agree to 3=neither agree nor disagree to 5=strongly agree to sixteen
statements.

Overall, PRO respondents expressed some degree of

agreement with eleven statements achieving a mean rating greater than
the neutral rating of 3.0 and general disagreement with the five
statements scoring below 3.0.
Five demographic items were measured; "age," "education," "years
experience," "total sales" and "treated lumber purchases" (Table 4).
Four of the 5 items were measured categorically.

That is, "age,"

"education," "total sales" and "treated lumber purchases" were
represented on the questionnaire by fixed categories for the
respondents to check.

"Years experience" was an open-ended question.

Table 5 provides four knowledge items.

Respondents were asked to

indicate their knowledge of pressure treated lumber brands, chemicals,
Consumer Information Sheets (CIS's) and Permanent Wood Foundations
(PWF's).

PRO's, in general, are highly aware of PWF's and relatively

unaware of CIS's, treated lumber brands and the chemicals used in the
treating process.

Data Ana1ysis

The differences between the four U.S. Bureau of Census regions
were analyzed on both a univariate and multivariate basis using ANOVA1
and stepwise multiple discriminant analysis 2 (MDA) .

The stepwise

method is appropriate when the researcher wishes to consider a large
number of independent variables for inclusion in the discriminant
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function (Hair et al. 1987).
follows:

Regional comparisons were examined as

(1) a univariate (ANOVA) F-test where each independent

variable was examined individually to determine if PRO's varied by
region; Duncan's3 multiple range test, a post hoc statistical test,
was then performed on the statistically significant (at the p=.05
level) relationships to ascertain which regions differed and (2) a
stepwise multiple discriminant analysis where all 45 independent
variables were analyzed to provide a summary profile of differences
among the four geographic region members.

Group centroids (means)

were then plotted in order to visualize the criterion groups of region
on each of the significant canonical functions (Lumpkin et al. 1985).
All analysis utilized the SPSSx (1986) statistical software package.
Validation of significant discriminant Lunctions may be
accomplished by randomly dividing the population into two groups and
developing classification matrices (Hair et al. 1987).

The formula

for determining the percent correctly classified by chance is: C
number of groups (Hair et al. 1987).

=

1 I

Since our 4 region MDA correctly

classified 33.64% of respondents, and the chance probability is .25,
the predictive accuracy is considered acceptable. Additionally, the
maximum chance criteria of 28.05% exceeded the proportional chance
criteria and was therefore compared to the hit ratio (percent
correctly classified) in the hold-out sample of 33.64%, thus
indicating a very good model (Hair et al. 1987).
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RESULTS
Product and Service Attributes
Six treated lumber attribute variables emerged as related to
geographic region (p= .05): dealer reputation, good treated lumber
product variety at dealer, surface cleanliness, general appearance,
convenient location of the supplier (dealer) and brand named product
(Table 2).

A Duncan's multiple range test (p= .05) was employed to

determine which regions differed.
of the

U~S.

Western PRO's differ from the rest

They rated five of the six attributes as less important.

Convenient location is less important to North Central builders as
compared to the other three regions.

The Northeast segment, the most

discriminating PRO retail customer, ranks highest on all six of these
attributes.

Opinions
Six of the sixteen opinion statements showed significant
differences between regions at the p=.05 level using univariate ANOVA.
The six significant statements are: a warranty would make me more
likely to build PWF's, brand named treated lumber is superior to
generic, I am willing to pay more for higher quality/better looking
treated lumber, masonry foundations are more comfortable than PWF's,
CCA treated lumber should not be used for picnic tables and CCA
treated lumber is entirely safe to the resident for indoor
applications (Table 3) .
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In general, Duncan's post hoc analysis showed Western builders as
compared to the other three regions are less inclined to pay more for
higher quality/better looking treated products, feel less strongly
that brand named treated products are superior and are the most
trusting in terms of treated lumber product safety.

The Northeastern

PRO, conversely, disagrees most regarding the safety of using CCA
treated lumber for counter tops and butcher blocks and to residents
for indoor applications while agreeing more than the other three
regions that quality/appearance is worth a price premium.

Demographics

Table 4 provides the univariate analysis of six key demographic
items on the four census region segments.

Three items were

significantly different between regions at the p=.05 level:
education level and treated lumber purchases in 1986.

age,

Western PRO's

generally have higher education levels and lower treated lumber
purchases versus the other three regions of the U.S. using Duncan's
multiple range test.

The Northeasterner, the youngest responding

group of builders, rates lowest in terms of education.

Knowledge

Three of the four measures of customer knowledge differed
significantly by region.

Brand awareness, knowledge of the chemicals

used in the treating process and knowledge of PWF's differentiate the
four segments when considered one at a time.

Southern PRO's are the
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least knowledgeable about treated lumber brands and the chemicals
used;

however, a greater percent of Southern builders have heard of

PWF's than in any of the other regions (Table 5).

A Compact Portrayal

Stepwise multiple discriminant analysis was used on all 45
independent variables in the 4 sets.

To summarize the regional

differences among PRO's, fifteen independent or predictor variables
were retained in the stepwise analysis, adequately depicting the
relationships (Table 6) .

The stepwise method enters the independent

variables into the discriminant function one at a time based on their
discriminating power (Hair et al. 1987).

This method is employed when

considering a large number of independent variables and identifies a
reduced set that is as good or better than the complete set of
variables.

The maximum number of discriminant functions possible is

equal to the number of groups in the dependent variable less one
(Churchill 1987).

Accordingly, all three discriminant functions

reached significance in this analysis.

The functions explained 56.2,

29.9 and 13.9 percent of the variance, respectively.
Based on the canonical loadings, function 1 reflects large,
price sensitive, risk taking firms with older owners.

Moreover, these

PRO customers feel that treated lumber products are safe to residents
for indoor applications, have relatively little knowledge of the
chemicals used in the treated products they use and are not concerned
about surface cleanliness.

Thus, function 1 can be labeled "large,
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price sensitive, risk taking PRO's."
The second function, based on the canonical loadings of absolute
.30 and greater, describes PRO respondents who are heavy users of
treated lumber products, and feel that the product attributes of
general appearance and moisture content are important;

grade is not.

These market segment member firms are also run by older, less educated
builders.

This dimension is characterized by "heavy usage,

appearance, non-technical PRO's."
Function 3 is defined primarily by customers who place a premium
on the convenient location of the building supply retailer and grades.
Moreover, this segment is unconcerned about moisture content and the
most aware of PWF's yet feels that masonry foundations provide
superior comfort as compared to PWF's.

Thus, this dimension is

described as "convenience, technical, anti-PWF PRO's."
The last aspect of discriminant analysis, the interpretation
stage, may be conducted by plotting the group centroids of significant
discriminant functions (Hair et al. 1987).

Centroids for the four

regions relative to the three functions are portrayed in Figure 2.
Each PRO segment is plotted in 3-dimensional space according to the
centroids of each of the three treated lumber segments identified
by Functions 1 through 3.

This technique illustrates regional

differences to provide insight to the segment comparisons (Perreault,
Jr. et al. 1979).

In terms of the first function, the "large, price sensitive,
risk taking PRO's," both Western and Southern builders are most
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described;

Northeastern PRO's are least described and builders in the

North Central states are intermediate.

The second function separates

the Western builder from the other three regions.

This distinction,

illustrated in Figure 2, characterizes respondents in the non-Western
states as heavy treated lumber consumers who shop for good appearance
and proper moisture content and feel strongly that picnic table tops
are an appropriate use for treated lumber products.

The Western

builder is unique on this function in terms of the lowest treated
lumber purchase level, highest educational level, and lowest attribute
importance score for general appearance and moisture content.

The

last dimension, function 3, shows Southern and Northeastern builders
as different from respondents in the North Central states;
PRO's are intermediate.

Western

In other words, Southern and Northeastern

PRO's are most concerned about dealer location and treated lumber
grades;

the least interested in moisture content.

Furthermore, these

two regions are the least aware of PWF's and agree the strongest that
masonry provides better living comfort versus PWF's.

North Central

PRO's represent these characteristics in reverse.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The four predictor sets of attributes, opinions, knowledge and
demographics successfully relate to the geographic location of the PRO
respondent.

To provide a concise understanding of these regional

distinctions, stepwise multiple discriminant analysis was employed and
regional PRO groups were depicted in 3-dimensional discriminant space
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with each axis represented by market segments as follows:
(1)

Large/price sensitive/risk taking PRO's: best describes
PRO's in the Southern and Western region; not Northeastern
PRO's. North Central builders are intermediate.

(2)

Heavy usage/appearance/moisture content/non-technical PRO's
primarily Northeastern and Southern PRO's and to a lesser
extent, the North Central respondent; not Western builders.

(3)

Convenience/technical/anti-PWF PRO's shows the North Central
PRO's as low on this function and different compared with the
other three census regions.

Based on these findings, retailers and manufacturers may provide
different product offerings in different regions of the U.S.
Northeastern PRO's rank high on segment two and three characteristics,
yet lowest by far in terms of segment one dimensions.

This implies a

very discriminating, younger customer segment with heavy treated
lumber consumption, small firm size, price insensitivity who may shop
for either appearance and moisture content or grade and dealer
location.

This Northeastern PRO may be reticent to adopt PWF

construction techniques.
Western PRO's, conversely, rank highest on segment one, lowest on
segment two and intermediate on segment three characteristics.

This

PRO may be described as being a large, price sensitive builder with
very low treated lumber purchases.

His/her chemical knowledge is the

lowest of the four regions and surface cleanliness is relatively
unimportant.

This Western PRO most strongly agrees that CCA treated

lumber products are entirely safe to the resident for indoor
applications.

Given the greater availability of naturally durable

species such as cedar and redwood in the West, this low use and
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knowledge of CCA treated products is not surprising.
The last two regional groups also show a dichotomy.

Southern

PRO's rank high on all three discriminant functions whereas builders
in the North Central states possess a low relative rank.
two regions are more difficult to segment as a result.

These last
Generally,

Southern respondents represent older builders who have large firms and
heavy treated lumber consumption.

Moreover, they have little

knowledge of the treating chemicals used, feel that treated products
are safe to residents indoors, and look for appearance, and convenient
location.

This PRO segment may or may not shop for moisture content

or grade and will probably prefer masonry over treated lumber for a
foundation material.
On the other hand, North Central respondents are characterized by
firm size and treated lumber usage rates below average who feel that
dealer location and treated lumber grades are of low importance, and
moisture content is of high importance compared to the other three
regions.

These PRO's are the most aware of, and may be the most

receptive to, PWF construction.
This study suggests that professional contractors and remodelers
differ regionally in terms of treated lumber wants and needs.

In

particular, Western builders differ from the rest of the country.
Practitioners may achieve greater success by developing communication
strategies to target builders in a specific region.

For instance, the

Western PRO places the lowest emphasis on appearance and brand names
and uses the least treated lumber compared to the other three regions.
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Northeastern market strategies may profitably focus on higher
quality and higher priced specialty products.

The findings show this

region to be the least price sensitive builder segment with the
greatest emphasis on quality, appearance, treated lumber product
variety and brand names.
To date, consumer level research is non existent in the important
area of treated lumber retail sales.

This research provides a

prerequisite base of exploratory information providing macro
geographic trends concerning the PRO retail market for CCA treated
lumber products.

Additional market research of a more specific

geographical focus, such as focus groups or mail panel surveys in
selected Standard Metropolitan Areas or SMA's, may assist in
delineating further regional differences and thus, provide valuable
insight for targeting promotional, distribution, pricing and product
strategies.
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Notes

1. The analysis of variance or ANOVA statistical procedure is a method
for comparing the means of > 2 populations.

In other words, ANOVA

analyzes one independent variable with two or more levels; in this
case, the independent variable means are compared by four regions.

2. Multiple discriminant analysis or MDA, a multivariate analytical
technique, examines relationships that may be present among more
than one dependent variable.

MDA is the appropriate technique when

the dependent variable is categorical (nonmetric) and the
independent variables are continuous (metric) .

In this study, MDA

examines regional differences in terms of 45 independent variables.

MDA derives the linear combination of the multiple independent
variables (in this case, attributes, opinions knowledge/awareness,
and demographics) that will discriminate best between dependent
groups (regions)

(Hair et a1. 1987).

3. Duncan's multiple range post hoc test is a statistical comparison
technique.

ANOVA simply determines whether or not a statistically

significant group difference exists, not which groups differ.

Post

hoc multiple comparison tests, such as Duncan's, compares the means
of all groups to determine which pairs or combination of pairs
differ.
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J.

Attributes (20)

Opinions (16)
Geographic Regions (4)
(W, S, NC, NE)

Demographics (5)

Knowledge (4)

Stepwise (15)

(Summary)
All Predictors (45)

B'igure 1.

Conceptualization of Linkage Between B'our Sets of
Predictor Variables and Geographic Region
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(F1)

(F2)

(F3)

0.52
0.49
-0.18
-0.66

-1.05
0.30
-0.01
0.25

0.08
0.24
-0.55
0.18

Portrayal. of Geographic Regions on Three canonical. Azes
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Tabl,1 l.

PRO Samplinq Plan and Raspona• Rat••
By Census Raqion

Region

Total number
PRO's sampled
--Responses-of PRO's
(number) (percent (number) (t of (response
rates)
of sample)
total)

West
South
North Central
Northeast
Unidentified 1

13, 711
29,555
21,055
11, 413

683
1,169
837
672

20.3t

98

18'

34.8'
24.9t
20.0t

149
143
135
18

28'
26t
25t
03t

Totals =

75,734

3,361

100.ot

543

lOOt

Less Undeliverables:

Total Sampled:
1

2
3

16t
14'
20t
23t

18'3

<398> 2

2,963

Eighteen respondents did not indicate which state they conducted the
majority of their business and therefore could not be categorized by
state or region.
398 questionnaires were returned as undeliverable.
Total respon!:e rates
are calculated as:
t responses
18.lt
2!L
2,963
t mailed - undeliverables
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Tllbl.e 2.

Importance of Product and Service Attrihutea to Professional. Builders by ReqU>n

Attributes 1

All
Regions

Geographic Segment
W
S
NC
NE

(n=432)

(n•73) (n=l30) (n=ll2) (n=ll7)

Univariate
F-ratios

Differing
Groups
(Duncan•s 2 )

p

(Mean Importance Scores 3 )
Straightness

4.72

4.68

4.76

4.66

4.75

0.88

.45

General appearance
Grade
Price
Good treated lumber
variety at dealer

4.29

3.92

4.37

4.31

4.39

8. 91

.00

4.22

4.15

4.28

4.13

4.24

l.39

.24

4.12

4.18

4.22

4.10

3.97

2.10

.10

4.09

3.88

4.03

4. ll

4.28

3.99

.01

W from NC,NE

Surf ace cleanliness

4.05

3. 77

3.99

4.13

4.21

6.28

.00

W from S from NE

3.99

4.00

4.10

3.72

4.11

5.06

.00

NC from W,S,NE

3.97

3.95

4.02

3.91

3.95

0.39

.76

3.93

3.79

3.99

4.05

3.80

l.82

.14

3.85

3.75

3.85

3.68

4.05

2.81

.04

3.85

3.64

3.89

3.94

3.82

l. 76

.15

3.74

3.66

3.77

3.65

3.82

0.75

.52

W from S,NC,NE

Convenient location
of the supplier
Short delivery
lead times
Warranty
Dealer reputation
Moisture content
Price incentives
Knowledgeable sales
people at dealer
Quality mark

3.72

3.86

3.75

3.56

3.74

l.43

.23

3.71

3.66

3.78

3.54

3.76

l.51

.21

Chemical retention
Kiln-dried after

3.69

3. 63

3. 72

3. 7l

3.62

0.29

.83

Treatment (KOAT)

3.67

3.53

3.65

3.79

3.67

1.13

.34

Species

3.49

3.36

3.48

3.46

3.53

0.55

.66

Promotional mat' ls
Color
Brand named product

3.01

3.07

2.95

3.04

3.01

0.28

.84

2.99

2.90

3.05

3.01

2.94

0.44

.72

2.98

2.77

2.98

2.90

3.15

2.46

.05

W,NC from NE

W from NE

1 A T-Test was employed to determine that the following benefit groups differed
significantly at p= .01:
General Appearance
Straightness

<

Thru KDAT

<

Species

<

Promotional Materials
Thru Brand Name

2 Duncan's multiple range post hoc test statistically significant at the p= .05 level.
3 Attributes were rated on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (Very Unimportant) to 3 (Neither
Important Nor Unimportant) to 5 (Very Important).
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Table 3.

Profeeeional Buil.CS.r' e Opinione by Region on

Sixteen Statemante Concerning Traatecl Lumber

Treated Lumber
Qeinions 2

All
Univariate
Geograehic Se5:1!!!ent
Regions
w
s
NE
F-ratios
NC
{n=423) (n=69) (n=l28) (n=109) (n=ll 7)

Differing
Groups
(Duncan' a 2 )

p

(Mean Opinion Ratings)
CCA treated lumber
emits odors
Warranty would
increase chance
of bldg. PWF' s

2.91

2.94

2.84

2.93

2.95

0.37

.78

3.38

3.42

3.59

3.26

3.24

2.55

.OS

s

2.97

3.33

3.24

3.31

3.25

• 02

W from S,NC,NE

3.31

3.49

3.51

3.44

0.94

.42

2.88

2.99

3.19

3.12

1.27

.29

2.29

2.52

2.64

2.49

2.03

.11

2.81

2.89

2.90

2.63

1.96

.12

3.46

3.64

3.76

3.80

3.02

.03

W from NC,NE

3.22

3.27

2. 97

3.31

3.32

.02

NC from W,S,NE

2.83

2.91

2.90

3.03

1.01

.39

1.99

1.96

1. 77

1. 72

2.22

.09

3.39

2.88

3.16

3.10

3.29

.02

3. 71

3.88

3.83

3.79

0.87

.46

3.32

3.27

2.93

2. 72

9. 72

.oo

Brand named treated
lumber is superior
3.24
Would pay more for
KDAT treatment
3.45
More concerned with
appearance vs. grade
of treated lumber
3.06
Retail salespeople
are knowledgeable
about treated lumber 2.50
PWF's are acceptable
as alternatives to
masonry found'ns.
2.81
Will pay more for
better appearance
treated lumber
3.69
Masonry foundations
are more comfortable
vs. PWF's
3.19
Will pay more for
brand names
2.93
CCA treated lumber is
safe for counter tops
and butcher blocks
1. 84
CCA p-t lbr. should
not be used for
picnic tables
3.09

from NC,NE

W from S

CCA treated lumber is
safe to resident for
outdoor applications 3.81
CCA treated lumber is
safe to resident for
indoor applications

3.03
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W,S from NC,NE

Taibl• 3.

Treated Lumber
Oeinions 1

Continued.

Univariate
All
Geogra~hic Se51!!!ent
Reqions
w
s
NC
NE
F-ratios
(n=423) (n•69) (n=128) (n=109) (n•ll 7)

p

Dif ferinq
Groups
(Duncan' s 2 )

(Mean Opinion Ratinqs)
CCA treated lumber
to the builder
3.15
CCA treated lumber is
safe with proper use,
handlinq and disposal
precautions
3.51
1

2

3.06

3.29

3.19

3.03

1.83

.14

3.51

3.59

3.55

3.44

0.68

.56

Opinions were rated on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (Stronqly Disaqree) to
5 (Strongly Aqree).
Duncan's multiple range post hoc test statistically significant at the p= .05 level.
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Table 4.

Professional Builder Daaoq:r:apldcs by Re9ion

All

Geographic Segment

Demographics 1

Regions
W
S
NC
NE
(n=456) (n=79) (n=l31) (n=l26) (nal20)

Age
Education
Years experience
1986 total sales
1986 treated lumber
purchases

3.83
2.91
17.55
2.14

1

2

2.03

3.90 3.92
3.15 2 .97
17.01 16.94
2.25 2.29
1.53

2.20

Univariate

Differing

F-ratios

p

Groups
(Duncan' s 2 )

3.94
2.87
18.60
2.07

3.59
2.73
17.48
1.97

2.50
3.89
0.59
2.10

.05
.01
.62
.10

NE from W,NC
W from NE

1.97

2.27

15.84

.oo

W from NC;
NC from NE

Demographic variables were rated as follows:
Age = 1 (Under 21) to 2 (21-30) to 3 (31-40) to 4 (41-50) to 5 (51-60) to 6
(Over 60).
Education= 1 (Some HS) to 2 (HS Grad.) to 3 (Some College) to 4 (College Grad.).
Years experience = mean rating.
1986 sales= 1 (Under $150,000) to 2 ($150,000 to $500,000) to 3 ($500,001 to $1
mill.) to 4 ($1 mill. to $2.5 mill.) to 5 (Over $2.5 mill.).

1986 treated purchases = 1 (Under $2,500) to 2 ($2,500 to $10,000) to 3 (Over
$10,000).
Duncan's multiple range post hoc test statistically significant at the p= .OS level.
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Table 5.

Knowledge 1

Professional. Builder'• ltnovled9e/Awar•n-• of
Four I t - by RecJion

All
Geographic Segment
Univariate
Regions
W
S
NC
NE
F-ratios
(n=432) (n=72) (n=l30) (n=ll3) (n=ll 7)

p

Differing
Groups
(Duncan•s 2 )

Brand awareness-

.36

.28

.48

.29

.33

4.25

.01

S from W,NC,NE

Chemical knowledge

.31

.33

.41

.24

.26

3.46

.02

S from NC,NE

Consumer Information
Sheet knowledge

.37

.32

.36

.39

.40

0.50

.68

Permanent Wood Foundation awareness
• 70

.71

.61

.81

.70

4.21

.Ol

1
2

S from NC

Knowledge/Awareness items were rated on a 2-point scale of 0 (•No• are ~
aware/knowledgeable) and 1 (•Yes"~ aware/knowledgeable).
Duncan's multiple range post hoc test statistically significant at the p= .05 level.
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Table 6.

A Compact Portrayal of Three PRO S.gmanta in Tez:ma of the
F.ifteen Beat P:red.icto:r Va:ri.ahl••

Function

Eigenvalue

Percent of
Variance

Canonical
Correlation

1

0.321

S6.19

.4932

Significance

2

0.171

29.90

.3822

.000 1
.000 1

3

0.080

13.91

.271S

.012 1

Canonical Loadings 3

lS Stepwise Variables 2
Function 1

Function 2

Function 3

Surface cleanliness (4)
Treated lumber is safe to
residents indoors (2)
Total sales (3)
Chemical knowledge (7)
Age (11)
Price (8)

-.S7

-.16

-.2S
-.04

Treated lumber purchases (1)
General appearance (10)

.S4

-.OS

.38

-.08

-.3S

-.lS

-.2s

.3S

.34

-.11

.30

-.08

-.19

-.28

.73

.09

.lS

.48

.02

Not safe for picnic tables (12) -.08
Moisture content (lS)
.24

-.41

-.OS

.40

-.34

Education (9)

.2S

-.30

.OS

Grade (14)

.10

-.30

.30

Masonry is more comfortable (6) -.12
Convenient location (S)
.02
PWF awareness (13)
.23

-.03

.61

1
2
3

.06

.06

.S8

.07

.30

Three significant functions are used in the analysis.
Numbers appearing in parentheses after variable names indicate order of
entry into stepwise analysis.
Loadings of an absolute .30 or_greater are considered significant with
the directional relationship provided by the sign (Hair et al. 1987).
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A Profile of the Do-It-Yourself Customer For
CCA Treated Lumber Products

(A Manuscript prepared for submission
to Forest Products Journal)

"Customers are people; consumers are statistics."

--Stanley Marcus, founder of Neiman-Marcus
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A Profile of the Do-It-Yourself Customer For
CCA Treated Lumber Products

ABSTRACT

Eighty-six percent of all respondents of a nationwide survey of
households consider themselves to be do-it-yourself'ers (DIY'ers).
Over half of these DIY'ers completed their last project less than 3
months ago.

The average number of hours per month of DIY activity by

respondents was 20.

Average treated lumber purchases in 1987 by

respondents were $312.00; median value was $30.00.

For the past three

year period (1985-1987), these treated purchases were $743.00 (mean)
and $200.00 (median).

Landscaping uses such as fences, landscaping

timbers and lattice work were the most frequently mentioned treated
lumber applications followed by decks and outdoor structures.

Lattice

panels, deck kits and residential fencing were the three most popular
specialty items that DIY'ers planned to purchase in 1988.

Only 38

percent of respondents knew the species of treated lumber purchased
whereas a mere 21 percent could recall a treated lumber brand name.
DIY'ers nationwide feel that treated lumber is more durable by about 4
years versus Cedar and Redwood (25 years versus 21 years) .

By far,

the most important product and service attribute is straightness
followed by general appearance, price, grade, knowledgeable
salespeople and good variety of treated lumber products at the dealer.
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INTRODUCTION

Since 1977, about the time treated lumber sales began to take off,
the market has grown from 1.5 billion board feet (bbf) of pressure
treated lumber to 5.5 bbf in 1986 (Micklewright 1988).

Approximately

92 percent of the total volume of pressure treated lumber, timbers and
plywood was treated with chromated copper arsenate (CCA)
1988) .

(Micklewright

Overall treated wood forecasts for the balance of the century

call for continued growth in lumber, timbers and plywood demand though
at a slower rate than during the past decade.
In 1986, residential repair and remodeling accounted for 52
percent of the total market for treated lumber.

Another 28 percent of

treated lumber was used in new residential uses (RISI 1987) •

The Home Improvement Retail Environment

Evolving from the repair and remodeling market are the one-stop
home improvement centers which cater specifically to the
Do-It-Yourself (DIY) customer and the Professional
Contractor/Remodeler (PRO) .

The home improvement retailer is one of

the most dynamic retail segments in the U.S. economy growing from
$50.2 billion in sales in 1983 to $62.2 billion in 1985 (Franta and
Johnson 1986) .

This dramatic increase was driven by whopping gains in

the sale of lumber, building materials and millwork product lines
which increased by nearly $12 billion during 1984-1985. The DIY market
segment in 1985 represented approximately 60 percent of the total home
improvement expenditures (Payless 1986).
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Lumber and building materials represented the greatest contribution to
home center sales in 1985 comprising 54 percent of total sales (Franta
and Johnson 1986) .

Lumber alone accounted for 29 percent of total

home center sales. According to the 1986 Profile of the Home Center
Market, (Franta and Johnson 1986) lumber tops the list as the
department that retailers expect to experience the fastest growth in
the future.

Payless Cashways, Inc. (1986) states that lumber is their

most important offering.

Besides accounting for over 25 percent of

sales, lumber products drive the sale of other higher-margin
merchandise (Payless 1986) .

According to the DIY Research Institute

(Green and Farnsworth 1983), lumber products used for home improvement
and repair projects are purchased at the following retail outlets:
home centers (51%), lumber/building material outlets (42%), and others
(7.0%).
In 1985, homeowners spent $80.3 billion on remodeling and repairs
--78 percent more than they did in 1982 (Guenther 1986) .

Over 30

percent of the 92 million permanent residences in the U.S. are more
than 45 years old, which make them prime candidates for spending on
upkeep and improvement (Guenther 1986) .

According to the National

Association of the Remodeling Industry (NARI), remodeling is expected
to grow at an average annual rate of 14 percent from 1985 through 1990
(NARI 1986).
Franta and Johnson (1986) indicated that 94 percent of home
centers carry treated lumber.

This is up 12 percentage points from

the 82 percent of home centers that carried treated lumber in 1984.
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Treated wood is considered part commodity and part specialty by many
home centers.

Active programs such as in-store presentations,

advertising, and improved service have been implemented to maintain
share of treated wood sales.

Increased competition among wood

treaters has led to the addition of new products such as radius edge
decking, deck kits, PWF's, fire retardent treated lumber, the addition
of weathering agents to wood preservatives, more attractive deck and
outdoor project designs, the Wood Slab system and color tints to gain
competitive advantage and increased margins.
Approximately 85 percent of treated lumber, timber and plywood
sales go through retailers (Walsh 1985) .

Of these retail sales, about

46 percent go directly to residential consumers DIY'ers for repairs
and alterations and nearly 40 percent are to home improvement and
residential contractors or PRO's (Fuller and Walsh 1983).

The balance

(about 15% of retail sales) go to non-residential building and
non-building construction, farm use, industry and government (Fuller
and Walsh 1983) .

The DIY Customer
Home center sales to DIY'ers have grown from $16.1 billion to
$31.2 billion from 1977 to 1985 (Franta and Johnson 1986).

Between

1970 and 1983, the DIY market grew much faster than the total home
improvement market (Green and Farnsworth 1983) .

This DIY boom has

created a favorable market segment for treated lumber with
approximately 80 percent of treated lumber used for decks, fences,
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landscape timbers and other backyard projects being installed by the
homeowner (Ryan 1988) .
A major factor that will substantially impact the growth of
tomorrow's DIY market is the ripple effect of the baby boom.

Baby

boomers, riow 22-40 years old, make up 40 percent of the U.S.
population (Francese 1986) .

As this generation ages, it will continue

for another 20 years to pass through age brackets which enjoy heavy
DIY participation rates.

Baby boomers between the ages of 25 and 39

earn about half of the U.S. personal income and represented nearly 70
percent of home purchases in 1983 (Kitzke 1985) .

These highly

educated customers are increasingly demanding both service in the form
of knowledgeable salespeople and warranties/guarantees.

According to

Cahners's Bureau of Marketing Research, the total home improvement
market is projected to reach $124 billion by 1990 with the DIY home
improvement share representing $73 billion (Kitzke 1985) .

U.S. Demographics
The past decade has seen dramatic changes in long established
regional demographic trends.

As John Naisbitt noted in his

best selling book, "Megatrends" (1984), the 1980 census showed that
for the first time in U.S. history, the South and West had more people
than the Northeast and North Central.

Projections by Chase

Econometrics (Wright and Melnick 1985) indicate the following
population gains by region from 1985 through 1990:

West +10.58

percent; South +10.92 percent; North Central +1.56 percent and;
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Northeast +1.21 percent.

Another significant demographic factor is

the declining population growth rate over the last four decades from
1.7 percent growth in the 1950's to 1.3 percent, 1.1 percent and 0.9
percent population growth rates in the 60's, 70's and 80's,
respectively (Wright and Melnick 1985) •
According to Steven R. Brown (1985) of Alcan Building Products,
Warren, Ohio, today's consumer is changing.

These trends have

implications to the remodeling industry in terms of tailoring a sales
strategy to meet the market.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

In general, Brown speaks of four trends:

Today's consumer is more affluent.
The rise of the two-income family.
Higher education levels.
Women are more active in remodeling decisions.

Study Justification

CCA pressure treated lumber, timbers and plywood have enjoyed
tremendous growth over the last two decades.

Nearly 2 million treated

wood decks are projected to be built by DIY'ers and PRO's in the U.S.
in 1988, up from the 1.1 million in 1984 (Hand 1988; Eliades 1988).
Total treated lumber shipments in 1987, valued at $1.8 billion, s expected to
level off at an annual increase of 4 percent over the next 5 years
compared to the 14 percent annual growth in treated lumber production
from 1977 through 1986 (Micklewright 1988; Ryan 1988).

As growth

slows, practitioners in the marketplace will meet greater success by
predetermining what consumers will buy and thus, focusing on the
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consumer's needs.

This consumer-oriented marke.ting philosophy is

often known as the "marketing concept".
Traditionally very little research has been done on the buying
habits of the final consumer of the vast majority of lumber and wood
products (Rich 1970) .

Much of the demand for treated lumber depends

ultimately on demand by final household consumers and, these
consumers.

Needs, preferences and attitudes toward treated wood

products are poorly understood.

The purpose of this study is to

enhance this understanding.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Secondary data collection, although extensive, proved insufficient
to meet the study goals and nationwide primary data collection was
necessary.

The mail survey method of data collection has shown to be

the most efficient and cost effective vehicle for securing data from
such a geographically dispersed population (Kanuk and Berenson 1975).
A mail survey was administered, following a thorough pretest, to 3,224
randomly selected DIY'ers in all 50 states in October, 1987.

It was

determined that 3,000 households with a response rate of 12 percent to
15 percent would provide at least 400 useable questionnaires.

These

400 responses are calculated as sufficiently large to allow a 95%
confidence interval with an absolute error of 5% or less in overall
survey results (Mendenhall et al. 1986).

The additional 224 mailed

surveys allowed for an anticipated 8 to 10 percent undeliverable rate.
A follow-up was sent approximately 10 days after the initial mailings
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and 491 usable questionnaires, resulting in a 17 percent response
rate, were received from DIY respondents (Table 1) .

Previous studies

by Franta and Johnson (1988), Boyd et al. (1981), Hochstim (1970) and
Donald (1960) estimate response rates of 15 percent to 35 percent from
random mail surveys in the U.S.

Nonresponse Bias
Potential bias due to nonresponse can be studied by comparing
those who respond immediately to those who respond after follow-up
steps are taken (Fowler 1984) .

The later respondents are generally

believed to be more like non-respondents.

Time dependent

relationships of seventeen key demographic variables in terms of
before and after the follow-up letter were examined.

Wave I

represents those DIY'ers who responded immediately or within the first
two weeks, whereas the Wave II respondents returned their survey after
receiving the follow-up letter.

The Chi-square 1 test of independence

was used to determine the degree of variation in the survey results
between Waves I and II.

These tests indicated that, with 95 percent

confidence, no differences were found between early and late
respondents.

This implies

!1Q.

evidence of nonresponse bias.

The most accurate means by which the sample population may be
examined is through comparisons with the population as a whole
(Fowler 1984).

According to the latest U.S. Bureau of the Census

statistics, the 1987 Statistical Abstract of the U.S., there were
approximately 89.5 million households in the U.S. in March, 1987.
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This census data shows family households to represent 72 percent of
the total and non-family the balance or 28 percent.

Fifty-eight

percent of all households in the U.S. were classified as "married
couple" and 28 percent as "married couple with children under 18 years
old".

Our sample showed 83 percent of respondents were married and 80

percent of those had children under 18 years old.

Moreover, our

sample consists of homeowners who are relatively younger, more
affluent and better educated than the general population and thus,
those who may be more active and product aware do-it-yourself'ers.
In a 1984 Home Center magazine study entitled "Home Center
Consumers: A Comprehensive Analysis," 85 percent of the 1,204
households surveyed reported some DIY activity (HCRB 1984) .

Our study

found a comparable 86 percent of responding households have conducted
DIY activities.

DIY CUSTOMER PROFILE
Demographics
As shown in Table 2, 86 percent of households reported some DIY
activity; 26 percent have hired a PRO for treated lumber projects.

In

the cover letter we requested that the survey be completed by the most
influential household member for DIY activities.

As a consequent, 85

percent of all respondents were male and 89 percent of all DIY
respondents were male.

Self acknowledged DIY'ers varied considerably

by gender with 90 percent of male respondents and only 66 percent of
female respondents reporting DIY activity.

Slightly over one-quarter
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of respondents have hired a professional contractor to build a treated
lumber project.

Overall, respondents indicated that they spent

approximately 17 hours per month on DIY repair and remodeling
activities (of all types)

(Table 2) .

Over half of the respondents

reporting DIY activity said that their last project was completed less
that 3 months ago.
By region, 21 percent of respondents were from the Northeast, 31
percent from the North Central states, 32 percent from Southern states
and the balance or 16 percent live in the Western region.

The vast

majority (83%) of respondents are homeowners followed by multi-family
such as condominiums, townhouses, duplexes and trailers owners (8%)
and renters (9%).

Respondents were asked to estimate the current

value of their residence.

Nearly two-thirds of respondents nationwide

lived in homes worth less than $100,000 and less than 10 percent
resided in $200,000 plus homes.
As shown in Figure 1, almost half of all respondents are college
graduates; over three quarters have "some college."
of all households querried have two incomes.

Nearly one-third

Another 38 percent of

all households nationwide earn 1.5 incomes and the balance, 31 percent
are single-income households.

In terms of total household income,

only 11 percent of responding households earned less than $20,000 per
year whereas 31 percent earned $50,000 or more annually (Figure 2).
The average age of all respondents was 41 years.

Eighty-three

percent of all respondents were married and the average number of
children was 2.0.

Overall, on a weekly basis, respondents listen to
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15 hours of radio, watch 14 hours of television and read newspapers 5
hours.

In 1987, responding DIY'ers averaged $312 (median $30) in

expenditures on treated lumber products and over the last three years
they averaged $742 (median $200) .

Applications and Purchase Intent
DIY respondents were asked to indicate the type of treated lumber
applications their current residence had by checking the nine
categories listed in Table 3.

Landscaping uses such as fences,

landscape timbers and lattice work represented the single most common
existing treated lumber use in the DIY residences in 1987.

Decks were

found in nearly half of all homes and 39 percent of residences had
treated lumber outdoor structures such as sheds, garages, carports and
boat docks. Regionally, the Northeastern homes have the greatest
percentage of decks (61%); Southern homes the lowest (31%).

A

Chi-square 1 test of independence was used to determine the
applications that, with 95% confidence, differed among the four
regions.

Decks, Wall/Roof/Floor Framing, Home Exteriors and

Permanent Wood Foundation (PWF) Uses were found to differ by region
(Table 3) .
DIY'ers were then asked to indicate the treated lumber specialty
products that they intended to purchase in the next 12 months (Table
4) .

Lattice panels were the most popular overall with 34 percent of

households indicating an intent to buy.

Deck kits were the second

most frequently checked product at 24 percent followed by residential
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fencing (21%) and fancy deck posts/rails (19%).

Western DIY'ers

differed from the other three regions regarding purchase intent.
Lattice panels and fancy deck posts/rails are less important to
Westerners whereas residential.and agricultural fencing are more
popular.

A Chi-square 1 test of independence indicated, with 95%

confidence, that purchase intent for four of the ten items varied by
region (Table 5) .

Family Decision-Making

An important question for practitioners and researchers to address

is which family members are influential in making purchase decisions
regarding treated lumber product applications.

Understanding decision

making roles of household members may provide a.basis upon which to
develop products and design promotional strategies.
Nine tasks in the consumer purchase decision as shown in Table 5
were numerically coded as l=husband makes the decision, 2=husband and
wife jointly make the decision and 3=wife makes the decision.
Therefore, the smaller the number, the greater the husband's influence
and conversely the larger the number the greater the wife's influence.
Only married couples, representing 83 percent of respondents, were
included in this analysis.
For all nine tasks, the influence of the husband dominated the
treated lumber decision.

The most wife influenced tasks in the

purchase of treated lumber products is the suggestion of the project
initially.

A mean of 1.86 indicates that this is almost a joint
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decision.

On the other extreme, the husband dominates the tasks of

building the project, purchasing the materials, and deciding on the
materials.

In general, the wife is most influential in the early

stages of the decision-making process whereas the husband's role
increase~:

in the latter stages.

ANOVJ!,2 was used to determine if household decision-making differed
regionally.

Five of the nine tasks were found, with 95% confidence,

to diffe1: by region.

The Western family is generally the most husband

dominated in· the treated lumber project purchase decision.

Knowledqo and Awareness
Brand awareness measurements (unaided recall) were conducted by
requesting that DIY'ers indicate any pressure treated lumber brand
names

th1~y

can remember (up to three) .

Only 18 percent of the 308

respondents of this question indicated that they remembered at least
one brand of treated lumber.

Furthermore, only 10 (or 18%) of these

55 brand aware DIY'ers recalled more than one brand and only one
respondent provided three different treated lumber brands.
Wolmaniz<eidR was the most frequently identified brand name at half
(50%) of all those mentioned.
Table 6 shows the DIY'ers knowledge and awareness of the chemicals
used in treated lumber products.

Overall, 37 percent of DIY'ers (115

respondents) felt that they did know the chemicals used in the treated
lumber products they purchased in 1987.

Based on the responses of

these 115 DIY'ers who provided answers to the chemicals used, CCA was
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the most commonly stated chemical type (51%), followed by
Pentachlorophenol (16%) and Creosote (7%) .
North Central respondents used CCA the most (69%); Western DIY'ers
the least (23%) .

Many respondents indicated purchases of more than

one type of chemically treated lumber.

That is, 11 percent of all

responding DIY'ers indicated usage of both penta and creosote treated
lumber products over tbe past three year period.

CCA products were

mentioned two-thirds of the time either alone or with other chemical
products, penta was checked by 37 percent of respondents and creosote
by 25 percent of respondents.

Product and Service Attributes
Twelve product attributes were rated by respondents on a 5-point
Likert scale such that l=not important at all, 2=slightly important,
3=rnoderately important, 4=very important and 5=extremely important.
These attributes, displayed in Table 7, indicate that DIY'ers feel all
product attributes are important (mean rating greater than 2.0);
is simply a matter of relative importance.

it

Whereas species, color and

brand name received the lowest average ratings at 2.77, 2.57 and 2.28
respectively, these product attributes are considered to be slightly
to moderately important to the DIY'er.

Overwhelmingly, the most

important pressure treated lumber product attribute among DIY'ers was
straightness.

General appearance, price and grade were the next most

important characteristics followed by surface cleanliness, chemical
retention level, KDAT, moisture content and quality mark.
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Comparison of the regional means for each product attribute through
ANOVA shows that only two product attributes, general appearance and
KDAT differ significantly at the p= .05 level among DIY'ers in the
four Bureau of Census regions (Table 7) .

The Western respondents felt

that general appearance and KDAT were less important than the other
three regions and North Central DIY'ers felt these two product
attributes are more important compared to the other U.S. Bureau of
Census regions.

Brand names were significant at the .13 level of

significance in the ANOVA with Western respondents the least impressed
with brand named treated lumber products.
To determine which product attribute groups differed significantly
at the p= .01, a T-Test3 was employed.

Analysis suggested, with 99%

confidence, that straightness was the most important product attribute
sought by the DIY'er; brand name was least important:

Straightness >

Appearance, Surface Cleanliness, Quality Mark,
Price,
> Chemical Retention, > Species,
> Brand
Grade
KDAT,
Color
Name
Moisture Content

The nine service attributes in Table 8 were rated on the same
importance scale as the product attributes.

All nine received mean

ratings of greater than 2.0 indicative that they are all at least
slightly important to DIY'ers.
Promotional materials, with a mean importance rating of 2.58, was
perceived by DIY'ers nationwide as the least important among the nine
service items.

Knowledgeable salespeople and a good variety of
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pressure treated products at the building materials dealer were the
two highest rated service attributes followed by convenient location
and store reputation.
Based on ANOVA, only store reputation differed among DIY'ers
between the regions at p= .OS (Table 8).

Western respondents felt

that the reputation of the dealer was less important than respondents
in the other three regions of the U.S.
The mean attribute rating by DIY'ers for these nine service
attributes indicate significant differences at the p= .01 using a
T-Test.

Knowledgeable salespeople, product variety, convenient

location, store reputation, price incentives, DIY plans and warranty
were more important than delivery service and promotional materials.

Treated Lumber Opinions
Seven opinion statements (Table 9) were provided to respondents in
order to gain additional insight into treated lumber product and
service attributes.

A Likert 5-point agreement scale produced mean

opinion ratings for each of the statements.

In general, DIY'ers are relatively neutral that brand named
treated lumber is superior to generic treated lumber products and that
brand named products are worth a price premium.

This neutrality is

not surprising since brand names were found to be the least important
of 21 selected product and service attributes that DIY'ers look for in
treated lumber products.
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In terms of quality, DIY'ers are slightly less concerned with
appearance versus grade and furthermore, they will pay more for higher
appearance (quality) treated products and are generally satisfied with
the quality/appearance of treated lumber products available locally.
DIY'ers are neutral regarding the general treated lumber knowledge
of retail salespeople.

This attribute rates highest in importance

among DIY'ers and may merit further examination by retailers.

The

last opinion statement involves a relative value judgement comparing
treated lumber products with naturally durable species such as cedar
or redwood. DIY'ers weakly disagree that treated lumber is worth more
money versus cedar or redwood.
ANOVA was employed to determine if DIY'ers differed significantly
among Bureau of Census regions regarding these seven product and
service attribute opinions.

Three of the seven opinion statements

differed significantly by region at the .05 level.

These three

statements concern satisfaction with quality/appearance, brand named
products are superior and will pay more for brand names.

Western

DIY'ers are less agreeable that brand named treated lumber is
generally of superior quality" and "will pay more for brand named
treated lumber" versus DIY'ers from the other three regions. Southern
DIY'ers are the most satisfied with the quality/appearance of local
treated lumber; Western and North Central respondents are the least
satisfied.
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Branding Effectiveness

Currently, branding seems only partially effective.

However, an

effective brand naming strategy may be a beneficial tool to implement
in conjunction with segmentation tactics.
general lack of brand awareness.

This study indicates a

Only one-third of PRO's and 21

percent of DIY'ers could recall (unaided) at least one brand of
treated lumber.
In support of this contention, response frequencies were examined
for two key brand name perception statements.

Over 40 percent of PRO

respondents checked "Neither Agree Nor Disagree" to "Brand named
treated lumber is generally of superior quality" and "will pay more
for brand named treated lumber."

Moreover, 60 percent and 33 percent

of DIY'ers checked the neutral response to these "superior quality"
and "pay more" brand-related statements. Overall, the mean opinion
scores confirm this neutrality for these two brand perceptions.

Much

room exists in the industry to improve brand awareness in order to
differentiate a firm's product line.

SUMMARY

This market research suggests opportunities for targeting
promotional activities, product offerings and informational programs
to better respond to the needs of the do-it-yourself'er that uses CCA
treated lumber products.

One area of special importance concerns

treated lumber product applications and purchase intent.

The most

frequently mentioned DIY treated lumber application was for
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landscaping uses with about 63 percent of all households.

This

implies a tremendous opportunity in treated product applications
suitable for a less skilled DIY'er including decks, outdoor structures
and outdoor furniture.

Specialty products should have enormous growth

potential since over one-third of respondents indicated they planned
to purchase lattice panels in 1988 followed by deck kits (24%) and
residential fencing (21%) .

DIY deck and outdoor project plans

available at the retailer or in other promotional vehicles and the
development and availability of practical specialty products could be
a catalyst for treated lumber sales.
An

examination of the relative decision-making roles of husband

and wife for treated lumber projects shows that the husband is the key
figure in this process.

The wife's decision-making influence is

strongest in the early stages of the project, such as suggesting the
project, specifying size/style and deciding how much to spend.

These

findings suggest that most promotional strategies should address both
male and female DIY'ers.
A mere 37 percent of DIY'ers could identify the chemicals used in
the treating process from a choice of CCA, Penta and Creosote
preservative chemicals.

However, only 64 percent of respondents

indicated that CCA was the preservative chemical used in the treated
lumber they used/purchased.

Accordingly, it may be .surmised that

fewer DIY'ers would be aware of the chemicals used in an unaided
recall question!
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Only 21 percent of DIY'ers can recall at least one brand of
treated lumber.

This poor brand awareness suggests opportunities that

exist for increased efforts in this area.

Branding may assist

manufacturers through an improved bargaining position with retailers
and distributors due to increased market acceptance, higher quality
and higher profits (Lazer and Culley 1983) .

The costs of brand

promotion may be offset by higher prices, and/or faster turnover and
reduction of future promotional expenses if and when routine or repeat
purchases result (McCarthy and Perreault 1987) .
Product and service attributes were examined to determine the
benefits sought by DIY customers.

DIY'ers are particularly concerned

about straight, good-looking and properly graded material at the best
price.

Moreover, these retail customers insist on knowledgeable

salespeople and demand that this material can be purchased in a single
retail outlet with a convenient location that provides a full line of
treated lumber products.
The current structural grades for treated lumber products may not
adequately address the customer's appearance demands.

Often, a

product of proper grade for the structural application is simply
unacceptable as a material for visual applications such as outdoor
uses.

These findings pose three potential opportunities:

(1) Efforts to change the current grades to better reflect appearance
needs could benefit the entire industry through increased demand
and improved satisfaction by customers of treated lumber products.
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(2) The large within grade appearance variability may provide an
incentive for establishing brand named treated lumber products of
consistently good appearance. Promotion of this brand, backed
consistent quality could provide a preferred product that
customers would willingly pay a premium for.
(3) A retailer with a knowledgeable sales force regarding treated
lumber products and applications may provide a competitive
advantage through increased sales to the DIY customer.
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Notes

1. The chi-square statistical procedure is used to test the
significance of the differences observed between the two sets
of categorical variables.

Assumptions include: (1) samples are

random and independent and (2) observations are categorical and
mutually exclusive.

2. The analysis of variance or ANOVA statistical procedure is a
method for comparing the means of > 2 populations.

In other

words, ANOVA analyzes one independent measure with two or more
levels. Assumptions include: (1) samples are random and
independent, (2) the dependent variables are interval or higher
and (3) sampled populations have the same shapes, means and
variances.

3. The T-Test for two independent samples is a special case of
ANOVA when comparing the means of two populations.

In this

study, each attribute mean was compared with the next lowest
attribute mean to determine if the mean scores are
significantly different at the p =.01 level.

Assumptions

include: (1) the two samples are independent and (2) sampled
populations have the same variances.
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Some College 32%

HS Grad. or Less 22o/o

Advanced Degree 19%
College Grad. 27o/o

Figure 1.

Education of Respondents (85% Male)
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$20 to $29.9K 20%

$30 to $39.9K 23%

< $19.9K 11%

> $75Kgo.4
$40 to $49.9K 15%
. $50 to $74.9K 22%

Figure 2.

'rotal Household J:ncoma
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Tabla l.

DIY Sampling Plan and Rasponsa Rates

by o.s. Bur-u of Cansua Region

Region

--Households sampled-(percent)
(number)

West

15.9%

South
North Central
Northeast
Unidentified1

35.6%
28.6%

Totals

19.9%

922
641

100.00!i

3,224

Less Undeliverables:

Total Sampled:
1
2
3

513
1,148

--Responses-(number) (\ of (response
rates)
total)

78

16%

15\

159
152

14'
16\

101
1

32%
31'
21'
OO!i

491

100\

17% 3

16%

<358> 2

2,866

One respondent did not indicate which state he/she lived and therefore
could not be categorized by state or region.
358 questionnaires were returned as undeliverable.
Total response rates
are calculated as:
# responses
17 .1'
I mailed - undeliverables

2,866
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Tllb1• 2.

Ba•ic DIY Raspondent Infoz:mation by Raqion.

West
(78) 1

South . NC
(159)
(152)

NE

(101)

All
Regions
(490)

Gender (\ male)

91'

83\

87'

84\

85\

Are you a DIY'er?

87\

86\

87\

85\

86\

--Males--

90\

90\

89\

92\

90\

--Females--

57\

67\

70\

63\

66\

26\

31'

21'

25\

26\

16

15

16

22

17

Have you ever hired a PRO
for treated lumber
applications
Average hours per
month of DIY activity

1 Number of responses per category are in parentheses.
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Table 3.

Percent of DIY' era Who

o..d

Treated Lumber Products for

th• l'ollowinq Applications in Their current Raaidancea.

Applications
in 1987

West

South

NC

(35) 1

(108)

(95)

NE
(72)

All
Reqions
(310)

Significant
Difference
Between
Reqions 2

Landscapinq

57%

61'

64'

65%

63%

No

Decks

31

47

44

61

48

Yes

Outdoor Structures

37

44

41

31

39

No

Other Outdoor

29

34

36

26

32

No

Outdoor Furniture

29

22

35

24

27

No

Wall/Roof/Floor Framinq

40

34

22

11

26

Yes

Home Exteriors

17

27

16

13

19

Yes

Permanent Wood Foundations

17

12

04

03

08

Yes

Other

03

06

08

06

06

No

1 Number of responses per cateqory are in parentheses.
2 Statistically significant at the .OS level usinq ANOVA.
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Table 4.

Percent of DIY'ers Who Plan to Purchase th• Followinq Treated
Lumber Specialty Products in 1988.

Specialty
Producta
for 1988

We at
(35) 1

South
(107)

NC
(95)

NE
(73)

All
Regiona
(310)

Significant
Difference
Between
Regions 2

Lattice Panela

17'

34'

36t

41'

34'

Yes

Deck Kita

14

21

29

27

24

No

Reaidential Fencing

34

18

22

19

21

Yea

Fancy Deck Poata/Rails

11

15

19

29

19

Yea

Fancy OUtdoor Stair Kita

17

13

16

22

16

No

Radiua-edged Decking

09

14

14

22

15

No

"Weathered• Treated Prod'a. 11

12

13

11

12

No

Permanent Wood Foundationa

06

09

06

14

09

No

Agricultural Fencing

17

07

04

04

07

Yea

Color Tinta

03

04

03

03

03

No

~ Number of responses per category are in parentheses.

Statistically significant at the .05 level using ANOVA.
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Table 5.

Married DIY'er Ccmparison of Husband/Wife

Invol~t

in

:Pressure Treated Lumber Buying Decisions By RAlgion.

Who
Usually:

West
(34) 1

First Suggests Project

1.85

Specifies Size/Style

1.61

1. 75

1. 76

Decides How Much To Spend

1.48

1.67

Determines When To Do

1.33

South
(91)

NC
(83)

NE
(63)

All
Regions
(271)

-----Mean Ratings 3----1.81 1.84
1.94

Significant
Difference
Between
Regions 2

1.86

No

1. 78

1. 74

No

1.69

1. 78

1.68

Yes

1.48

1.31

1.59

1.44

Yes

Obtains Product Informat'n 1.18

1.35

1.37

1.48

1.37

Yes

Decides on Specific Store

1.15

1.35

1.35

1.32

1.32

No

Decides on Materials

1.18

1.23

1.24

1.21

1.22

No

Purchases Materials

1.00

1.29

1.19

1.21

1.20

Yes

Actually Builds Project

1.06

1.26

1.12

1.22

1.19

Yes

~ Number of responses per category are in parentheses.
3 Statistically significant at the .OS level using ANOVA.
Respondents were asked to rate each category on a 3-point scale from
l=Male Dominated Decision to 2=Joint Decision to 3=Female Dominated.
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Table 6.

DIY Raapondent Knowledqe of the Chemical.• Used

i.n Treated Lumber by lleqion.

All
Chemicals

% of Respondents indicating
chemicals used

West
(35) 1

South
(107)

NC
(95)

NE
(72)

Regions
(309)

37%
(13)

38%
(41)

37%
(35)

36%
(26)

37%
(115)

Percent of Total Raaponaea 2
(of th• 115 or 37% who answered

~.

question)

CCA

23%

47%

69%

50%

51%

Penta

23

17

14

12

16

Penta and Creosote

15

12

13

04

11

CCA and Penta

15

12

00

08

08

Creosote

08

07

00

14

07

CCA and Creosote

08

05

03

08

05

CCA/Penta/Creosote

08

00

00

04

02

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Totals

1 Number of responses per category are in parentheses.
2 If respondent checked more than one type of chemical, the response was
recorded as a combination of two (or all three) preservative chemicals.
Thus, the combined categories.
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Tab1e 7.

DIY Ratinqa of Se1ected Product Attributes by Region.

Product
Attributes 1

West
(33) 2

South
(104)

NC
(96)

NE

(39)

All
Regions
(302)

Significant
Difference
Between
Regions 3

-----Mean Ratings 4 -~-Straightness

4.33

General Appearance

3.64
3.70

4.49

4.52

4.45

4.47

No

3.77

4.00

3.86

3.85

Yes

3.90
3.73

3.93
3.93

3.65
3.81

3.83
3.82

No
No

Surf ace Cleanliness
3.33
Chemical Retention Levels 3.33
KDAT
3.03
Moisture Content
2.88

3.34
3.37
3.13

3.60
3.53
3.51

3.55
3.51
3.41

3.47
3.45
3.30

No
No
Yes

3.22

3. 40

3.20

3.24

No

Quality Mark
Species

2.96
2.73

3.01
2.78

3.12
2.88

2.99
2. 77

No
No

Color

2.73
2.61
2.36

2.63

2.59

2.54

2.57

No

Brand Name

1.91

2.32

2.32

2.33

2.28

No

Price
Grade

3.85

1 Product attribute groups separated by blank rows differed significantly
' t the p= .01 level according to a T-Test. Based on all regions ratings.
Number of responses per category are in parentheses.

! !~~~~~!~ 1 !~r: 1 ;::!!~c~~taa~-;~~n~O~i~:;~1 s~:i:gf~~v~. (Not

Important At

All) to 5 (Extremely important).
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i'able

a.

DIY Ratings o:f Selected Service Attribute• by Region.

All
Service
Attributes 1

West
(33) 2

Knowledgeable Salespeople
Treated Product Variety
Convenient Location
Store Reputation
Price Incentives

3.27
3.33
3.30
2.85
2. 97

South. NC
(104)
(96)

NE

(39)

-----Mean Ratings 4----3.60 3.66
3.43
3. 44 3.63
3.59
3.55 3.31
3.52
3.53 3.42
3.32
3.21 3.23
3.10
3.07 3.22
3.00

DIY Plans
Warranty

2.91
2.70

3.09

Delivery Service

2.52

Promotional Materials

2.36

Regions
(302)

3.54
3.52
3.44
3.37
3.17
3.08

Significant
Difference
Between
Regions 3

No
No
No
Yes
No

3.06

3.07

3.03

No
No

2.73

2.80

2.84

2.76

No

2.63

2.59

2.58

2.58

No

1 Product attribute groups separated by blank rows differed significantly
at the p= .01 level according to a T-Test. Based on all regions ratings.
2 Number of responses per category are in parentheses.
3 Statistically significant at the .OS level using ANOVA.
4 Attributes were rated on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (Not Important At
All) to 5 (Extremely important).
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Table 9.

DIY Opinion• Regarclinq Treated Lumber by Region.

Opinion
Statements

West
(74) 1

South
(151)

NC

(144)

NE
(95)

All
Regions
(464)

Significant
Difference
Between
Regions 2

-----Mean Ratings 3 ----Will pay more for higher
quality/appearance
treated lumber

3.53

3.55

3.61

3.68

3.60

No

Am satisfied with
quality/appearance
of treated lumber

3.43

3. 64

3. 41

3.53

3.51

Yes

Brand named treated
lumber is generally
of superior quality

2. 93.

3.15

3.17

3.21

3.14

Yes

3.03

2.93

3.01

3.03

2.99

No

2.73

2.85

3.03

3.02

2. 92

Yes

More concerned with
appearance vs. grade/
species of
treated lumber

2.81

2.74

2.89

2.78

2.80

No

Will pay more for
treated lumber vs.
cedar/redwood

2. 77

2.67

2.69

2.69

2.73

No

Retail salespeople are
knowledgeable about
treated lumber
Will pay more for brand
named treated lumber

1 Number of responses per category are in parentheses.
2 Statistically significant at the .OS level using ANOVA.
3 Attributes were rated on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (Strongly
Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree).
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Product Quality As A Competitive
Advantage For the Forest Products IndustJ:Y

(A manuscript prepared for submission to
Wood and Fiber Science)

"Commodity is a dirty word...
sustaining advantage."

and outstanding qual.ity is the

--Peters and Waterman, In Search of Excellence
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Product Quality As A Competitive
Advantage For the Forest Products Zndustry

ABSTRACT

Product quality is currently an important competitive issue
facing North American firms.

This paper examines the predictive

efficacy of using a reduced set of product and service attributes
(benefits) to characterize perceived product quality market segments.
A set of twenty benefits were factor analyzed to eliminate redundant
variables and provide a condensed set of eleven underlying benefits
sought by Professional Building Contractor and Remodeler retail
customers of CCA pressure treated lumber products.

These eleven

benefits were then presented as surrogate predictor variables in a
subsequent canonical correlation analysis employed to define
simultaneously four distinct market segments based on quality
perceptions.

This user-based or customer identification of subjective

quality segments provides the first step in delineating a defensible
quality niche to gain competitive advantage.
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IN'.rRODUC!l?ION

Quality Perceptions
The concept of quality as a competitive weapon has been examined
in terms of profitability, productivity, costs, prices and market
share (Garvin 1984a; Shetty 1987; Peters and Waterman 1982; Jacobson
and Aaker 1987) .

Quality perceptions have received less attention

than warranted in the literature.

No well developed theory exists to

explain how consumers judge the perceived quality of a product (Purwar
1984) .

For the average consumer, objective quality is a difficult

concept; perceived quality is typically substituted (Olson 1972) .
Perceived quality involves the subjective feeling, impression or
judgement of the relative quality of the product (Olson 1972) .

It is

this buyer's perception of quality that must be addressed (Kotler
1980) .
Quality has become a major issue and important factor for wood
products producers and retailers.

Buyers generally have limited

objective knowledge of product quality and tend to substitute
aesthetics as a measure of perceived quality.

With CCA treated wood

products, knowledge is even more limited and perceived quality is even
more critical because the products are often on display in homeowner's
backyards and may serve as a measure of status.

Retailers generally

feel that customers are willing to pay for quality wood, and will
penalize stores that don't provide it (Kelleher 1986).

Kelleher has

hypothesized that appearance is a major factor that equates to quality
in consumer's purchase decisions.
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Standard softwood lumber grades have served for decades as the
traditional objective measure of quality for structural lumber.

These

grades incorporate straightness criteria and, in general, a base line
appearance through restrictions on knot size, discoloration, checks,
shakes, splits, slope of grain and wane.

When lumber is on display,

such as decks, many builders purchase the more expensive No. 1 grade
simply to obtain a better looking product even though a No. 2 grade
may meet building code requirements (Kelleher 1986; Walsh 1985) .
Three different approaches may be employed when defining quality
(Garvin 1984b) .

The traditional path in the forest products industry

involves a manufacturing perspective and focuses on the supply side.
These manufacturing-based definitions rely on "conformance to
specifications" (Crosby 1979) and emphasize engineering and quality
control to achieve cost reduction.
The second, and perhaps less utilized means of defining quality
in the forest products sector, is the customer or user-based
orientation.

This highly subjective marketing orientation views

quality in terms of consumer preferences -- determinants of demand
where those goods that best satisfy the wants and needs of individual
consumers are those they regard as having the highest quality (Garvin
1984b; Kuehn and Day 1962) .

In other words, this user-based approach

implies a "fitness for use" (Juran 1979) and "a means through which
the product and service in use will meet the expectations of the
customer" (Whiting and Walsh 1986) where the expert is the customer
and quality relates to the specific end use of the product in
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question.
The third approach considers value in terms of costs and prices.
According to Broh (1982), quality products provide conformance at an
acceptable cost and/or performance at an acceptable price.

This view

relates the two previous quality approaches and provides the
foundation of the quality perception measurement statements used in
this study.

Conceptual Background

The problem now becomes how to measure the factors that the
customers perceive to constitute quality and once measured how to use
this knowledge to improve the competitiveness of wood products.

In

order to best address this issue, a single product line, CCA treated
lumber products, was chosen to serve as an example.

It can be argued

that the benefits (product and service attributes) customers seek when
purchasing treated lumber products, in essence, define their
perception of quality.

These benefits are the basic rationale for the

existence of market quality segments.

This causal approach to

marketing has been shown to determine purchase behavior much more
accurately than do demographics or volume consumption (Haley 1968) .
Haley's scheme has been validated empirically by other studies (Bahn
and Gandhi 1987; Granzin and Painter 1979).
The basis for this study holds that the construct of benefits
reflects the influence of product quality perceptions.

Figure 1

illustrates the conceptual linkage between twenty benefits,
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represented by eleven selected surrogate variables, and five quality
perception items.

Thus, the hypothesized relationship under

investigation involves the use of benefits to portray market segments
based on customers' product quality perceptions.
Additionally, there exists a fundamental need to determine the
predictive usefulness of selected benefit measures in defining
perceived quality for wood products.

From a marketing viewpoint, this

subjective or perceptual measurement and identification of quality is
a prerequisite to the operational focus of improving quality through
engineering and manufacturing processes.

Both perspectives need to

coexist and must be addressed in a successful quality strategy.

METHODOLOGY
Sample Frame

Professional building contractors are the largest users of CCA
treated lumber products and therefore are our population of interest
(Walsh 1985) .

According to current (1986) sample frames compiled from

all phone book yellow page directories in the U.S., the following
contractor populations have been identified (Best 1986; Zeller 1986;
American Business Lists 1986) :
One-Family Unit Builders
Horne Improvement Builders
Patio/Deck Builders

50,614
45,496
2,624
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These three categories were merged with duplicate listings
deleted, thus providing a single, mutually exclusive
population of 75,734 elements defined as "New One-Family Home
Improvement and Patio/Deck Contractors."
Some sampling bias may have been introduced due to the exclusion
of builders who do not advertise in telephone book yellow pages,
typically the very large builders.

However, since the very large

builders generally do not buy at retail outlets and this study, by
design, examined the retail customer, potential bias was not deemed a
problem.

Data Collection

A mail survey was administered, following a thorough pretest, in
March, 1987 to 3,361 randomly selected builders 1 located in all 50
states on an Nth name basis.

In other words, every 22nd builder

nationwide was included in the study.
1 to 22 provided the first builder.

A random number generator from
Thus, the chance for selection of

each element was known and equal (Mendenhall et al. 1986).

A

follow-up was sent ten days after the initial mailing and 543 usable
questionnaires were returned, resulting in an 18% response rate after

1 A total sample size of 3,000 was calculated to be sufficiently
large, given a response rate of about 15% or at least 400 useable
responses, to allow a 95% confidence interval with an absolute error
of 5% or less in overall survey results (Mendenhall et al. 1986).
The extra 361 questionnaires were mailed in anticipation of a 10% to
12% undeliverable rate.
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adjusting for 398 undeliverables (Dillman 1978) .

Previous studies by

Boyd et al. (1981), Donald (1960) and Hochstim (1970) estimate
response rates of 15% to 35% from random mail surveys in the U.S.
Figure 2 illustrates the sampling scheme and responses by geographic
region.
Potential non-response bias was studied by comparing two
dependent relationships:

(1) time-dependent trends comparing those

who responded immediately with those who responded after follow-up
steps were taken, and (2) post hoc follow-up telephone interviews with
non-respondents (Fowler 1984) .

A non-parametric technique, the

Chi-square test, was employed to test these two dependent
relationships on each of nine key demographic variables.
indicated that

!1Q.

The tests

significant (at the p=.05 level) differences existed

between early and late respondents

Q!:

between respondents and

nonrespondents, thus allowing concerns over non-response bias to be
set aside.

Profile of Respondents
Over two-thirds of the 543 respondents were involved in repair
and remodeling (R&R) followed by one-family builders (34%) and
patio/deck builders (25%) .

These builder type categories are not

mutually exclusive as many builders work in more than one category in
a given year; therefore, percentages do not add to 100%.

Clearly, the

smaller builders were represented within our sample frame since 71%
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had sales of less than $500,000.

The median value of treated lumber

purchases in 1986 for this group was $5,000 and the mean was $16,569.
Respondents averaged 18 years of building experience and 67% had some
college education (28% were college graduates) .

Measurement of Perceived Product Quality
The quality perception construct was measured by asking
respondents to indicate their level of agreement with each of five
statements concerning the quality of treated lumber.

These five

assertions, as stated on the questionnaire, are provided in Table 1.
A five-point scale anchored by "Strongly Disagree" and "Strongly
Agree" was used to measure these product quality perceptions.
The five statements were developed from three main concepts which
can be used to measure quality perceptions of treated lumber products.
(1) Brand Names: Very little work has been conducted concerning
the branding of primary wood products (Kelleher 1985;
Advertising and Sales Promotion 1965; Sinclair and Seward
1988). Many major players in the wood treating industry feel
strongly that treated lumber does have brand appeal (Kelleher
1986); however, the effectiveness remains undocumented.
(2) Appearance: The primary uses of treated lumber are in decks,
patios, fences and other outdoor applications where purchases
are based on permanence, appearance and finally cost
(Lindberg 1986). How a product looks is highly subjective and
strongly relates to the user-based approach to quality
(Garvin 1984b) .
(3) KDAT: Traditionally, dry wood is viewed as more
dimensionally stable and of higher quality. Current wood
treating technology leaves the lumber wet. Kiln Dried After
Treatment is performed by about 40% of all treaters in the
U.S. and is used on approximately 20% of the industries'
volume (Fuller and Walsh 1983) . Present controversy
surrounds this service.
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Each of these three quality perception concepts incorporates a
value-based approach to product quality perceptions where quality is
viewed relative to "worth" (Garvin 1984b) .

If builders are willing to

pay a premium for a product attribute, we can assume that attribute
infers higher perceived quality.

Studies have shown that the amount

of information available to consumers may affect the correlation of
this price/quality relationship (Riesz 1979) .

Measurement Of Benefits

Benefits were quantified by using a 5-point scale with choices
ranging from "Very Unimportant" to "Very Important."

Mean importance

scores for these twenty benefits are provided in Figure 3.
Straightness stood alone as the single most important benefit, whereas
brand names, color and promotional materials represented the least
important attributes to the responding builders.
Garvin (1984a) refers to eight dimensions (benefits) of product
quality, inclusive of perceived quality.

He states that a reduced set

of these benefits should be chosen on which a firm wishes to compete
in a specific niche.

Lumber and building materials retailers may

enhance or detract from a treated lumber quality image through
surrogate or indirect indicators of quality (Garvin 1984a; Engel et
al. 1968).

These product and service benefits served as potential

predictors of CCA treated lumber product quality perceptions primarily
because they are more easily perceived and interpreted than objective
quality (Olson 1972).

Whereas Garvin's (1984a) framework utilizes
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benefits to define product quality, this study examines the
relationship between the customers' required benefits and their
product quality perceptions.

DATA ANALYSIS

The set of twenty product and service benefits used in this study
justifies an attempt at data reduction.

Factor analysis was used to

eliminate redundant benefits for improved reliability and validity
(Alpert 1972) .

This resulted in a reduction from twenty benefits to

eleven underlying factors (Hair et al. 1987).

For each of the eleven

factors identified, the benefit achieving the highest loading was
selected as a surrogate for that factor (Table 2) .
Given the necessity of examining the extent and character of the
relationship between two sets of continuous variables (quality
perceptions and benefit surrogates), canonical correlation was
selected as the method for analysis (Wind 1978; Schnaars and Schiffman
1984) .
Canonical correlation extracts as many roots as the number of
variables in the smaller set.

Each of these significant roots

provides a weighted, linear combination of the variables in the
criterion set (quality perceptions) and a similar combination of the
variables in the predictor set (benefits)

(Hair et al. 1987).

The

pair of such linear combinations for each significant root can be
explained in terms of the relationship between the collective pattern
of product quality perceptions (criterion set) of builders in a
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distinct market segment and the pattern of treated lumber benefits
(predictor set) they feel are important.
The first root provides the highest intercorrelation possible
between the two canonical variates;
subsequent orthogonal rotations.

successive roots are derived from

This implies that the market

segments defined by each root provide distinct choices for managers in
search of target market niches.

These segments can be viewed as a

simultaneous relationship between patterns of the predictor and
criterion constructs.
Loadings and interpretation of these patterns are directly
analogous to the loadings used in factor analysis to interpret the
canonical variates extracted by the factoring procedure.

Only those

variables with loadings of an absolute value of at least .30 will be
considered (Hair et al. 1987). Magnitude and sign of loading for a
given variable indicate the nature of the individual contribution of
that individual variable.

RESULTS

A VARIMAX factor analysis produced eleven independent factors
(benefit surrogates) .

Each of which were interpreted as a basic

benefit sought by purchasers of treated lumber products (Sheth 1977) .
These eleven factors represented 78% of the variance in the 20 benefit
items (Table 2) .

Communality indices (summed square factor loadings)

reflect the amount of variance in a particular variable that is
accounted for by factor solution (Hair et al. 1987).

Most
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communalities are in the .70 to .80 range, thus a good factor
structure.
Table 3 presents the findings of the canonical correlation
analysis with four of five possible roots significant at the .05
level.

These roots, A through D, characterize four distinct market

segments.

Each segment is described by a given root through

examination of the patterns of loadings on the pairs of canonical
variates for both product quality perceptions and benefits.
Root A characterizes a segment of builders who desire both brand
named treated lumber and Kiln Dried After Treatment (KDAT) service and
are willing to pay more for these two benefits.

Furthermore,

appearance is not more important than grade or species to these
customers.

Quality marks are the most important benefit these

builders seek, whereas general appearance is unimportant.
Root B presents a customer segment who will pay a premium for
both quality/appearance and KDAT treated products.

The positive

benefit loadings (Table 3) indicate the importance of general
appearance, moisture content and dealer variety whereas price and
price incentives are considered of low importance.
Root C builders shop for appearance over grade and/or species and
will pay a premium for brand names but do not perceive KDAT service to
be of value.

These builders seek convenience in the form of a good

variety of treated lumber at the dealer and look for price incentives
such as free charge accounts and quantity discounts.

As expected, the

product benefits of grade and moisture content are not important to
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this customer segment.
The fourth segment delineated in this analysis, Root D, is
characterized by builders who feel strongly that brand named treated
lumber is superior yet will not pay more for these better offerings!
This segment shops for price, general appearance and quality marks in
that order.

Moreover, this price-sensitive builder does not care

about delivery service.
Figure 4 provides a graphical view of the value perceptions of
four builder segments in terms of the three major concepts employed to
measure treated lumber quality perceptions.

That is, the willingness

of the builder to pay a premium for kiln dried after treatment (KDAT)
service, brand names and appearance.

In general, segment A, the most

technical builder, is quite willing to pay for both brands and KDAT
service, yet unwilling to pay for appearance, whereas segment B
members are slightly adverse to paying more for branded products, but
will pay more for both KDAT service and attractive appearance.
Segment C is a brand name shopper who will not pay more for either
appearance or KDAT service.

The last segment delineated, Root D, is

the most price-sensitive customer who feels only a slight inclination
to pay more for better looking treated lumber products.
Figure 5 illustrates quality perceptions as represented by the
three conceptual approaches employed herein to define quality;
manufacturing and value based.

user,

Segment A builders, once again, are

shown to be the most interested in the technical aspects of quality
and the least concerned with appearance.

Root B members look for
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appearance at the exclusion of price and quality marks.

The third

builder segment, Root C does not have particularly strong feelings
regarding any of the three attributes whereas Root D builders load
heavily on all three benefits, ·indicating a discerning segment who
desires an attractive, quality marked product at the lowest price.
To summarize, the four significant perceived product quality
segments identified were:
Root A:

Technical Brand Name/KDAT Builders: a segment who looks
for technical markings such as quality marks, brand
names, grades and KDAT service; both brand names and
KDAT service will command a price premium with this
customer. Appearance is unimportant.

Root B:

Price-Insensitive Kiln Dried/Appearance Builders: a
quality oriented segment that perceives KDAT service,
general appearance and moisture content as
representative of a quality treated product. They will
pay a premium for quality/appearance and KDAT service
and seek a good variety of treated lumber products at a
single dealer for convenience.

Root C:

Non-Technical Appearance/Brand Name Builders; a
customer group who will pay a premium for brand names,
looks for appearance and is unconcerned about grades and
moisture content. This builder also looks for a good
dealer variety and will utilize price incentives.

Root D:

Price-Sensitive Brand Name/Appearance Builders; a
segment who perceives branded treated lumber products as
superior but will not pay a premium for them, shops for
price, appearance and quality marks and is unconcerned
about delivery service.
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DISCtJSSION

Through the development of quality perception segments, as they
relate to benefit patterns, builders can be evaluated in terms of
target marketing mix strategies.

Both new and old products can be

tailored to specific builder segments seeking a specific benefit
pattern (Haley 1968) .

Managerial Implications
A firm may choose to pursue market niches based on perceived
quality segments as a strategy to gain competitive advantage.

This

niching may be implemented by companies who use higher product quality
to command price premiums (Jacobson and Aaker 1987) .

For example,

practitioners may find it profitable to pursue price-insensitive
builders through high priced, high quality product lines that
emphasize appearance and KDAT service. Another market segment, the
"technical brand name/KDAT builders," could be served concurrently
with a single, best quality product line featuring an attractive,
properly graded, brand named product with KDAT service; this premium
product should appeal to both segments.

A second major product line

could target both the price-sensitive and the non-technical builders
through lower priced, brand named treated lwnber of high appearance
but without KDAT service.

Price incentives such as free charge

accounts and quantity discounts may provide increased sales to this
builder group.
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Branding Effectiveness

Currently, branding seems only partially effective.

However, an

effective brand naming strategy may be a beneficial tool to implement
in conjunction with quality segmentation tactics.

Some branding

benefits (awareness, comprehension and preference) seem to be present
in the fourth builder quality market delineated (Root D) who feels
that brand named treated lumber products are superior to generics
(Sinclair and Seward 1988).

However, this study underscored the

controversy regarding the willingness of builders to pay a premium for
branded products as three segments loaded significantly on "Pay For
Brands" (two positive; one negative) .

This finding suggests that

price premiums, another aspect of a successful branding strategy, are
viable in only two builder segments (Sinclair and Seward 1988) .

CONCLUSIONS

Our markets are becoming increasingly segmented in terms of
consumer's wants over needs and the growth in premium products that
enable higher margins (Quelch 1987) .

An increased understanding

of intrinsic quality perceptions and the required benefits sought by
customers of wood products can assist in identifying these segments.
This study suggests that perceived quality, based on functional and
aesthetic characteristics relative to price, represents the basic
motivation behind wood product purchases where value drives the
decision making process.
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Benefits have been shown to be a useful construct for
characterizing builder retail customer segments for wood products in
terms of perceived quality.

On this foundation, it is recommended

that both the wood products manufacturing and retail industries may
profit from considering their builder customers in terms of product
quality perception segments who have distinct benefit requirements.
By examining these segments individually and tailoring specific market
offerings to better meet their needs, the competitiveness of the wood
products industry can be enhanced.
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Quality

i

Perceptions (5)

(Canonical Correlation)

--

Quality

Segments (4)

Benefit
Surrogates (11)

••

(Factor Analysis)

Benefit
Attributes (20)

Figure 1.

Conceptual Model of Linkage Between Product
Quality Perceptions and Benefits
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NO~

Region

Total Number
of PRO's

West 1
South
North Central
Northeast
Unigentif ied~
Totals

13711
29555
21055
11413
75734

Number of
PRO'S Sampled

Number of
Responses

Response
Rates

683
1169
837
672
<~98~
2963

98
149
143
135
1
543

16%
14%
20%
23%
18%

lwest region includes Alaska and Hawaii.
2Eighteen respondents did not indicate which state they conducted the
majority of their business and therefore could not be categorized by state
or region.
3399 questionnaires (12%) were returned as undeliverable.
rates are calculated as:
t mailed - undeliverables
t responses

Response

Figure 2. Builder Sampling Plan and Response Rates:
U.S. Bureau of Census Four Region Summary
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Straightness
General Appearance
Grade
Price
Dealer Variety
Surface Cleanliness
Dealer Location
Delivery Service
Warranty
Dealer Reputation
Moisture Content
Price Incentives
Knowledgeable Staff
Quality Mark
Chemical Retention
KDAT (Kiln Dried)
Species
Promotion Materials
Color
Brand Name
2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00

4.50

5.00

lBenefits were rated on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (very unimportant) to
3 (neither important nor unimportant) to 5 (very important) • A T-test was
employed to determine that the following benefit groups differed
significantly at p=.01:
Straightness <

Figure 3.

General Appearance
Through KDAT

f romotion Materials
< Species < Through Brand Name

Mean Importance Scoresl of Twenty
Treated Lumber Benefits
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QUAlffY MARKS
("manufacturing-based")

Four Builder Segments Portrayed In Terms of
Three Selected Benefit Dimensions
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"Pay More
For Appearance"

III

1
Root B

O Root D
.... ....
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.... ....
.... .... ....
.... ....
....
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II

"Pay More
For Brand Name"

Figure 5.
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"Pay More
For KDAT"

Four Builder Segments Portrayed In Terms of
Three Value Perception Dimensions
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Table 1.

Mean AgJ:a-.it:
Varillbles

Mean Agre-nt: Sc:oJ:as for l'ive TJ:aat:ecl Lumber Procluc:t:
Qual.it:y Perception I~

Scale1

Brand • - •
(1) Brand named treated lumber is qenerally of superior
quality as compared to qeneric (Brand Names Superior) •••• 3.24
(2) I am willinq to pay more for brand named treated lumber
products (Pay For Brands) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.92

0.81

Appearance
(3) I am more concerned with the appearance of treated lumber
than the qrade and/or species (Appearance Not Grade) ••••• 3.07
(4) I am willinq to pay more for hiqher quality/appearance
treated lumber products (Pay For Appearance) ••••••••••••• 3.69

1.17

Kiln Dried Aft:er TJ:aataant: CKDH>
(5) I am willinq to pay more for KDAT treated lumber
(Pay For KDAT) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3. 44

1

0.87

0.67

0.74

Opinions were rated on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (Stronqly Disaqree) to
3 (Neutral) to 5 (Stronqly Aqree).
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Tabl.e 2.

Factor Structure of Twenty Required Benefits Concerning
Treated Lumber Products and Services

(Equimax Rotated Factor Structure: Principal Components Factor Analysis)

(ELEVEN FACTOR. SOLO'.fION)
Tr-ted Lumber
Evaluative Criteria

Fl

F2

F3

F4

FS

F6

F7

FB

F9

FlO Fll

INDEX
(h 2 )

1. Technical Taga/Stampa
Quality Mark

.79

.70

Warranty or Guarantee

.7B

.75

Chemical Retention

.67

• 71

Brand Name

.57

• 63

2. Dealer Attribute•
Dealer Reputation

• 72

.70

Knowledgeable Salespeople

.71

.75

Convenient Location

.6B

.B2

3. Appearance

General Appearance

.B3

.7B

Surf ace Cleanliness

.73

.75

4. Moisture Content (Weight!
Moisture Content

• 72

.7B

KDAT

.69

.73

5. Promotion

Price Incentives

.B4

• 77

Promotional Materials

.SB

.63

6.~

7.

Grade

.77

.B3

Species

.61

.Bl

£2!2E.

.79

B. Dealer Variety

.BB
.81

.BO
.82

.84

9.~

10. Straiqhtneaa

.92

11. Delivery Service

Evaluative Criteria
% variance explained:
eigenvalues:

.90
.92

Fl

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7

FB

F9

FlO Fll

24.5 8.3 7.4 6.2 5.4 5.2 4.5 4.3 4.1 3.9 3.6
4.9 1.7 1.5 1.2 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.7
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Table 3.

CanonJ.cal Analysis of P:coduct Qua1ity Perceptions and Benefits

Variables

Root A

Loadings
Root B

Root C

Root J>

Product Qua].ity Perceptions
(1) Brand Names Superior
(2) Pay For Brands
(3) Appearance Not Grade
(4) Pay For Quality/Appearance
(S) Pay For KDAT

.07

.03

.60
-.62
-.29

-.13
.24
.64
.SS

.36

.23
• 72

.67
-.29
-.31

1.11
-.73
-.19
.22
-.14

Required Benefits !Sur:coqate Variables)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
{S)

Quality Marks
Knowledgeable Salespeople
General Appearance
Moisture Content
Price Incentives

.83
.20

-.17

.27
-.06
.13

.33
-.24
.S9
-.02
.10

.12
-.11

.24
.33
.33
-.40

(7)

Color
(8) Dealer Variety

.lS
-.lS
.04

-.OS
.12
.44

(9) Price

-.16

-.42

-.lS

.01
.61

-.17

.2S

-.12

-.16

.OS

.13

-.14

-.32

.37

.2S
2.27

.24
2.14
.006

(6) Grade

(10) Straightness
(11)

Delivery Service
Canonical correlation
Multivariate F-ratio
Probability of Type I error

-.41

.4S
4.24
.000

3.20

.ooo

-.so

.32
-.61
.19
.67

.ooo
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.21
.03

Product Quality Perceptions and Benefit Segmentation
in the Home Center Industry

(A manuscript prepared for submission to
Journal of the Academy of ~arketing Science)

"Quality is the index that reflects the extent to which the
customer feels that his need, the product, and his expectations
for that product overlap. The relevant measure of quality does
not reside in the product. It resides between the customer's
ears."

--William R. Thurston, President and CEO of GenRad, Inc.
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Product Quality Perceptions and Benefit Segmentation
in the Home Center Industry

ABSTRACT

This paper examines the predictive effectiveness of using benefits
to characterize product quality perception market segments.

Twenty

product and service attributes (i.e., benefits) and five product
quality perception statements were used to investigate the nature of
market segments of Professional Contractor/Remodeler (PRO) retail
customers. Canonical correlation was employed to define simultaneously
five distinct market segments based on the link between the two
canonical variates of product quality and benefits.

Required benefits

were found to successfully characterize five quality perception
groups.

This study empirically tested these relationships to improve

the understanding of this very important and potentially profitable
retail customer.
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IN'?RODUCTION
The Home Center Industz:y

The home center or home improvement retailer is one of the most
dynamic retail segments in the U.S. economy.

This retail segment grew

in sales from $50.2 billion in 1983 to $62.2 billion in 1985 (Franta
and Johnson 1986).

However, the variation in this fragmented retail

industry is great, ranging from single-store retailers to large firms
operating hundreds of stores with annual sales in the billions of
dollars.

Driven by whopping gains in the sale of lumber, building

materials and millwork product lines, home center retail sales grew by
$12 billion in 1984 and 1985.
The two major retail customer groups, Professional Contractors and
Remodelers (PRO's) and Do-It-Yourself'ers (DIY'ers), accounted for 41%
and 50%, respectively, of home center sales in 1985 (Franta and
Johnson 1986) . Lumber, the most important product category,
represented 29% of home center industry sales and lumber, building
materials, and millwork combined accounted for nearly 54% of home
center sales in 1985 (Home Center Magazine 1986) .
One of the fastest growing product lines for the home center
industry over the last decade has been pressure treated lumber
products.

For example, in 1977, treated lumber products consumed

approximately 1.5 billion board feet (Walsh 1985), however, by 1986,
this had grown to nearly 5.5 billion board feet (Micklewright 1988).
The percentage of home centers stocking treated lumber is also up
sharply from 82% in 1984 to 94% in 1986 (Franta and Johnson 1986) .
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This rapid growth was made possible by consumer acceptance of the wood
preservative, Chromated Copper Arsenate (CCA) which is used in about
93% of all treated lumber (Micklewright 1988) .
CCA provides excellent long-lasting protection against rot or
decay and insects, can be painted or stained like normal untreated
wood, is clean and odorless.

This makes treated lumber ideal for

weather-exposed home improvements (predominantly decks) .

Strong

demand is projected for treated lumber through 1995 (Fuller and Walsh
1983) .
As the market for treated lumber matures and competition at the
retail level intensifies, merchandising efforts for this important
line will undoubtedly be stepped up.

However, one of the most

important customer groups, the professional contractor, is almost a
mystery to home centers in terms of viable marketing information.
Some very basic information is lacking.

For example, retailers almost

without exception have been unable to successfully segment their PRO
customers (Kelleher 1985) .

The vast majority of retailers attempt to

differentiate their PRO versus DIY customers by simply separating
credit sales (assumed to be PRO's) from cash purchases (assumed to be
DIY'ers) (Kelleher 1985) .

We propose to test the viability of

segmenting of PRO retail customers in terms of treated lumber quality
perceptions as characterized by required benefits.
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Conceptual Background
Quality Perceptions

The concept of quality as a competitive weapon has been examined
in terms of profitability, productivity, costs, prices and market
share (Garvin 1984; Shetty 1987; Peters and Waterman 1982; Jacobson
and Aaker 1987).

Quality perceptions have received less attention

than warranted in the literature.

No well developed theory exists to

explain how consumers judge the perceived quality of a product (Purwar
1984) .

For the average consumer, objective quality is a difficult

concept; perceived quality is typically substituted (Olson 1972) .
Perceived quality involves the subjective feeling, impression or
judgment of the relative quality of the product (Olson 1972) •
Quality has become a major issue and important
products sold in home centers;

facto~

for all wood

however, the emphasis on quality is

magnified with treated lumber products which are often on display in
homeowner's backyards and may provide reference group influences.
Retailers generally feel that customers are willing to pay for quality
wood, and will choose not to purchase from stores that don't provide
it (Kelleher 1986).

Kelleher (1986) has hypothesized that appearance

is a major surrogate for quality in consumers' purchase decisions.
Retailers that specialize in "premium products" and services have
many times found strong growth potential for their products
(Advertising Age 1979; Chain Store Age 1982a) .

Conversely, retailers

offering mass-market functional offerings may find survival more
difficult (Chain Store Age 1982b) .

Sheth (1983) identifies the trend
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toward premium products at the expense of best-value products as a
major future impact on the retail industry.

Treated lumber

manufacturers and retailers have found value-added, high quality
"specialty" products such as deck kits, fancy deck posts/rails/stair
kits and lattice panels to boost margins and increase sales (Kelleher
1986; Walsh 1985).
The term "quality", taken by itself, implies a "fitness for use"
(Juran 1979); a "conformance to specifications" (Crosby 1979); and, in
general, "a means through which the product and service in use will
meet the expectations of the customer" (Whiting and Walsh 1986).

In

other words, the expert is the customer and quality relates to the
specific end use of the product in question.

~

Broh (1982) defines quality products in terms of conformance at an

acceptable cost and/or performance at an acceptable price.

This

value-based perspective of quality results in excellence relative to
price; a difficult concept to define.
Required Benefits
Product and service attributes of treated lumber products, in
essence, represent the benefits which PRO customers seek when
purchasing and using the building material.

The benefits sought may

represent the underlying criteria for the existence of a market
segment.

This approach has shown to determine behavior and

characterize markets segments more accurately than either demographics
or volume consumption (Haley 1968) .

Haley's scheme, in which required

benefits serve as the focus in segmenting customers' needs, has been
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validated empirically by studies pertaining to various product and
market classifications (*Authors deleted in conformance with JAMS
procedure to maintain anonymity, Granzin and Painter 1979) .

The

authors (*) found benefits to influence patronage patterns as well as
relating to values, demographics, concern for nutrition and eating
patterns in the restaurant industry. Since benefits were found to be
useful in segmenting restaurant patrons, then it is hypothesized that
it will be useful in another retail market, home improvement centers.
Home center retailers provide benefits with tangible and
intangible attributes such as the "tags/stamps" located on the product
to provide technical information, the visual "appearance" of the
product (straightness, surface cleanliness, etc.), the nature of
"service" provided both prior to and following the sale and "price"
relative to competing retailers and products.

These benefits will

serve as potential predictors of treated lumber quality perceptions.
To illustrate the potential usefulness of this perceptual construct of
quality, as opposed to the objective measurements often employed such
as grades and chemical retention levels, we must determine the pattern
of benefits required by PRO's relative to, or at least consistent
with, their patterns of perceived quality.

Figure 1 illustrates the

conceptual linkage of benefits and quality perceptions in defining
product quality segments.
In summary, the two major research goals of this study are:

(1)

to determine the importance of the major benefits sought by PRO's, (2)
to provide empirical evidence on the predictive utility of required
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benefits for typifying market segments based on product quality
perceptions. Additionally, this research seeks to extend these two
psychological constructs in determining their importance to a large
retail industry that has virtually gone unnoticed in the literature.
Potential Contributions of the Study
Clearly, the monetary importance of the treated lumber market
supports this investigation as an aid to the understanding of a key
segment of this retail industry.
academic and applied benefits.

Additionally, there may be both
The academic benefits emerge from the

predictive usefulness of selected measures of product and service
attributes as well as product quality perceptions.

The benefits

sought by PRO customers are hypothesized to be related to quality
perceptions of treated lumber products.

The quality of treated

lumber, according to some experts, varies widely (Kelleher 1986;
Donnell 1987; Lindberg 1986).

The impact of this quality variability

is examined from the buyer's perspective.

This research may provide

additional insight into the concept of perceived quality and focus on
how it is evaluated in light of required benefits.
Direct application of benefit findings to many areas of strategic
marketing coupled with product quality perception measures provide a
means of market segmentation.

This interactive characterization may

initiate and support managerial decisions regarding the treated lumber
product line in terms of modifications or new products that would
improve a competitive position.

Moreover, promotion materials such as

advertising, store displays and product literature, may be more
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effectively employed with benefit segment information.
A recent market study conducted by Payless Cashways, Inc. (1985)
found a strong statistical relationship between the store where people
made the first purchase for a home improvement project and the store
where they purchased the remainder of the materials.

This "first"

purchase, according to the Payless study, was most often lumber.
Lumber drives the sale of other merchandise and may be considered of
paramount importance to home centers and building supply dealers.
With this in mind, a fuller understanding of the required benefits and
underlying quality perceptions of treated lumber consumer segments may
provide managerial strategies for obtaining an increased share of
"first" purchases which will typically lead to higher overall sales of
additional retail product lines.
METHODOLOGY
Sample Frame

The PRO contractor populations in the U.S. have been identified by
various national standardized marketing information services (Best
1986; Zeller 1986; American Business Lists 1986) .

According to

current (1986) sample frames compiled from all phone book yellow page
directories in the U.S., the following contractor populations are
identified:
One-Family Unit Builders

50,614

Home Improvement Builders

45,496

Patio/Deck Builders

2, 624
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These three categories were merged with duplicate listings
deleted, thus providing a single, mutually exclusive population of
75,734 elements defined as "New One-Family, Home Improvement and
Patio/Deck Contractors."
Some sampling bias may have been introduced due to the exclusion
of PRO's who do not advertise in telephone book yellow pages,
typically the very large builders.

However, since the very large

builders generally do not buy at retail outlets and this study, by
design, examined the retail customer the smaller PRO's were deemed
most appropriate for our study.

Respondents
Over two-thirds of the 543 respondents were involved in repair and
remodeling (R&R) followed by one-family builders (34%) and patio/deck
builders (25%) .

Clearly, the smaller builders were represented with

our sample frame since 71% had annual sales of less than $500,000 in
1986.

The median value of treated lumber purchases in 1986 for this

group was $5,000 and the mean was $16,569.

Respondents averaged 18

years of building experience and 67% had some college education (28%
were college graduates) .
A mail survey was administered, following a pretest, to 3,361
randomly selected PRO's located in all 50 states.
every 22nd PRO was included in our study.
from 1 to 22 provided the first PRO.

In other words,

A random number generator

Thus, the chance for selection

of each element was known and equal (Mendenahall et al. 1986).
follow-up was sent ten days after the initial mailing.

A

An 18%
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response rate, or 543 usable questionnaires, was obtained after
adjusting for 398 (11.8%) surveys that could not be delivered due to a
change in address.
Potential bias due to non-response can be studied by comparing
those who respond immediately with those who respond after follow-up
steps are taken, and through post hoc follow-up telephone interviews
with non-respondents (Fowler 1984) .

Both of the aforementioned

procedures were employed using nine key demographic variables.
Administering a Chi-square test of independence,

.!!Q.

significant (at

the p=.05 level) differences existed between early and late
respondents

~

between respondents and nonrespondents, thus allowing

concerns over nonresponse bias to be set aside.

Measurement of Product Quality Perception
The quality perception construct was measured by asking
respondents to indicate their level of agreement with each of five
statements concerning the quality of treated lumber.

These five

assertions, as stated on the questionnaire, are provided in Table 1.
A five-point Likert scale anchored by "Strongly Disagree" and
"Strongly Agree" was used to measure these product quality
perceptions.

The three main concepts employed to measure treated

lumber product quality perceptions were:
(1) Brand Names: The essence of a brand strategy is to produce
and market a brand so that it subsequently ends up in the
consumer's awareness set (Markin 1979). Very little work has
been conducted concerning the branding of primary wood
products (Kelleher 1985; Advertising and Sales Promotion 1965;
*Authors deleted in conformance with JAM procedure) .
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Brand names are pivotal in two of the five selected
quality measures (Table 1) . In terms of overall quality/price
perceptions, respondents agree slightly that brand named
treated lumber is superior to its generic counterpart;
however, they were neutral to slightly adverse to paying a
premium for a brand named product.
(2) Appearance: The primary uses of treated lumber are in decks,
patios, fences and other outdoor applications where purchases
are based on permanence, appearance and finally cost.
Lindberg (1986) has hypothesized that species, grade and
strength are of less importance than appearance or how the
product will look in use.
Appearance characteristics of treated lumber products
dominate two quality perception statements. PRO's are
relatively neutral regarding their concern for appearance
versus grade and/or species and yet they will pay more for
higher quality/appearance treated products (Table 1) .
(3) KDAT: Traditionally, dry wood is viewed as more dimensionally
stable and of higher quality. Current wood treating
technology leaves the lumber wet. Lumber shrinks when dried.
This may lead to twist, warp, etc. in-use. It is possible to
Kiln Dry After Treatment (KDAT) and this is performed by about
40% of all treaters in the_ U.S. and is used on approximately
20% of the industries' volume (Fuller and Walsh 1983) .
This study shows that PRO's generally agree that they
will pay more for KDAT treated lumber (Table 1) .
Measurement Of Benefits
Benefits were quantified by using a 5-point Likert scale with
choices ranging from "Very Unimportant" to "Very Important." Mean
importance scores for these twenty benefits are provided in Figure 2.
Twelve items may be considered as "product" benefits; the remaining
eight as "service" benefits.
Data Analysis
Given the necessity of examining the extent and character of the
relationship between two sets of continuous variables, canonical
correlation was selected as the method for segmenting the PRO retail
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market for treated lumber products (Wind 1978; Schnaars and Schiffman
1984) . Canonical correlation extracts as many roots as the number of
variables in the smaller set of variables.

In this study, there are

five quality perception items in the criterion set and twenty required
benefits in the predictor set.

Thus, five pairs of canonical variates

were extracted. Each·of these five significant canonical functions or
roots provides a weighted, linear combination of the criterion
variables and a similar combination of the predictor variables (Hair
et al. 1987).
The pair of such linear combinations for each significant root can
be explained in terms of the relationship between the collective
pattern of product quality perceptions of PRO's in a distinct market
segment and the pattern of treated lumber benefits they feel are
important.

The first root provides the highest intercorrelation

possible between the two canonical variates;

successive roots are

derived from subsequent orthogonal rotations.

This implies that

market segments defined by each root provide distinct choices for
managers and marketers in search of target market niches.

These

segments can be viewed as a simultaneous relationship between patterns
of the predictor and criterion constructs.

This concurrent

consideration of the two canonical variates provides a rich portrayal
of the market segments, as compared to the relatively austere
univariate methods of segmentation analysis (* Authors deleted in
conformance with JAMS procedure) .
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The size of the canonical loading for each measure indicates the
relative contribution of that variable to the function or market
segment (Hair et al. 1987).

Here, all loadings of an absolute .30 and

greater were employed in the concurrent consideration of the
relationship between required benefits and quality perceptions.
Loadings of this magnitude are, as a rule, considered significant
(Hair et al. 1987).
RESULTS

Table 2 presents the findings of the canonical correlation
analysis between product quality perceptions and the 20 benefits.

All

five of the possible roots were significant as shown by the dimension
reduction results provided by the SPSS-X statistical analysis package
(SPSS Inc. 1986). These roots, segments A through E, characterize five
autonomous market segments. Each segment is described by the patterns
of loadings on the pairs of canonical variates for both product
quality perceptions and required benefits.
The five significant roots provided substantive findings for
interpretation.

All five product quality variables were represented

in the results;

that is, they reached a loading of at least .30 on at

least one canonical product quality variate.

The four highest

loadings reflect "Pay For Brands" (-.88 on root E), "Brand Names Are
Superior" (.81 and .75 on roots E and D, respectively) and "Pay For
KDAT" (.74 for root B).
Root A characterizes a segment of PRO's who will pay a premium for
Kiln Dried After Treatment (KDAT) service and to a lesser extent for
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brand named treated lumber, yet do

!lQt.

important than grade and/or species.

agree that appearance is more

This same market segment, as one

would anticipate, feels that brand names and KDAT are the two most
important benefits.

To summarize, these builders are willing to pay a

premium for a kiln dried, brand named and properly graded treated
lumber product;

they are serious builders who conceivably use treated

products in low visibility structural applications where a dry
(dimensionally stable) product of proper grade is important.
Root B presents a PRO customer segment who will also pay a premium
for KDAT service;

however, this group will n.Qt. pay more for a brand

named product and feels strongly that appearance as opposed to
grade/species is the major concern.

The positive benefit loadings

indicate the importance of KDAT, general appearance and moisture
content whereas the negatively loaded attribute quality mark is deemed
unimportant to this market segment.

In short, these PRO's want kiln

dried products of high appearance and do not perceive brand named
treated products as more valuable.
The third segment de1ineated in this analysis, Root C, is
characterized by PRO's who want higher quality/appearance treated
lumber, feel that branded products represent this quality perception
and are quite wi1ling to pay a premium for it.

Additional1y, these

customers disagree that KDAT services are worth a price premium.
These quality/appearance conscious PRO's look primarily for a clean,
branded product.

Moreover, a good variety of treated lumber and

promotional materials offered by the retailer are important service
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benefits whereas KDAT service is not an important attribute sought by
this PRO segment.
Root D portrays a strong agreement that brand named treated lumber
is of superior quality versus generics.

Additionally, this group

agrees that appearance is more important than grade and or species,
yet is not willing to pay a premium for this appearance attribute.
abundant set of required benefits portrays this segment.

An

In order of

importance, price, general appearance, treated material variety, brand
names and price incentives represent the most salient benefits for
this consuming segment of PRO's. Technical attributes such as
warranties, grades, KDAT, knowledgeable salespeople and surface
cleanliness are unimportant to this group.

Brand names may provide a

surrogate measure of these technical attributes in the buyer's
cognitive structure.

In sum, these price-sensitive, non-technical

customers seek the best-looking branded products at the lowest price.
They may be considered as low-tech bargain shoppers or pragmatists.
Root E reveals a market segment who agrees that brand named
treated lumber products are superior but not worth more money.
Moreover this group is willing to pay more for higher quality/better
looking treated lumber, yet feels that appearance is Il.Q.t. more
important than grades or species.

Grade, appearance and price are the

three most important treated lumber attributes this PRO seeks.
Generally, these customers buy according to both grade and appearance.
Brand names, if offered at comparable prices, and, if better looking,
are preferred.
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A graphical representation of value perceptions in terms of
quality (performance) relative to price is provided in Figure 3.

Five

PRO segments are plotted on three axes labeled "Pay More For
Appearance," "Pay More for Brand Name" and "Pay More For KDAT."
This illustration portrays three PRO segments -- Roots A, B and D
--who agree that KDAT service is worth more money.

Moreover, two

segments --Roots A and C -- feel that brand named treated lumber
products are worth a premium and three builder groups -- Roots B, C
and E -- will pay more for appearance. In terms of a value-based
approach to product quality, Root A seeks performance in the form of
brand named, properly dried treated lumber at a premium price.

This

suggests that a high appearance product without KDAT and/or a brand
name is of lower "value" to this PRO segment. Conversely, Root E
equates appearance with high performance or "value" and will nQt. pay a
premium for KDAT service and/or brand named treated lumber products of
poor appearance.
DISCUSSION

.This empirical study characterized five distinct market segments
of PRO retail customers for treated lumber products.

To summarize,

the perceived product quality segments identified in this study were:
(1)

Price-Insensitive KDAT/Brand Name PRO's: a segment that is
willing to pay a premium for KDAT services and brand named
treated lumber materials who does not feel that appearance is
more important than grade/species.

(2)

Kiln Dried/Appearance PRO's: a quality-oriented segment that
perceives KDAT, general appearance and moisture content, but
not quality marks as representative of a quality treated
product. They will not pay more for branded treated lumber.
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(3)

Price-Insensitive Brand Name/Appearance PRO's; a market
segment willing to pay a premium for high appearance, branded
products. This builder incorporates surface cleanliness,
promotional materials and dealer selection into the purchase
decision and feels that additional cost for KDAT materials is
unwarranted.

(4)

Price-sensitive, Low-Tech Bargain Hunters; a segment that
looks for the best appearance, brand named treated lumber at
the lowest price. Brand names may represent perceptual cues
of the product's technical attributes which are seemingly
unimportant to this customer.

(5)

Price-sensitive Appearance/Grade PRO's; a customer who makes
treated lumber purchases based on both appearance and grade.
Branded products are considered to be superior but not worth
more money. Price is important, however, this PRO will pay
for quality/appearance.

Implications for academicians and practitioners evolved from these
findings.

First, five distinct market segments of PRO's were

successfully defined by the canonical analysis.

These quality

segments were able to be defined in terms of required benefits.
These findings provide an important information base for
understanding the issue of product quality as it relates to benefits
sought by PRO's in their purchase decision for treated lumber.

In

this study, benefits were used to portray segments based on their
product quality perceptions as defined by the data from 543
professional contractors and remodelers. These quality perception
segments emerged as PRO retail customers who value some combination of
moisture content, brand names and appearance of treated lumber
products relative to price.
When focusing on benefits, marketers can examine the product and
service attributes that should be offered as opposed to what is
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currently available.

By providing quality perception segments, as

they relate to benefit patterns, marketers can now evaluate these
PRO's in terms of target marketing mix strategies for the segments
that already exist.

Both new and old products should be tailored to

specific segments of PRO customers seeking a specific benefit pattern
(Haley 1968) .
A firm may choose to pursue market niches based on benefits as a
market strategy to gain competitive advantage.

This niching may be

implemented by companies who use higher product quality to command
price premiums (Jacobson and Aaker 1987) .

For example, practitioners

may find it profitable to pursue price-insensitive PRO segments
through high-priced, high-quality product lines that emphasize either
appearance/KDAT service or KDAT/brand name/grades.

A single,

best-quality product line featuring an attractive, kiln dried,
properly graded and branded product should appeal to both of these
segments.

Another potential strategic thrust of these findings

indicate that price-sensitive PRO customers perceive quality in terms
of either a combination of appearance and grade or based strictly on
appearance.

Both of these price-shopping segments perceive brands as

superior but will not pay a premium for them.

Therefore, retailers

may wish to stock a second product line·consisting of lower-priced,
undried generic treated lumber of high appearance.
Currently, branding seems only partially effective.

However, an

effective brand naming strategy may be a beneficial tool to implement
in conjunction with product segmentation tactics.

The two largest
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brand names in treated lumber, Koppers Co. and Osmose Wood Preserving
Co., are utilizing brand name programs to create brand awareness and a
quality image.

These two firms are fighting to keep their products

from becoming commodities.

This study supports the contention that

brand named treated lumber products are perceived as superior, while
underscoring the controversy regarding the willingness of PRO's to pay
a premium for branded products.

Some branding benefits (awareness,

comprehension and preference) seem to be present in the two
price-sensitive PRO quality markets (segments 4 and 5) who feel that
brand named treated lumber products are superior to generics (*Authors
deleted in conformance with JAMS procedure) .

On the other hand, only

two segments (groups 1 and 3) are willing to pay more for branded
treated lumber products.

Thus indicating that price premiums, another

aspect of a successful branding strategy, are present in some segments
(*Authors deleted in conformance with JAMS procedure).
Two of the five segments defined by this study feel that KDAT
service is worth a price premium; .one does not.

Evidence suggests

that PRO's equate KDAT with quality and would prefer moisture content
choices at retail locations.
Appearance is a major theme in four of the five quality segments,
yet only two segments are willing to pay a premium for this benefit.
This suggests that many PRO's demand a treated lumber product of a
minimum appearance level and do not feel that this quality appearance
should command a price premium.

Manufacturers and retailers can

benefit by providing and stocking a product that not only meets
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technical requirements but is also attractive.

The current grades are

very broad in terms of visual characteristics.

In-use performance is

the primary feature of current grading criteria.

A structurally

sound, properly-treated and appropriately graded product may simply be
unacceptable to consumers in a visual sense.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The retail market is becoming increasingly segmented in terms of
consumer's wants over needs and the growth in premium products that
enable higher margins (Quelch 1987; Sheth 1983).

An

increased

understanding of intrinsic quality perceptions and the required
benef ita sought by customers of treated lumber products may assist in
identifying these retail segments. Thia study suggests that perceived
quality, baaed on both functional. and aesthetic characteristics
relative to price, represents the basic motivation behind treated
lumber purchases where value drives the decision making process.
Benef ita have shown to be a useful construct for characterizing
the PRO retail customer segments in the home center industry.

The

product and service attributes of straightness, appearance, grade,
price and product variety, in that order, were found to be the five
moat important benefits PRO'a seek in their treated lumber purchases.
Five market segments, described by builder's product quality
perceptions, provide marketers with valuable insight into the link
between these two sets of canonical variates.
In general, product quality perceptions of brand names, overall
appearance and Kiln Dried After Treatment (KDAT) service provided
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segments that were then characterized in terms of the benefits they
seek in a treated lumber purchase.

On this foundation, the authors

recommend that both treated lumber manufacturers and home center
retailers may profit from considering their PRO customers in terms of
product quality perception segments who have distinct benefit
requirements.
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(5) QUALITY

Figure 1
Conceptualization of Linkage Between Product
Quality Perceptions and Benefits
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Straightness
General Appearance
Grade
Price
Dealer Variety
Surface Cleanliness
Dealer Location
Delivery Service
Warranty
Dealer Reputation
Moisture Content
Price Incentives
Knowledgeable Staff
Quality Mark
Chemical Retention
KDAT (Kiln Dried)
Species
Promotion Materials
Color
Brand Name

4.72

2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00

4.50

5.00

1 A T-test was employed to determine that the following benefit
groups differed significantly at p=.01:
Straightness <

General Appearance
Through KDAT

Promotion Materials

< Species < Through Brand Name

Figure 2
Mean Importance Scores 1 For Twenty PressureTreated Lumber Benefits as Rated by
543 PRO Respondents
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"Pay More
For Appearance"

Ill.
RootC

Root E

+1

'Root A
--O

....

........

Root B

.... ........

+1

11.

........

"Pay More
For Brand Name"

........

........

........

I.
........

........

"Pay More
For KDAT"

Figure 3
Five PRO Segments Characterized in Terms of Three
Value-Based Dimensions of Perceived Quality
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Table 1.

Hean Aqre-nt Sco:r:ea for l'ive T:r:eated LlDllber Product
Qua1ity :Perception It.ma

Va:i:i.ablea

Brand Names

(1) Brand named treated lumber is generally of superior
quality as compared to generic (Brand Names Superior) •••• 3.24
(2) I am willing to pay more for brand named treated lumber
products (Pay For Brands) •••••••• ; ••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.92

0.81
0.87

Appearance

(3) I am more concerned with the appearance of treated lumber
than the grade and/or species (Appearance Not Grade) ••••• 3.07

1.17

(4) I am willing to pay more for higher quality/appearance
treated lumber products (Pay For Appearance) ••••••••••••• 3.69

0.67

Kiln Dried After T:r:eatmant (KDAT)

(5) I am willing to pay more for KDAT treated lumber
(Pay For KDAT) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3. 44

1

0.74

Opinions were rated on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to
3 (Neutral) to 5 (Strongly Agree) •
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Tabl.e 2.

C&noniaal Analysi• of PJ:Oduct Qaality Pe&-aeptionm and Benefit•

Loadinas

Va&-iabl.e•

Root A

Root B

Root C

Root D

.11

.64

-.19
-.S7
.38
.29
.74

.2S
.38
.Sl
.60
-.44

.7S
-.2S
.47
-.67
.26

-.OS
-.16
.04
-.19
.09
-.02
-.12
.01
.13
-.02
.06
-.17
.10
.2S
-.25
.41
.15
-.05
-.22
.59

.23
.36
-.07
-.12
.19
-.21
-.13
.OS
-.14
-.03
.33
-.21
.ls
-.34
-.27
.64
-.20
.09
.08
-.20

.11

.2S
-.21
-.27
.31
.Sl
.13
.oo
-.01
-.08
-.23
-.21
-.06
-.26
-.08
-.44
-.02
.30
.19
.42

-.09
.40
-.41
.47
.36
-.49
-.02
-.12
-.S3
.14
.09
.33
-.33
.24
.24
.15
-.31
.03
.01
.35

-.02
.so
.S2
.40
-.20
-.11
-.10
-.16
.10
.18
.28
-.os
-.09
.lS
-.13
-.23
.16
-.19
.02
-.02

.58
4.29
.000

.45
3.06
.000

.38
2.37
.000

.27
1.80
.004

.26
1.83
.026

Root B

Pz:oduat O!!a],ity Pa&'C'Ptiona
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(S)

Brand Names Superior
Pay For Brands
Appearance Not Grade
Pay For Appearance
Pay For KDAT

.47
-.39
-.11

.81

-.as

-.so
.60
-.12

Benefits
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(S)
(6)
(7)

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)(19)
(20)

Straiqhtness
General appearance
Grade
Price
Good dealer variety of treated lumber
Surface Cleanliness
Convenient location of supplier
Short delivery lead times
Warranty or quarantee
Dealer reputation
Moisture content
Price incentives
Knowledqeable salespeople at dealer
Quality mark (inspection stamp)
Chemical retention levels
Kiln Dried After Treatment (KDAT)
Species
Promotional materials
Color
Brand name

Canonical correlation
Multivariate F-ratio
Probability of Type I error
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The Effectiveness of the Consumer Awareness
Program and Implications for The Wood Treating Industry

(A manuscript prepared for submission
to Wood and Fiber Science)

"If a man can write a better book, preach a better sermon, or make
a better mousetrap than his neighbor, though he builds his house
in the woods the world will make a beaten path to his door.n

--Ralph Waldo Emerson
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The Effectiveness of the Consumer Awareness
Program and Implications for the Wood Treating Industry

Abstract

This research examines risk, an important determinant of consumer
decision-making, as a function of product awareness and physical risk
perceptions.

Specifically, this study addresses the risk from treated

lumber products that retail customers perceive.

In September, 1985 a

settlement agreement between the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
and the wood preserving industry regarding the use and sale of wood
treating chemicals was signed.

One aspect of this agreement involved

the education of consumers as to the proper use, handling and disposal
of the preservative treated lumber products.

Consumer Information

Sheets (CIS's), the backbone of the Consumer Awareness Program (CAP),
were employed to disseminate these common sense safety precautions.
One goal of this study is to ascertain the effectiveness of the CAP by
evaluating consumer awareness of the CIS's.

The other primary

objective, related to the first, is to evaluate the knowledge,
awareness and physical risk perceptions that retail customers have
regarding treated lumber products.
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INTRODUCTION
Risk Assessment and Hazard Management

The marketing arena presents substantial insight as to how
consumers incorporate risk perceptions into the decision-making
process (Ross 1975) .

Consumer behavior as a risk taking process was

first advanced by Bauer in 1960.

Since then, much empirical research

has addressed this multi-dimensional phenomenon and various models and
theories of consumer behavior have been developed to widely embody
perceived risk (Howard and Sheth 1969; Cox 1967; Cox and Rich 1967;
Bettman 1970; Taylor 1974; Spence, Engel and Blackwell 1970; Peter and
Ryan 1976).

According to Cox (1967), the magnitude of perceived risk

is determined by uncertainty and consequences.

Taylor (1974) proposed

a comprehensive risk theory in which uncertainty about the outcome may
be reduced through information acquisition and uncertainty about the
consequences is minimized by reducing the amount at stake or delaying
the purchase decision.
terms of potential loss.

Risk, in a buying situation, may be viewed in
Five major types of risk perceived by

consumers have been identified as: functional, physical, financial,
psychological and social (Shiffman and Kanuk 1983) .

Zikmund and Scott

(1977) suggested that products may be categorized in terms of the type
and intensity of risk perceptions they evoke from consumers.
Physical risk may be examined in terms of a hazard management
framework that includes both technical and social factors (Slovic,
Fischhoff and Lichtenstein 1981) .

Any hazard management system

developed to protect consumers from the risks associated with products
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must take into consideration technical factors as well as consumer
psychological or internal subjective factors (Jacoby, 1981) •

Whereas

subjective or "perceived" risk is the key influencer.of consumer
behavior, the technical or objective aspects of risk must not be
overlooked in a hazard management system.

Consumers respond only to

hazards or risks they perceive (Slovic et al. 1981).

Should the

consumer fail to recognize that a risk exists, then behavior cannot be
modified to reduce the risk (Jacoby 1981) .
Hazard management frameworks including the two essential
components of technical (objective) and social (subjective) issues may
be viewed as follows (Jacoby 1981) :
Hazard Management Framework
Technical Issues

A) Identification
B) Measurement
- Probability
- Consequence

Social Issues

A) Risk Perception
- Perceived C~nsequences
- Subjective Probability
B) Risk Acceptability

Technical Issues

Technical issues involve the identification of hazards and the
measurement of these hazards in terms of their probability of
occurrence and severity of their consequences.

These aspects have

been addressed for treated lumber following intensive research and
testing by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in Position
Document (PD) 4 (EPA 1984).

In 1978, the EPA initiated its formal

Rebuttal Presumption Against Registration (RPAR) review of the major
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wood preservatives under the Federal

~nsecticide,

Fungicide and

Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) . The EPA final position on wood preservatives
was issued in July, 1984 (EPA, 1984) .
In September 1985, the EPA and the wood preserving industry signed
a settlement agreement regarding the use and sale of wood treatment
chemicals.

It was determined that the potential hazards pertained

largely to applicators or other exposed individuals in the treating
plants.

Therefore, the ensuing regulatory measures of the EPA

targeted the treating industry and restricted the sale and use of the
preservative chemicals to certified applicators.

In essence, pressure

treated lumber was deemed a safe, reliable product for retail sale and
residential use, provided a few practical safety precautions were
followed.

The wood preservative chemicals are classified as

pesticides and will be regulated as such; however, wood treated with
these chemicals is not.
One common method of determining the acceptability of risk is a
formal cost/benefit or risk/benefit analysis as was conducted by the
EPA in Position Document 4 (EPA 1984) .

The costs of using wood

products treated with inorganic arsenicals, over 97% of which are CCA
(Micklewright 1988), represent the risks to public health, whereas the
benefits are economic (EPA 1984) .
Due to the advantages of inorganic arsenical treated wood as
compared to other currently available treatments, the EPA concluded in
Position Document 4 (EPA

1984) that:

(1) if inorganic arsenicals

were cancelled, non-wood materials such as plastic, steel or concrete
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would be substituted for treated wood, and that these materials would
have a higher cost than wood and (2) due to the wide variety of uses
for treated lumber, timbers and plywood, the Agency was not able to
quantify the economic impact of cancelling the inorganic arsenicals.
However this impact would be major in terms of: (1) the dollar impact,
(2) total market impact, (3) disruption due to change to alternatives,
(4) aesthetic considerations, and (5) the cost and availability of
alternatives (EPA, 1984 pp.31-32).

The bottom line:

The EPA has

determined that the benefits outweigh' the risks.
The Agency's bases for issuing an RPAR for the inorganic
arsenicals were oncogenic, mutagenic and reproductive or feterotoxic
effects (EPA, 1984) 1 .

After examining the risks in conjunction with

the significant, albeit unquantifiable, economic benefits resulting
from the use of inorganic arsenicals, the EPA decided on the following
general requirements: (1) restricted use classification, (2)
protective clothing requirements, (3) prohibitions against eating,
drinking and smoking during application, (4) work clothing disposal
regulations, (5) pesticide waste disposal regulations, (6) respirator
use specifications, (7) wood surface deposit standards, (8) closed
emptying/mixing system requirements for powder formulations and (9)
mandatory participation in a Consumer Awareness Program (CAP) (EPA,
1984 pp. 204-229).

These nine modifications to reduce the risk of

inorganic arsenicals are aimed primarily at the manufacturer.
In addition, the EPA resolved that the majority of the population
exposed to or using treated lumber products are not aware that the
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wood is treated with a potentially hazardous pesticide and therefore a
potential hazard existed among the general public.

This determination

resulted in the initiation of a Consumer Awareness Program (CAP) which
featured Consumer Information Sheets (CIS's) to outline the proper
use, handling and disposal precautions for treated wood in
matter-of-fact terminology.

These CIS's were to be disseminated at

the point of sale for all treated lumber beginning December, 1985. The
primary responsibility of this program lay with the wood treaters who
were to ensure that CIS's and signs or placards reached the
distributor with each treated lumber shipment (EPA pp. 223 1984).

The

objective of this program is to create end user awareness and thereby
minimize risks.

Social Issues
The social or subjective factors include the consumer's awareness
or perception of the hazard, in this case, the physical risk
associated with the CCA treated products, and the acceptability of
this risk.

A study by Slovic et al. (1981) examined risk

acceptability from the consumer's perspective.

Based on 90 activities

and technologies, pesticides were ranked as the seventh most "risky"
and fifty-seventh most "beneficial" to mankind.

In other words,

pesticides in general are perceived as very risky, and not very
beneficial.

This concurs with findings by Rethans and Albaum (1981)

that perceived risk is inversely related to perceived benefit.
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Risk perceptions, a ce.ntral theme of this study, were examined
globally in a previous study by Slovic et al. (1980) in which 18
characteristics of risk were hypothesized to be important.

These 18

risk attributes could be reduced to three factors labeled "Dread,"
"Familiarity," and "Exposure," which accounted for most of the
interrelationships between the 18 risk attributes.

In general, this

study showed pesticides to be considered as highly dreaded (ranked
10th), unfamiliar (ranked 59th) and exposing large numbers of people
(ranked 9th) as compared to 89 other hazards studied (Slavic et al.
1980) .

The Consumer Awareness Program (CAP)

In the fall of 1986, the EPA tested the effectiveness of the CAP
through a third-party audit, the Techlaw study.

This independent

audit process was an essential aspect of a nationwide system to assure
that consumers of treated lumber are aware of the proper use and
precautions for using these products (Techlaw, Inc. 1986).
compliance with the

CAP

Results of

are shown as follows (Techlaw, Inc. 1986):

Techlaw Study Results (1986):
Party Involved

17 formulators
61 wood treaters
69 wholesalers-distributors/
retailers

% Aware of CAP

% Participating

In CAP

100
100

94
97

81

70
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Additionally, 74% of wholesalers/retailers had received written
material relating to the CAP, 13% had documented procedures for CAP
participation and 70% distributed CIS's to their customers.

Moreover,

only 6% documented their CIS distribution, 57% had CIS's available at
the time of the audit and 32% had CIS's prominently displayed.

The

sales personnel were aware of a CAP in 39 of the 69 (57%)
wholesalers/retailers audited.
The Techlaw study, however, failed to survey the actual consumers'
awareness of the CAP.

Given the goal of the CAP to provide CIS's to

consumers, and given that the most direct means of assessing the
success of the program involves information obtained directly from
treated lumber consumers, it seems reasonable that retail customers
should represent the population of interest.

Techlaw (1986 pg. 2)

states that "such an audit (of treated wood-buying consumers) was not
practical because those consumers are not readily identifiable."

Objectives
Given the work done to identify and measure the potential risk
emanating from treated lumber products, the major goals of the study
described in this report are twofold.

First, to measure the consumer

awareness of CIS's and therefore examine directly the effectiveness of
the CAP.

Attendant to this objective is the evaluation of overall

consumer knowledge and awareness in terms of (1) the chemicals used in
treated lumber products, (2) brand names and (3) the durability of
treated lumber products versus competitive wood materials.

Second,
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physical risk perceptions from a safety standpoint will be addressed
to evaluate consumer acceptability of the risk posed by treated lumber
products.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Primary data collection was conducted via two distinct mail
questionnaires aimed at two distinct retail customers for home centers
and building materials dealers.

These two groups, the professional

contractor and remodeler (PRO) and the do-it-yourself'er (DIY'er) were
surveyed as separate populations and are addressed and analyzed
separately throughout this study.

Phase I:

PRO Sample Design

Professional contractor populations in the U.S. have been
identified by various national standardized information services (Best
1986; Zeller 1986; American Business Lists 1986).

Best (1986)

was instructed to merge three categories of professional contractors
(single-family, home improvement and patio/deck builders) and delete
the duplications.

This single category consisted of 75,734

professional contractors that comprised the total PRO population as
related to this study.

Phase II:

DIY Sample Design

According to the latest U.S. Bureau of the Census figures, there
were approximately 89,500,000 households in the U.S. in March, 1987.
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Alvin B. Zeller, Inc. (1986) compiled a list of 55,000,000 households
from U.S. Bureau of Census data, state and county tax records and
national insurance registers.

From this listing, a systematic random

sample of 5 million households was derived;

these 5,000,000

households served as the basis of the research sample for the DIY
household customer.

Sampling

Mail surveys were administered following thorough pretests, to
3,361 and 3,224 randomly selected PRO's (March 1987) and DIY'ers
(October 1987), respectively, in all 50 states.

This nwnber of mailed

questionnaires was estimated to provide at least 400 useable responses
for each population under study, thus insuring a 95% confidence
interval with an absolute error of 5% or less in the overall survey
results (Mendenhall et al. 1986).
The mail survey method of data collection has shown to be the most
efficient and cost effective vehicle for securing data from such a
geographically dispersed population (Kanuk and Berenson 1975) .

A

follow-up was sent approximately 10 days after the initial mailings
and 543 and 491 usable questionnaires were returned from PRO and DIY
respondents respectively.

This resulted in an 18% response rate for

the PRO and a 17% response rate for the DIY'er.

Previous studies by

·Franta and Johnson (1988), Boyd, Westfall and Stasch (1981), Donald
(1960) and Hochstim (1970) estimate response rates of 15% to 35% from
general U.S. populations.
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Nonresponse Bias

Potential bias due to nonresponse can be studied in various ways.
First, by comparing those who respond immediately to those who respond
after follow-up steps are taken (Fowler 1984).

The later respondents

are generally believed to be more like non-respondents.

Time

dependent relationships of eleven key demographic variables for the
PRO and seventeen demographic DIY items in terms of before and after
the follow-up letter were examined.

The Chi-square test of

independence was used to determine the degree of variation between
respondents during the first two weeks and those after the follow-up
letter.

These tests indicated that, with 95% confidence, no

differences were found between early respondents and late respondents.
This implies llQ. evidence of nonresponse bias.
Second, telephone follow-ups to nonrespondents have been shown to
assist in validation of the survey results (Fowler 1984) .

Following

the return of all PRO surveys, forty nonrespondents were contacted by
telephone in order to further determine if any nonresponse bias
existed in our sample of 543 PRO's.

The same demographic variables

(except education and total sales which were difficult to obtain via
telephone from respondents) were used to analyze nonresponse bias.
The Chi-square test of independence was again employed.

Results

indicate that for all nine demographic variables no differences exist
between the respondents and nonrespondents allowing concerns over
nonresponse to be set aside.
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The third, and perhaps most accurate means by which potential bias
in a sample population may be examined is through comparisons with the
population as a whole.

Study limitations may be viewed by comparing

our DIY respondents to the U.S. population as a whole via the 1987
Statistical Abstract of the U.S.

Comparisons with these census

records show the DIY sample used in our study is comprised of U.S.
households with a significantly higher percent of married couple
households (83% versus 58% nationally) and a much higher percent of
married couples with children less than 18 years old (80% versus 28%
nationwide) . Additionally, our sample consists of homeowners who are
relatively younger, more affluent and better educated than the general
population.

Thus defined, we do not attempt to generalize the study

results to all U.S. households;
households.

simply to a segment of U.S.

The sample identified herein, we feel, should be of

considerable interest to many retailers, treaters, chemical
manufacturers and lumber producers since they represent a significant
market segment of more

s~able,

knowledgeable and active Do-It-Yourself

treated lumber consumers.
In a recent (1984) Home Center magazine study, "Home Improvement
Consumers: A Comprehensive Analysis," 85% of the 1,204 households
surveyed reported some DIY activity (Home Center Research Bureau
1984) .

Our study found a comparable 86% of responding households have

conducted DIY activities.
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MEASUREMEN'J! OF CUSTOMER. IafOWLEDGE/AWARENBSS
Laws and regulatory agencies are needed to protect basic consumer
rights.

But beyond protection, consumers need information and

education to enable them to make better buying decisions (Schiffman
and Kanuk 1983) .

Consumer InfoJ:mation Sheets (CIS's)
To measure consumer awareness/knowledge of CIS's, the PRO and DIY
respondents were asked: "Can you tell me what Consumer Information
Sheets (CIS's) are? (as they relate to pressure treated lumber
products)" (Table 1).

Only those PRO's who used pressure treated

lumber products in 1986 (80% or 436 of the 543 respondents) and only
the DIY'ers who have used or purchased pressure treated lumber
products in the last three years (62% or 303 of the 491 respondents)
were asked to answer this question.

An

opportunity to check a blank

labeled "I really do not know what Consumer Information Sheets are"
was provided as well as three additional multiple choice answers of
which only one was correct.

Slightly over half of all PRO's stated

that they didn't know what CIS's were.

An

additional 11% chose one of

the two incorrect responses and only 38% chose the right answer.
Moreover, well over half (58%) of all DIY'ers checked the "don't know"
response.

An additional 19% chose one of the two incorrect responses;

only 23% chose the right answer.
These results suggest that nearly two-thirds of builders who use
treated lumber products and over three-quarters of DIY'ers who have
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treated lumber product uses do not know what CIS's are.

Chemicals

Wood preservatives in commercial use were categorized into the
following four major classes in 1986:

(1) creosote solutions (21% of

all production), (2) pentachlorophenol (9%), (3) Waterborne
preservatives (68%) and (4) fire retardant chemicals (2%)
(Micklewright 1988) .

As a consumer acquires additional information

about a product class, the uncertainty of consequences or risk is
diminished (Schiffman and Kanuk 1983) .

As evidenced by the findings

in Table 2, knowledge of the chemicals used in treated lumber products
is low for both the PRO and the DIY consumer.
Approximately one-third of retail treated lumber customers (31% of
PRO's and 37% of DIY'ers) could identify the chemicals used in treated
lumber products.

This was an aided recall, however, with no incorrect

responses provided.

Therefore, responses are considered to be

perceptions of knowledge.

Approximately 95% of treated lumber

products contain the preservative CCA.

However, of the 31% of PRO's

responding to this question, only 61% indicated CCA was used.

This

finding creates suspicion as to the actual percent of "chemically
aware" PRO's, certainly somewhat less than one-third!

In terms of the

DIY responses to a similar question, only 64% indicated that CCA was
the preservative chemical used to treat the treated lumber they
used/purchased.

It is therefore reasonable to expect that less than

37% of "chemically aware" DIY'ers would respond to this question if
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the categories had not been provided.

Brand Names
Of eleven different risk relievers identified by Roselius (1971),
"brand loyalty" and "major brand image" were ranked as first and
second respectively, as relievers of the four types of losses or
risks.

This study shows that only one-third of PRO respondents and

about one-fifth of DIY respondents could recall unaided at least one
brand of treated lumber (Table 2) .

Durability
To evaluate the respondents' perception of lumber durability, a
question was phrased as follows:

"Based on your best guess, how many

years would you say the following three materials (pressure treated,
untreated and cedar/redwood lumber products) last or maintain
structural strength in weather exposed above ground uses?"

Treated

lumber was rated as 27% and 19% longer lasting versus naturally
durable species such as cedar and redwood by PRO's and DIY'ers
respectively (Table 2) .

MEASUREMEN'l OF PHYSICAL RJ:SK
The perceived risk associated with a product to self and others,
physical risk, was measured by asking respondents to indicate their
level of agreement or disagreement to seven (eight for the DIY'er)
statements relating to the safety of treated lumber products (Tables 3
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and 4) .

Overall, the strongest agreement from DIY respondents emerged

from the statement "I would like more information on the proper use,
handling and disposal of treated lumber."

The strongest agreement for

PRO's and the next strongest for DIY'ers resulted from the two
statements: "treated lumber is safe to the resident for outdoor
applications" and "given the proper use, handling and disposal of
treated lumber products, these materials are entirely safe."

DIY

consumers agreed more than PRO's that "treated lumber products are
entirely safe to the user (builder/DIY'er) that frequently uses these
materials" and that "treated lumber can safely be used for picnic
table tops."

Both consumer groups were generally neutral in terms of

the safety of treated lumber for indoor applications and the statement
that CCA treated lumber emits odors.

Finally, both respondents

disagreed (PRO's relatively more than DIY'ers) that treated lumber can
safely be used for counter tops and butcher blocks.

ADDITIONAL CONCERNS
PRO's:

PRO's were provided an opportunity to express any additional
concerns that they may have regarding the EPA's approval of CCA
treated lumber products following a 10-year study.

This question was

structured as open-ended to encourage sincere concerns and responses.
Haller (1983) and Fowler (1984) present a strong case for
the advantages of using open-ended questions to provide insight into,
and an opportunity to convey, true consumer perceptions and to elicit
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unanticipated responses. This type of question is particularly suited
to exploratory research where new ideas and relationships are sought
(Boyd et al. 1981).
Only 15% or 82 of the 543 responding builders answered this
question.

The most common response (22 of 82) was; "no concerns."

The most frequent concern noted was user safety (20 of the 82
responses) in terms of the risk to the builder/resident from skin
contact or leaching and the long term effects of exposure.
related safety concerns include:

Other

inhalation dangers from sawdust and

fumes, a general lack of knowledge, awareness of the safety
precautions and consequences, suspicion of the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), durability concerns, unacceptable product
quality, disposal precautions and risk to children for playground
applications.

DIY'ers:

For household respondents, the additional concerns question was
much more global.

Specifically, the open-ended question was worded as

follows: "As a past, present or potential consumer of CCA
pressure treated lumber products, do you have any general comments or
concerns about these products in terms of quality, availability,
service, safety, etc.?"

Only the safety issue, the topic of greatest

response, will be addressed in this study.
Forty-one percent or 202 of the 491 DIY respondents answered this
question.

Clearly, the topic of greatest concern for DIY respondents
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related to user safety such as chemical concerns, lack of product
awareness and desire for information on product usage, handling and
disposal with 45% or 90 of the 202 responses addressing this issue.
The most prevalent responses in this category included: "a general
concern over the safety and health hazards" (24 responses), "give out
more information on usage, handling and disposal precautions" (15
responses), "I need more information on the safety of the chemicals
used" (14 responses) and "is treated lumber safe for: burning,
inhaling sawdust, children who play around it, animals to chew on it"
(11 responses) .

DISCUSSION

Consumer Awareness
The findings of this study indicate that only 38% of the 436 PRO
respondents and 23% of the 303 DIY respondents who have used treated
lumber products from 1985-1987 could successfully identify the correct
response from a multiple choice question which described the Consumer
Information Sheets (CIS's).

These CIS's serve as the main vehicle for

conveying information about treated wood to purchasers of treated
lumber products and to the end-users (EPA 1984) .
Chemical awareness by retail customers is also quite low.

This

study estimates that slightly less than one-third of all PRO and DIY
respondents are knowledgeable about preservative chemicals.

According

to Kelleher (April 1986), many retailers are still uninformed and/or
confused about the safety issue and their customers know even less.
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In terms of treated lumber brand awareness, these products suffer
from relatively ineffective product differentiation.

A brand name

serves to identify the product and service and thus differentiate them
from competitors (Evans and Berman 1982).

In a study by Rich (1986),

forest products firms adopting a differentiation and/or focus strategy
were more profitable than those following a low cost strategy.
Especially for treated lumber products, which are on display in
homeowner's backyards, many treaters, manufacturers and retailers feel
that an effective brand name would constitute an effective risk
reduction strategy.

Roselius (1971) found the three risk relievers of

brand loyalty, major brand image and government testing to rank 1st,
2nd and 3rd, respectively for reducing hazard or physical loss.

These

mechanisms are used by consumers to reduce the perceived risks
affecting their decisions.

Durability

Durability is the primary selling point that differentiates
treated lumber products in the consumer's mind.

This product

attribute, representing a functional risk to potential consumers, may
be a primary means of communicating a competitive advantage to retail
customers.

When a treated lumber application is considered, the

entire evoked set of product alternatives is most likely limited to
just a few alternatives such as treated lumber, untreated lumber,
naturally durable species and perhaps concrete.
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Treated wood generally has a useful life at least 5-10 times
longer than untreated wood (EPA, PD 4 1984; FPL 1987) .

This study

indicates that treated lumber products are perceived as less than 4
times as durable in weather exposed above ground applications than
comparable untreated lumber.

This is perhaps a conservative

perception among users, one that may benefit from promotional address.
Additionally, PRO and DIY respondents feel that treated lumber lasts
an average of 6 and 4 years longer, respectively, than naturally
durable species such as redwood and cedar.
One potential communication strategy aimed at reducing this
functional risk to retail customers may be the uniformity of decay
resistance afforded by treated lumber in weather exposed environments.
The degree of natural decay resistance of common untreated
construction wood materials, limited to the heartwood of durable
species, depends on the nature and amount of fungitoxic extractives
present (Haygreen and Bowyer 1982) .

Furthermore, this amount varies

considerably within a species, and with location, age and rate of
growth of the tree (Haygreen and Bowyer 1982) .

This creates a

functional durability variability or uncertainty for the consumer that
is not present in preservative treated lumber products.

Physical Risk Perceptions

The findings from the risk opinion statements indicate a general
state of ambivalence toward physical risk from treated lumber.

On a

scale of 1 to 5, mean ratings for 14 out of 15 risk items ranged from
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a high of 3.81 to a low of 2.41.

The only statement receiving an

extreme mean rating (1.84), and only by PRO respondents, was "CCA
pressure treated lumber can safely be used for counter tops and
butcher blocks."

This general level of apathy suggests a lack of

knowledge and awareness by these two groups of retail customers.
Further evidence of consumer apathy emerges from an examination of the
frequency of responses.

Overall, a staggering 36% and 32% of DIY and

PRO responses, respectively, were "neither agree nor disagree!"

In

fact, for the DIY'ers, nearly half of the 463 responses for three of
the questions: "CCA emits odors," " ... safe for counter tops and
butcher blocks," and"··· safe for indoor applications," had no
opinion! An examination of the open-ended question provides additional
insight into the consumer perceptions of the risk from treated lumber
products. Many concerns and questions addressed topics discussed in
the Consumer Information Sheets.

In fact, approximately 10% of PRO

and 18% of DIY respondents' written concerns in the questionnaire
could be directly answered by a CIS.

CONCLUSIONS

It is recommended that treaters, manufacturers and retailers first
identify the type of risk or loss perceived by a consumer for a
specific product, then develop a suitable risk reduction strategy
(Roselius 1971).

Clearly, the retail customer of treated lumber·

products is not fully informed about the proper use, handling and
disposal of these products.

Moreover, the industry may not have fully
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employed or adequately conveyed the risk coping strategies of brand
loyalty and/or government testing.

One means consumers use to reduce

perceived risk is to solicit additional product information (Schiffman
and Kanuk 1983) .

High priced products, such as a new deck, involve a

greater risk which may necessitate a simplified communication strategy
to reduce that risk.

It is conceivable that available product

literature such as customized CIS's could provide a device for
reducing perceived risk in the decision process.
Information search thru both formal and informal sources allows
the consumer to better predict the consequences of a purchase, thus
reducing the level of perceived risk (Schiffman and Kanuk 1983) .

This

implies that a competitive advantage may be garnered by successfully
conveying information to the consumer.

The EPA found this product to

be safe to consumers given that proper use, handling and disposal
precautions are followed.

A promotional strategy to educate consumers

may serve to build confidence and quell potential suspicion, thus
fostering a greater trust.
Treated lumber sales have increased dramatically.

However, with

twice the number of treating plants in the U.S. compared with 10 years
ago, and the growth in demand slowing, this maturing product line is
becoming increasingly competitive (Caswell 1987) .

In order to

maintain a competitive advantage, firms will need to pursue
market related strategies.

One such strategy, brand naming, may

provide a significant reduction in risk if employed successfully.
Associated with a brand strategy could be the dissemination of safety
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precautions, such as personalized CIS's in order to create trust
between the manufacturer and the treated lumber customer.
The continued success of large players in this treated lumber
arena could be dictated by government intervention, consumer
litigation and/or competing products with a lower perceived risk.
One argument favoring treated lumber in terms of environmental impacts
compares substitution with non-wood products.

Substitute materials

such as concrete, steel, cement block require more non-renewable
forms of energy and cause greater pollution and impacts on the
environment (Josephson 1977) .
Many opportunities for increased treated lumber sales exist,
especially for new products and in the international arena.

It is

time for the treated industry to actively assert itself as a consumer
oriented producer.
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Footnote
1

As is often the case with important economic and political issues,
there is more than one side of the story.

According to an AWPA

article (Arsenault, 1977), inorganic pentavalent arsenical
compounds have been used as wood preservatives for more than 35
years with no reports of adverse effects. Furthermore, due to the
chemical fixation process with the wood substrate, the treated wood
products are extremely durable, non-phytotoxic and safe to handle
in all applications.

The carcinogenic properties, suggested by some laboratory tests,
failed to differentiate between the more toxic trivalent forms of
arsenic and the substantially less toxic pentavalent forms used in
arsenical treated wood (American Wood Preservers Institute and
Society of American Wood Preservatives Position Document 2/3
Rebuttals, EPA pp. 88-107 1984) . Furthermore, these tests also
generally used dosage levels and other procedures that were
inconsistent with actual use and environmental exposure.

Arsenite (AS 2o3 ), the trivalent form of inorganic arsenic, was used
by researchers to reach conclusions on the carcinogenic effects of
arsenate (AS 2o5 ), the pentavalent form of arsenic, found in wood
preservatives.

Much controversy remains as to the in vivo

reduction of pentavalent arsenic to trivalent arsenic (EPA PD 4 pp.
88-108; 1984).
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The industry feels that the dangers have been publicized in
exaggerated form by the cement, concrete and, more recently, the
California redwood industries.

On the basis of all the available

test data, it can reasonably be concluded that none of the
pentavalent arsenic forms used in arsenical wood preservatives have
been shown to cause unreasonable risks to man or the environment
(Arsenault 1977).
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Table 1.

Regional Breakdown ·of Con•-r Information
Sh-t (CIS) lteaponaea.

QUESTION: Can you tell - what Collll™r Information Sheets (CIS'a) are?
they relate to pressure treated lumber products) Pleaae check ~ only.

PRO's
Responses

Don't know.

(436) 1

<-

DIY'ers
(303)

51%

58%

(224)

(177)

Instructions from the American Wood
Preserver's Bureau (AWPB) regarding
installation of Permanent Wood
Foundations (PWF's).

Information distributed by bldg. supply
dealers regarding proper use and disposal
of treated wood. (Correct response)

08%

07%

(36)

(21)

38%

23%

(163)

(70)

Pamphlets from Consumer Guide magazine
about which treated wood products
are the best buys.

03%

12%

(13)

(35)

1 Number of responses per category are in parenthesis.
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Table 2.

PRO and DIY Knowledqa/Awarene•• Measu:ce•.

Knowleclqe/Awa:cenes• It81118:

PRO'•

DIY'e:c•

Pe:ccent of Respondent• Who:
Know what CIS's are (multiple choice)

38'

23\

Know the chemicals used (aided

31\

37,

33\

18\

Treated lumber products (average)

28 yrs.

25 yrs.

Naturally durable species
(ie. cedar & redwood)

22 yrs.

21 yrs.

8 yrs.

7 yrs.

~ecall)

Can recall (unaided) at least one
brand of treated lumber

Numbe:c of Yea:c• the Following Material•
Laat (Maintain St:cuctu:cal St:cength) in
Weathe:c Expo•ed Above G:cound Uses:

(average)

Untreated lumber products
(ie. pine, spruce, Douglas fir)

(average)
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PRO Physical

Tabla 3.

~ak

Perceptions.

Frequency of Response 1

Disagree

Neither
Agree
Nor
Disagree

Agree

l

2

3

4

Agree
5

Score

CCA p-t lbr. is safe
to resident for outdoor applications 2

1%

5%

20%

60%

14%

3.81

With proper use, handling and disposal of
CCA p-t lbr. they
are entirely safe

3%

6%

36%

48%

7%

3.53

CCA p-t lbr. is safe
to the builder

7%

14%

39%

37%

3%

3.15

CCA p-t lbr. is safe
to resident for indoor applications

7%

21%

37%

32%

3%

3.04

CCA p-t lbr.
emits odors

4%

29%

42%

22%

3%

2.90

CCA p-t lbr. can
safely be used for
picnic table tops

14%

21%

31%

28%

6%

2.90

CCA p-t lbr. is safe
for counter tops
and butcher blocks

45'1;

30%

22'1;

2'1;

1%

1.84

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Mean

l Frequency based on 445 responses for each of seven risk items.

2 P-t represents pressure treated.
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Table 4 .

DIY Physical. Risk Perceptions.

Frequency of Response 1
Neither
Agree
Strongly

Strongly

Disagree

Disagree

Nor
Disagree

Agree

Agree

Mean

1

2

3

4

5

Score

3%

7%

21%

49%

20%

3.75

7%

25%

58%

9%

3.69

5%

35%

51%

9%

3.64

11%

39%

43%

6%

3.43

6%

11%

29%

48%

6%

3.37

7%

25%

48%

19%

2.83

6%

29%

46%

18%

2.81

22%

23%

47%

7%

I would like more info.
on proper use, handling and disposal of

CCA p-t lumber 2

CCA p-t lbr. is safe
to resident for outdoor applications
With proper use, handling and disposal of
CCA p-t lbr. they
are entirely safe

Olis

CCA p-t lbr. is safe
to the DIY'er
CCA p-t lbr. can
safely be used for
picnic table tops
CCA p-t lbr. is safe
to resident for indoor applications
CCA p-t lbr.
emits odors
CCA p-t lbr. is safe
for counter tops
and butcher blocks

l'ls

2.41

1 Frequency based on 463 responses for each of eight risk items.
2 P-t represents pressure treated.
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Consumer Risk Orientation As A Basis For
Perceived Physical Risk Segments

(A manuscript prepared for submission
to Journal of Business Research)

"Segmentation is based upon developments on the demand side of the
market and represents a rational and more precise adjustment of
product and marketing effort to consumer or user requirements."
--Wendell Smith, Product Differentiation and Market Segmentation
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Consumer Risk Orientation As A Basis For
Perceived Physical Risk Segments

Abstract

The concept of perceived risk, first proposed by Bauer in 1960,
contains the two primary structural dimensions of uncertainty and
consequences. Consumers often perceive risk in making product purchase
decisions because of uncertainty as to the consequences of their
product selection.

This risk varies by product class and consumer

personality type and may consist of any one or combination of the
following major perceived risk types: functional, physical, financial
and psychosocial.

This study attempts to delineate physical risk

segments for pesticide preservative treated lumber products. It
employs cluster analysis methods to examine risk averse or risk taking
personal orientations.

The resulting contractor/remodeler (PRO) and

Do-It-Yourself (DIY) market segments are further characterized using
discriminant analysis with_three psychographic predictor sets of
variables. These psychographic predictors, consisting of
opinions/attitudes, knowledge/awareness and demographics, portray
perceived physical risk segments to substantiate and provide
additional insight on risk theory. Furthermore, this study may assist
practitioners in planning communication strategies to provide a
competitive advantange and/or to minimize potential losses by
anticipating possible consumer protection requirements and litigation
entanglements.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Perceived Risk

The theory of consumer behavior as an instance of risk taking was
first advanced by Raymond Bauer in 1960 (Bauer 1960) .

Since then much

research has been conducted dealing with the nature of perceived risk
and risk reduction processes in consumer decision making (Bauer 1960;
Cox 1967; Cox and Rich 1967; Roselius 1971; Bettman 1973).
respond only to risks they perceive;

Consumers

this concept of perceived risk

may be defined as follows: "Consumer behavior involves risk in the
sense that any action of a consumer will produce consequences which he
cannot anticipate with anything approaching certainty, and some of
which at least are likely to be unpleasant" (Bauer; pg.89 1960).

This

definition emphasizes two key dimensions in terms of subjective or
perceived risk (Bauer 1960): uncertainty and consequences.
Four major types of risk perceived by consumers have been
identified as: functional, physical, financial and psychosocial
(Roselius 1971; Shiffman and Kanuk 1983) .
perceived risk may include:

Strategies for reducing

(1) information seeking from formal or

informal sources, (2) brand loyalty, (3) major brand image, (4) store
image, (5) most expensive model, and (6) reassurances such as
guarantees, warranties, government/ private laboratory testing or
prepurchase trial (Shiffman and Kanuk 1983) .
Zikmund and Scott (1973) suggest that products can be categorized
in terms of the

~

and intensity of perceived risk they evoke from

consumers and that this risk is a function of both the consumer
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personality and the product class.
personalities:

Cox (1967) defined two risk

the "clarifier" who seeks information to reduce

ambiguity and the "simplifier" who reduces ambiguity by ignoring
unpleasant uncertainties and/or consequences.

Consumers have been

further described as either risk takers or risk averters.

The risk

takers, also called "low-risk perceivers" or "broad categorizers,"
prefer a large selection whereas the risk averters, referred to as
"high-risk perceivers" or "narrow categorizers," prefer to limit their
choices (Bettman 1973; Roselius 1971; Pettigrew 1968).

This suggests

the importance of risk perception personalities as a determining
market variable for segmenting markets, developing new products and
guiding promotional activities.

Treated Lumber Products and Retail Customers

This study examines retail customers in terms of their physical
risk perceptions of treated lumber products.

Approximately 95% of

these products are treated with the pesticide CCA (chromated copper
arsenate)

(Micklewright 1988) .

CCA treated products, one of the most

dynamic segments of the wood products industry over the last decade,
increased from approximately 1.5 billion board feet (bbf) in 1977 to
approximately 6.0 bbf in 1986 (Micklewright 1988; SFPA 1988).
According to Home Center Magazine's 1986 Market Profile (Franta and
Johnson 1986), 94% of U.S. home centers carried treated lumber in
1986, up strongly from the 82% who carried and sold the line in 1984.
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CCA provides excellent long lasting protection against rot or
decay and insects, can be painted or stained like normal untreated
wood, and is clean, odorless and non-leachable.

This makes treated

lumber ideal for weather exposed home improvements, predominantly
decks.

Strong demand is projected for treated lumber through 1995

(Fuller & Walsh 1983; SFPA 1988) .

As the market for treated lumber

matures and competition at the retail level intensifies, merchandising
efforts for this important line will undoubtedly be enhanced.
Treated lumber has been the focus of a long term study conducted
by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

The Agency's bases for

issuing a Rebuttal Presumption Against Registration (RPAR) for these
inorganic arsenicals (CCA) were oncogenic, mutagenic and reproductive
or feterotoxic effects (EPA, 1984).

The EPA's final position on wood

preservatives was issued in July, 1984 in Position Document (PD) 4
(EPA, 1984) .

In September 1985, the EPA and the wood preserving

industry signed a settlement agreement regarding the use and sale of
wood treatment chemicals.

In essence, CCA treated lumber products

were deemed to be safe, reliable products for retail sale and
residential use, provided a few common sense safety precautions were
followed.

The wood preservative chemicals are classified as

pesticides and will be regulated as such;

however, wood treated with

these chemicals is not similarly regulated since the preservative
chemicals are "fixed" to the wood substrate to form an insoluble
non-leachable compound.
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In a study by Slovic et al. (1981), four different groups of
people were asked to rate 90 activities and technologies according to
the mean risk and benefit judgement as rated on a 0 - 100 scale from
"not risky" to "extremely risky" and from "no benefit" to "very great
benefit". Pesticides were ranked seventh for perceived risk and
fifty-seventh for perceived benefit.

This substantiates the findings

of Rethans and Albaum (1981) that perceived risk or hazardousness was
inversely related to perceived benefit or the acceptability of product
risks.
Among 18 characteristics of risk hypothesized to be important in a
previous study by Slovic et al. (1980), three factors, labeled dread,
familiarity, and exposure, seem able to account for most of the 18
risk variable interrelationships.

Application of factor analysis, an

interdependence statistical technique used for data reduction, showed
that the pattern of intercorrelations could be represented by these
three factors.

Pesticides received the tenth, fifty-ninth and ninth

highest ranking for the factors dread, familiarity and exposure
respectively (Slovic et al. 1980).

In other words, pesticides are

considered to be highly dreaded, exposing large nwnbers of people and
are relatively unfamiliar as compared to 89 other hazards studied
(Slovic et al. 1980).
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CONCEPTUALIZATION

According to Ross (1975) the relative importance of each type of
risk depends on the nature of the product and purchase decision.

For

CCA treated lumber products, it may be argued that the most germane
perceived risk type relates to the uncertainty of safety and
consequences to the user, to other people and to the environment in
general (Schiffman and Kanuk 1983) .

As a basis for empirical

investigation, physical risk perceptions from a marketing perspective
address the product risk characteristics which are believed to
influence the acceptability of that risk.
Roselius (1971) viewed several risk relievers simultaneously to
determine the degree of assistance each provided to reduce the threat
of four types of loss: (1) time loss, (2) hazard loss, (3) ego loss
and (4) money loss.

His study further characterized risk relievers

according to the varying impact they had on the buying situation, the
kind of loss perceived and the type of buyer involved.

The

conceptualization offered by Roselius (1971) is quite general and, in
fact, may be narrowed considerably to allow a researcher to focus on
specific products and customers.
In this case, the perceived safety of CCA treated lumber products
to builders, do-it-yourselfers and residents is used to segment
markets according to a risk personality orientation.

The

conceptualization further emphasizes the relationships between
perceived physical risk segments and three sets of predictor variables
used to profile retail consumer groups of CCA treated lumber products.
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More specifically, the conceptual links used to characterize each of
the two major retail customers (builders and do-it-yourself'ers)
involve opinions/attitudes regarding treated lumber products, the
knowledge/awareness consumers possess regarding these products and
demographic items.

These hypothesized links are shown in Figures 1

and 2.

Consumerism
Public policy makers interested in consumer protection are
concerned with product safety and improved information whereas
practitioners seek the causes of consumer dissatisfaction (Berkman and
Gilson 1986).

Through customer complaints, marketers may identify the

causes of dissatisfaction and thus creating an opportunity for
increased satisfaction (Berkman and Gilson 1986) .

Consumerism may be

defined as "the social movement seeking to augment the rights and
power of buyers in relation to sellers" (Kotler; pg.273 1984).

The

rapid rise of consumerism has occurred in conjunction with a legal
environment that has shifted in favor of the consumer (Berkman and
Gilson 1986).

The implications to manufacturers may be far reaching.

Those firms who interpret this new consumer rights environment as a
threat may be ignoring an important opportunity to obtain feedback
from the customer and thus achieve a competitive advantage.

The

excellent companies derive benefit by listening and being close to
their customers (Peters and Waterman 1982) .

As treated products

achieve wider usage, practitioners may find that addressing this issue
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is no longer an option but is .imperative.

RESEARCH

ME~HODOLOGY

Data Collection

This study consisted of two distinct populations:

the

professional builder/contractor (PRO) and the do-it-yourselfer
(DIY'er).

Combined, these two groups comprise over 86% of retail

sales and approximately 71% of all sales of CCA treated lumber
products (Walsh 1985) .

Phase I ... the "PRO"
Professional contractor populations in the U.S. have been
identified by various national standardized information services (Best
1986; Zeller 1986; American Business Lists 1986) .

According to 1986

sample frames compiled from all phone book yellow page directories in
the U.S., the following contractor populations were identified:
One-Family Units
Home Improvement
Patio Deck Builders

50,614
45,496
2, 624

The commercial marketing information service was instructed to
merge the three categories and delete the duplications.

This provided

a single mutually exclusive population with the elements defined as
"New One-Family, Home Improvement and Patio and Deck Contractors."
This single category consisted of 75,734 elements that comprised the
total PRO population as related to this study.
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Phase II ... the "DIY'er"
According to the latest U.S. Bureau of the Census figures, there
were approximately 89,500,000 households in the U.S. in March, 1987.
Alvin B. Zeller, Inc. of New York, NY has compiled a list of
55,000,000 households from U.S. Bureau of Census data, state and
county tax records and national insurance registers.

From this

listing, a systematic random sample of 5 million households was
derived;

these 5,000,000 elements served as the basis of the research

sample for the DIY household customer.

Sampling

Mail surveys were administered, following thorough pretests, to
3,361 and 3,224 randomly selected PRO's and DIY'ers, respectively in

all 50 states on an Nth name basis to insure geographic
proportionality.

A conservative estimated response rate of 15% was

based on previous studies by Franta and Johnson (1988), Boyd et al.
(1981), Donald (1960) and Hochstim (1970) for random mail surveys in
the U.S.

Therefore, by mailing 3,000 questionnaires to each of the

two major populations, over 400 useable responses were anticipated,
thus providing a 95% confidence interval with an absolute error of 5%
or less in the overall survey results (Mendenhall et al. 1986).
Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the sampling schemes and response rates by
region.
The mail survey method of data collection has shown to be the most
efficient and cost effective vehicle for securing data from such a
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geographically dispersed population (Kanuk and Berenson 1975).

A

follow-up was sent approximately 10 days after the initial mailings
and 543 and 491 usable questionnaires were returned from PRO and DIY
respondents, respectively.

This resulted in an 18% response rate for

the PRO and a 17% response rate for the DIY'er.

Nonresponse Bias
Potential bias due to nonresponse was examined by various methods.
First, a comparison between early and late respondents on eleven key
demographic variables for the PRO and seventeen demographic DIY items
were examined (Fowler 1984) .

The Chi-square test of independence

indicated that, with 95% confidence, no differences were found between
early and late respondents.

This implies

!1Q.

evidence of nonresponse

·bias.
Second, telephone follow-ups to nonrespondents were used to assist
validation of the survey results (Fowler 1984) .

Following the return

of all PRO surveys, forty nonrespondents were contacted by telephone
in order to further determine if any nonresponse bias existed in our
sample of 543 PRO's.

The same demographic variables (except education

and total sales which were difficult to obtain via telephone from
respondents) were used to analyze nonresponse bias.
test of independence was again employed.
all nine demographic variables

!1Q.

The Chi-square

Results indicate that for

differences exist between the

respondents and nonrespondents allowing concerns over nonresponse to
be set aside.
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The third, and perhaps most accurate means by which potential
nonresponse bias may be examined is through comparisons with the
population as a whole (Fowler 1984) •

Study limitations were viewed by

comparing our study respondents to the U.S. population via the 1987
Statistical Abstract of the U.S.

These contrasts indicate that our

DIY sample consists of a higher percent of married couple households
(83% compared to 58% nationwide) and a much greater percent of married
couples with children under 18 (80% versus 28% nationally).

In

addition, our sample consists of homeowners who are relatively
younger, more affluent and better educated than the general
population.

Thus defined, we do not attempt to generalize the study

results to all U.S. households;
households.

simply to a segment of U.S.

The sample identified herein, we feel, should be of

considerable interest to many retailers, treaters, chemical
manufactures and lumber producers since they represent a significant
market segment of more stable, knowledgeable and active Do-It-Yourself
treated lumber consumers.
The Home Center Research Bureau's "Home Improvement Consumers:

A

Comprehensive Analysis" indicates that 85% of single-family homeowners
in their 1984 study reported some DIY activity (Home Center Research
Bureau 1984) .

Our study shows that 86% of responding households have

conducted DIY activities.
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Measures

Physical risk perceptions were measured via statements referring
to the general safety of CCA treated lumber products.

Seven items for

the PRO customer and eight DIY customer items were measured on a
5-point Likert scale anchored by 1= "strongly disagree" to 5=
"strongly agree" to determine a perceived risk orientation (Tables 3
and 4) .
Opinion and attitude items were quantified with nine statements
for PRO's relating to CCA treated lumber products;

DIY'ers responded

to sixteen statements concerning these products and related DIY
activities. Once again, the same 5-point Likert scale of agreement was
used to measure these responses (Table 5 and 6) .
Knowledge and awareness revolved around the following five treated
lumber items:

(1) treated lumber brand awareness, (2) knowledge of

the preservative chemicals used in the treated products, (3) knowledge
of Consumer Awareness Sheets (CIS's)

(one page fliers distributed by

retailers to inform customers of the proper use, handling and disposal
of treated lumber products), (4) awareness of Permanent Wood
Foundations (PWF's), an engineered wood foundation system and (5)
knowledge of the durability of treated lumber products in terms of
years of service life.

The first four concepts were measured by

percent of respondents who were knowledgeable and aware of the
concept.

The last item, durability, was measured in average years

(Tables 7 and 8).
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Demographics included a number of commonly used measures of
socioeconomic characteristics relative to the two populations of
interest. The DIY'er lends itself to a fuller set of fifteen
demographic items including media habits whereas the PRO is described
with a more austere set of seven variables (Tables 9 and 10) .

DA~A

ANALYSIS

Given the conceptualization of perceived physical risk as a
function of both the product class and the customer personality as
"low-risk perceivers" versus "high-risk perceivers", it is logical to
segment the two major treated lumber customer groups according to
these dimensions.

Each of the two retail groups, the PRO and the

DIY'er, were subjected to a separate hierarchical cluster analysis
using SPSSx (1986) statistical software (Hair, Anderson and Tatham
1987) .

Based on responses to the 7 PRO and 8 DIY physical risk

variables described in Tables 3 and 4, this analysis grouped together
individuals who exhibited a _similar pattern of response across these
physical risk opinion statements.
The analysis consequently identified a high-risk perceiver segment
labeled as "risk averse" and a low-risk perceiver tagged a "risk
taker" for each of the two major retail groups identified herein, the
PRO and the DIY'er.

The profiling stage provides F-ratios for the

criterion variables and involves the use of discriminant analysis of
the clusters based on risk personality orientation of the two PRO
physical risk segments (Table 3) and two comparable segments of
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DIY'ers (Table 4)

(Bahn and Granzin 1985).

Subsequent ANOVA and

discriminant analysis, involving the three predictor sets of
opinions/attitudes, knowledge/awareness and demographics, are used to
further profile the two risk cluster segments for each of the two
major retail customers.

Classification matrices were developed for

each of discriminant analysis to predict the accuracy of the
significant functions (Hair et al. 1987).

Utilizing the maximum

chance criteria (Hair et al. 1987), all discriminant models are valid.

FINDINGS
PRO Physical Risk Clusters
The cluster analysis for PRO retail customers produced two groups
of customers based on the 7 physical risk variables (Table 3) •
variables shown represent the variables used in clustering.

The

The

statistics provide the relative contribution of each of the seven
variables to segment formation.

Based on the F-ratios, the five

variables lending the most to the two clusters are, in order of
importance: "safe for counter tops and butcher blocks," "safe for
picnic table tops," "safe to resident for indoor applications,"
"entirely safe to the builder" and "entirely safe with the proper
safety precautions."
Canonical loadings of an absolute .30 and greater are used to
describe the multivariate relationship of a statistically significant
function (Hair et al 1987) .

The "risk takers" are in stronger

agreement than the "risk averse" on the following four risk perception
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statements: treated lwnber is safe for counter tops/butcher blocks,
treated lwnber is safe for picnic table tops, treated lwnber is safe
for indoor applications and treated lwnber is safe to the builder.
In sum, risk takers represent builders who feel less threatened by
CCA treated lwnber products and resident and builder safety.

These

segments substantiate previous findings that consumers may be
delineated by a risk personality (Shiffman and Kanuk 1983) .

The "risk

taker" segment could be correlated to a low-risk perceiver or a broad
categorizer.

Conversely, the "risk averse" segment may be viewed as

somewhat parallel to previously identified high-risk perceivers or
narrow categorizers.

DIY Physical Risk Clusters
A similar cluster analysis for DIY retail customers also produced
two distinct groups of customers based on the 8 physical risk
variables (Table 4) .

Once again, these variables form the basis of

the two clusters of DIY customers.

The F-ratios indicate that four

variables contributed the most to the two segments.
importance, they are:

In order of

"entirely safe with the proper safety

precautions," "entirely safe to the DIY'er," "safe to resident for
outdoor applications" and "treated lwnber can safely be used for
picnic table tops."
The multivariate discriminant analysis shows the "risk taking" DIY
segment versus "risk averse" DIY'ers to agree more on the following
three opinion statements:

treated lwnber is entirely safe with proper
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use, handling and disposal precautions, treated lumber is entirely
safe to the DIY'er and treated lumber is safe to the resident for
outdoor applications. Correspondingly, the risk taker may be viewed as
a low-risk perceiver who will risk or more willingly accept risk to
maximize positive instances of consumption (Pettigrew 1968) .

Opinions/Attitudes

Two of the nine opinion/attitude statements for PRO's reached
significance (differed by risk personality type) at the .05 level in
tests using univariate ANOVA (Table 5) . The two significant items are
"PWF's represent an acceptable alternative to masonry foundations" and
"a warranty would make me more likely to build PWF's."

To reduce

uncertainty, consumers may seek reassurance through warranties and/or
comparison of product alternatives (Shiffman and Kanuk 1983) .
The significant discriminant function loads heavily on the same
two opinion/attitude items plus a third item: "I am willing to pay
more for higher quality/better looking treated lumber products," thus
expanding the portrayal of these two physical risk segments.

The

function, significant at the p= .00 level, shows Group A, the risk
averse PRO's, as more willing to pay a premium for quality and
appearance and less agreeable that PWF's are acceptable alternatives
and are more luring with a warranty.

This function depicts a segment

of builders who will pay to reduce risk and will not easily accept new
products despite a risk reducing warranty.

This finding is consistent

with the literature which depicts the high perceiver (risk averse)
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consumer as a narrow categorizer who limits choices to a few safe
alternatives (Pettigrew 1968) •
In terms of the DIY physical risk segments, seven of the sixteen
opinion/attitude statements differed significantly between risk
averters and risk takers in univariate analysis (Table 6).

"Pay more

for quality and appearance," "satisfied with the quality and
appearance," "more confident about DIY projects than most people,"
"own a DIY workshop," "have time for DIY projects," "do DIY projects
to save money" and "get satisfaction from DIY projects" distinguish
among the risk averse and risk taker segments of DIY'ers in univariate
analysis.
The multivariate analysis further describes these two segments
with six of the seven aforementioned variables loading at .30 or
higher.

Only "own a DIY workshop" did not load significantly on the

canonical function which describes the risk taking DIY'ers as follows:
more willing to pay for quality and appearance treated products, more
satisfied with the quality and appearance of treated products, more
confident DIY'ers, more time for DIY activities, and greater agreement
that he/she tackles DIY projects to save money and that he/she derives
satisfaction from DIY activities.

In general this analysis represents

a risk taking DIY who, unlike the PRO risk taker, will pay a premium
to reduce risk.

Moreover, this risk taking segment is a more

confident and active DIY'er who is generally more satisfied with the
quality and appearance of treated lumber products.
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In summary, this profile of physical risk perception segments
based on sixteen opinion/attitude statements delineates a relatively
active and confident risk taking DIY segment versus a less active,
less confident risk averse DIY group.

Know1edge/Awareness

Only one of the five PRO knowledge/awareness items reached
significance in the univariate analysis (Table 7) .

These results show

the risk takers or Group B builders to have a greater treated lumber
brand awareness than the risk averse segment.

The discriminant

function, significant at p= .017, represents a more knowledgeable and
aware segment of risk takers in terms of both brands and the
preservative chemicals used in the treating process.

These low

perceivers (Group B), who involve a larger range of product
alternatives (broad categorizers) in the consumptive process,
represent a more informed builder segment.
Analysis featuring these same five knowledge/awareness items for
the DIY risk segments did not produce any significant variables by
ANOVA (Table 8) •

Moreover, the multivariate analysis was

non-significant at p= .63.
One noteworthy feature of this analysis is the general lack of
knowledge and awareness of treated lumber products that both DIY and
PRO retail customers exhibit.

Overall only about one-third of PRO's

and one-fifth of DIY'ers who have used treated lumber products could
recall unaided at least one brand of treated lumber.

Moreover,
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knowledge of the preservative chemicals and the Consumer Information
Sheets is very low for these two major retail groups.

Demographics
Four of the seven PRO demographic measures reached significance in
the univariate analysis (Table 9) •

When examined singly, treated

lumber purchases in 1987, education levels, firm size and builder type
distinguish among the two physical risk segments of builders.

The

risk averse segment versus the risk taking segment represents a PRO
with lower treated lumber usage, less formal education, smaller
average firm size and more repair and remodeling contractors.
The multivariate analysis confirms the univariate findings with
the same four items represented in the significant discriminant
function.

This suggests that the risk averse segment of PRO's, a less

educated and less knowledgeable consumer, is also a lower user of the
product line, CCA treated lumber, that forms the basis of this
research.
In terms of the two risk segments of DIY'ers, four of the fifteen
demographic items reached significance by ANOVA (Table 10) .

The risk

averse segment contains a lower percent of DIY'ers, lower mean treated
lumber usage for the past three years (1985-1987), less average hours
per month of DIY activity and more female respondents.
The discriminant analysis produced a much fuller portrayal of the
two DIY risk segments.

The significant discriminant function

represents a risk taking segment as a more active DIY'er with higher
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treated lumber usage, greater newspaper readership, fewer females,
lower education for both the respondent and the spouse, fewer
household incomes and a lower mean home value.

In general, the high

perceivers or risk averse segment of DIY respondents, as indicated in
the opinion/attitude analysis, include less active and confident
DIY'er with lower treated lumber usage.

However, in contrast to the

PRO risk segments, this risk averse DIY'er has higher mean education
levels.

D:ISCOSS:IOH

A consumer's perceptions about a specific market item can be
viewed from four perspectives:

brand images, price perceptions,

perception of salespeople, self or object, and risk perception
(Berkman and Gilson 1986) . The level of risk a consumer perceives in a
given purchase decision is a function of both the type of product and
the consumer's personality. Pe:cceived risk, !!Qt. actual risk,
influences purchase behavior (Cox 1967; Pettigrew 1968; Roselius 1971;
Bettman 1973) .
For other consumer products, Arndt (1967) found perceived risk to
differ for high versus low risk perceivers .for coffee;

Zikmund and

Scott (1973) provided contradictory results for lawn furniture, color
TV's and stationery.

According to Ross (1974), the effect of

self-confidence on perceived risk remains unclear.

This study

indicates that "risk takers" differ significantly from "risk averse"
DIY'ers in terms of a higher self-confidence rating for do-it-yourself
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projects.
Physical risk, one of the fundamental components of risk, forms
the basis of the segmentation scheme to differentiate between risk
averse and risk taking PRO and DIY customer personalities and their
purchase decisions regarding treated lumber materials.

The results

support the relationship between membership in physical risk segments
and opinions/attitudes, knowledge/awareness and demographics for PRO
customers and opinions/attitudes and demographics for DIY'ers.

This

suggests the usefulness of considering physical risk perception
segments as a central theme for understanding the consumption process
for treated lumber products.
For the professional contractor/remodeler, the physical risk
statements that distinguish the risk averse segment from the risk
taking PRO are as follows:

CCA treated lumber products are less safe

for counter tops and butcher blocks; these products are less safe for
picnic table tops; treated lumber is less safe for indoor
applications; and these treated products are less safe to the builder.
These risk averse builders consist of a greater percentage of repair
and remodelers with smaller firms, less education and lower levels of
treated lumber usage as com.pared to the risk taking segment. Moreover,
the risk averters in contrast to the risk takers are less
knowledgeable of treated brands and preservative chemicals, agree more
strongly that quality and appearance is worthy of a price premium and
are less accepting of Permanent Wood Foundation systems and warranty
promises.
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Profiling the do-it-youraelf'er reveals that the risk averse
segment is less convinced that CCA treated lumber is safe for outdoor
applications, that these products are safe to the DIY'er and that
these treated products are entirely safe with the proper safety
precautions compared with DIY risk takers.

Thia risk averter

personality type is characterized further as a leas active and
confident DIY'er with lower treated lumber usage, lower newspaper
readership, a higher percent of females, higher education, a greater
mean number of household incomes, and more expensive homes compared to
the risk takers.

In addition, the risk averting DIY'er may be

distinguished from the risk taker in terms of being leas willing to
pay a premium for higher quality and appearance treated lumber
products and a lower satisfaction with the quality and appearance of
these treated products.
The lifestyle form of paychographic segmentation employed in this
study represents a detailed insight by which many types of segment
descriptors are employed.

Thia type of general segmentation leads to

efficient communication planning in terms of advertising, promotion,
retailer-support merchandising, publicity and public relations (Ray
1982) .

For home centers and building supply centers, treated lumber

manufacturers and preservative chemical companies, perceived risk
segment profiles may further assist managers in their understanding of
PRO and DIY retail customers for treated lumber products.
Great care should be exercised when expanding this portrayal to
other wood and non-wood product lines in the home improvement market
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since other dimensions of risk such as functional, financial and
psychosocial, may be considered as more significant segmentation
criteria.

CONCLUSIONS

This study attempts to delineate, by perceived risk orientation,
various treated lumber buying segments then to define distinctive
traits of each subsegment.

This should enable practitioners to

develop customer-specific marketing programs to address these
perceived risk segments.
Perceived risk theory suggests that methods of reducing the
uncertainty of consequences for important purchase decisions, such as
increasing brand visibility and loyalty, providing both formal and
informal product information, selling through reputable dealers and
various reassurance programs may represent effective market
strategies.

Risk averse and risk taking segments were identified for

both professional contractors and do-it-yourself'ers individually
based on physical risk perceptions. Multivariate analysis provided
results that supported the hypothesis that the lifestyle measures of
opinions/attitudes, knowledge/awareness and demographics relate to the
physical risk perceptions for treated lumber products.
Of eleven different risk relievers identified by Roselius (1971),
"brand loyalty" and "major brand image" were ranked first and second
respectively as relievers of the four types of losses or risks.

For

hazard or safety loss, specifically, government testing proved to be
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the third most favorable risk reliever.

However, as this study shows,

only one-third of PRO's and 21% of DIY'ers could recall at least one
brand of treated lumber.

In addition, knowledge of preservative

chemicals and Consumer Information Sheets is low for both groups
indicating a lack of knowledge about the EPA initiated Consumer
Awareness Program.
There appears to be much room for additional work by chemical
companies, treaters and retailers in the application of risk relieving
strategies to enhance a competitive position in the treated lumber
arena. Furthermore, public policy makers that address consumer
protection may wish to consider these findings in terms of the
perceived safety risk from the consumer perspective associated with a
product under study by the EPA.
These findings support further work in the area of perceived risk
dimensions as a central theme of consumer buying decisions in the
marketplace.

Moreover, these results extend previous findings on the

characterization of physical risk determination from a safety and
hazard ·management perspective while shedding additional light on
personality types for segmenting risk orientation.
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Conceptual Model of Linkages Between Knowledge/Awareness,
Demographics, Opinions/Attitudes and Physical Risk
Perceptions For Two Segments of Retail Customers
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Table 1.

PRO Sapling Plan and Baspon11e Rate•
l'om: Region SUlllllAZY

Region

Total number
PRO's sampled
--Responses-of PRO's
(number) (percent (number) (t of (response
of sample)
total)
rates)

West
South
North Central
Northeast
Unidentified 1

13, 711
29,555
21,055
11,413

683
1, 169
837
672

20.3t
34.H
24.9t
20.0t

98
149
143
135
18

18'
28'
26t
25t
03t

16'
14'
20t
23t

Totals

75,734

3,361

100.0t

543

lOOt

18'3

Less Undeliverables:

Total Sampled:
1

2
3

<398> 2

2,963

Eighteen respondents did not indicate which state they conducted the
majority of their business· and therefore could not be categorized by
state or region.
398 questionnaires were returned as undeliverable.
Total response rates
are calculated as:
t responses
18.3t
...3.!L
t mailed - undeliverables
2, 963
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Table 2.

DIY S1111plinq Plan and. Raspon11e Ratu

FoUJ: R.eqion SU11111&%1'

Reqion

--Households sampled-(percent)
(number)

West
South
North Central
Northeast
Unidentified 1

Totals

=

15.9%
35.6%
28.6%
19.9%

100.00%

Less Undeliverables:

Total Sampled:
1
2

3

513
1,148
922
641

3,224

--Responses-(number) (% of (response
total)
rates)

78
159
152
101
1

16%
32%
31%
21%
00%

491

100%

15%
14%
16%
16%

17%3

<358> 2

2,866

One respondent did not indicate which state he/she lived and therefore
could not be cateqorized by state or reqion.
358 questionnaires were returned as undeliverable.
Total response rates
are calculated as:
t responses
17.1%
..!2L
t mailed - undeliverables
2, 866
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Table 3.

Risk Perception
Statements:

Mean Phyaiaal Riek Patte:n• For Two Risk
Perception Group• of PRO'•·

Group A
Group B
All
•Risk Averse" "Risk Takers" PRO's
(n=220)
(n=216)
(n=436)

F-Ratio

Canonical
Loadings

--mean rating 1--

CCA p-t 2 lbr.
emits odors

3.00

2.79

2.90

6.33

-.11

CCA p-t lbr. is safe
for counter tops
and butcher blocks

1.33

2.37

1.84

203.20

.65

CCA p-t lbr. can
safely be used for
picnic table tops

2.45

3.37

2.90

84.94

.41

CCA p-t lbr. is safe
to resident for outdoor applications

3.84

3.78

3.81

0.63

-.04

CCA p-t lbr. is safe
to resident for indoor applications

2.74

3.35

3.04

47.10

.31

CCA p-t lbr. is safe
to the builder

2.86

3.45

3.15

46.14

.31

3.29

3. 77

3.53

41. 75

.29

-1.05

1.06

With proper use, handling and disposal of
CCA p-t lbr. they
are entirely safe

Centroids

1 Opinions were rated on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree)
2 to 5 (Strongly Agree).
P-t represents pressure treated.
Note:

Classification Matrix Results:
Hold-out Sample = 82.83% correctly classified
cmax

= 221/543

40.70%
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Tabl.e 4.

Risk Perception
Statements:

Mean Physical. lisle Pattez:n• For Two Rift:
Perception Groups of DIY'era.

Group A
Group B
All
"Risk Averse• •Risk Takers" DIY'ers
(n=217)
(n=246)
(n=463)

CCA p-t 2 lbr.
emits odors
CCA p-t lbr. is safe
for counter tops
and butcher blocks
CCA p-t lbr. can
safely be used for
picnic table tops
CCA p-t lbr. is safe
to resident for outdoor applications
CCA p-t lbr. is safe
to resident for indoor applications
CCA p-t lbr. is safe
to the DIY'er
With proper use, handling and disposal of
CCA p-t lbr. they
are entirely safe
I would like more info.
on proper use, handling and disposal of
CCA p-t lumber

Centroids

F-Ratio

Canonical
Loadings

--mean rating 12.93

2.69

2.81

9.33

-.10

2.47

2.37

2.41

l.21

-.04

2.96

3.44

3.37

54.77

.25

3.24

4.08

3.69

204.10

.49

2.61

3.02

2.83

27.03

.18

2.89

3.90

3.43

286.70

.58

3.11

4 .11

3.64

429.60

• 71

3.67

3.83

3.75

3.15

.06

-l.45

l.28

1 Opinions were rated on a 5-point Likert scale from l (Strongly Disagree)
to 5 (Strongly Aqree).
2 P-t represents pressure treated.
Note:

Classification Matrix Results:
Hold-out Sample
cmax = 219/543

79.88t correctly classified
40.33t
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Table S.

Opinion/Attitude
Statements

Discriminant Anal.ysi• of Two PRO Ri•k Segamat•
in TelClllS of Nine Opinion I t - .

Group A
Group B
•Risk Averse• "Risk Takers•
(n=220)
(n=216)

p

Canonical
loadings 1

--mean rating2-

Brand named p-t3
lbr. is superior
to generics
More concerned with
appearance vs.
grade for p-t lbr.
Retail salespeople
are knowledgeable
about p-t lbr.
Will pay more for
higher quality/
appearance p-t lbr.
Will pay more for
branded p-t lbr.
Would pay more for
KDAT 4 p-t lbr.
PWF's provide acceptable alternatives
to masonry found'ns
Masonry foundations
are more liveable
vs. PWF's
Warranty would
increase chance
of bldg. PWF's

Centroids

Univariate
F-ratios

3.22

3.26

0.22

.64

.09

3.05

3.09

0.10

.75

.06

2.52

2.45

0.53

.47

-.14

3.76

3.62

3.39

.06

-.35

2.86

2.97

1.64

.20

.25

3.49

3.39

1.37

.24

-.23

2.68

2.97

9.43

.oo

.59

3.20

3.19

0.00

.95

-.01

3.24

3.56

9.13

.oo

.58

-0.25

0.25

1 The discriminant function is significant at p= .000.
2 Opinions were rated on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree)
to 5 (Strongly Agree).
3 P-t represents pressure treated.
4 KDAT represent Kiln Dried After Treatment.
Note:

Classification Matrix Results:
Hold-out Sample
Cmax = 216/543

58.80% correctly classified
39. 78'
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Tabl.e 6.

Discximinant Analysis of Two DIY Risk Segmants
in Te.rma of Sixteen Opinion Itaaa.

Opinion/Attitude
Statements 1

Group A
Group B
uRisk Averseu "Risk Takersu
(n=216)
(n=246)

Univariate
F-ratios

p

Canonical
loadings 2

--mean rating 2--

Brand named p-t 3
lbr. is superior
to generics

3.07

3.19

2.76

.10

.24

More concerned with
appearance vs.
grade for p-t lbr.

2.73

2.87

1.89

.17

.20

Retail salespeople
are knowledgeable
about p-t lbr.

2.91

3.07

3.20

.07

.25

Will pay more for
higher quality/
appearance p-t lbr.

3.51

3.67

4.64

.03

.31

Will pay more for
branded p-t lbr.

2.95

2.90

0.41

.52

-.09

quality/appear.
of p-t products

3.41

3.62

7.94

.oo

.40

Will pay more for
p-t lbr. versus
cedar/redwood

2.79

2.68

1.97

.17

-.20

PWF's provide acceptable alternatives
to masonry found'ns

2.73

2.89

3.20

.07

.26

3.50

3.61

0.91

.34

.14

3. 77

3.76

0.01

.93

-.01

Am satisfied with the

Warranty would
increase chance of
bldg. PWF's
DIY project plans
would increase my
p-t lumber usage
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Table 6. Continued.

Opinion/Attitude
Statements 1

Group A
Group B
"Risk Averse• •Risk Takers•
(n=246)
(n=216)

Univariate
F-ratios

p

Canonical
loadings 2

--mean rating 2-High DIY confidence

3.57

3.83

7.40

.01

.39

PRO labor is too high

3.94

4.03

o.ils

.36

.13

Own a DIY workshop

3.17

3.39

3.74

.OS

.28

Have time to DIY

3.30

3.69

14.80

.oo

.55

DIY to save money

3.88

4.10

6.11

.01

.35

DIY for satisfaction

4.09

4.35

11.47

.oo

.48

Centroids

-0.35

0.31

1 The discriminant function is significant at p= .000.
2 Opinions were rated on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree)
to 5 (Strongly Agree).
3 P-t represents pressure treated.
Note:

Classification Matrix Results:
Hold-out Sample
cmax = 223/543

54.73% correctly classified
41.07%
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Table 7.

Knowledge
Items:

Discriminant Analysis of Two PRO Risk Segments
in Tezma of l'ive ltnovl.edqe I~.

Group A
Group B
•Risk Averse" "Risk Takers•
(n=187)
(n=181)

Aware
' Brand
Know the Chemicals
'
what CIS's are
' Know
Have heard of PWF's
'Years p-t 2 lbr lasts

31'
29t
39t
73t
28.1

45t
37'
38'
70t
27.6

Centroids

0.17

-0.17

Univariate
F-ratios

7.92
3.28
0.04
0.28
0.11

p

.01
.07

.so

.59
.74

Canonical
loadings 1

.83
.53
.07
.16
.09

1 The discriminant function is significant at p= .017.
2 P-t represents pressure treated.
Note:

Classification Matrix Results:
Hold-out Sample = 58.37t correctly classified
cmax = 220/543 = 40.52t
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Table 8.

Knowledge
Items:

Discriminant Analysis of Two DIY R.iak Segmenta
in Tez:ma of Pive Xnovledqa It4111118.

Group A
Group B
•Risk Averse• •Risk Takers•
(n=l87)
(n=-181)

Aware
' Brand
Know the Chemicals
' Know what CIS's are
' Have heard of PWF's
'Years p-t 2 lbr lasts

Centroids

18'
34'
21'
30%
25.3

19%
42%
27%
26%
25.5

-0.14

0.09

Univariate
F-ratios

p

0.02
1.86

.89
.17

1.36
0.41
0.01

.25
.52
.93

Canonical
loadings 1

1 The discriminant function is ng,t significant at p= .05, therefore
loadings were not provided.
2 P-t represents pressure treated.
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Table SI.

Discriminant Analysis of ho PRO Rialc Segments
in Tel:lllll of Bight Demographic It81118.

Demographic
Items:

Group A
Group B
"Risk Averse• •Risk Takers•
(na181)
(n=l87)

Geotype 2 (4 groups)
1987 p-t 3 purchases
(3 categories)
Age (3 categories)
Education (4-pt scale)
Finn size (1986 sales)
(5 levels)
Experience (3 levels)
Builder type (t of
Repair & Remodelers)

Centroids

Univariate
F-ratios

p

2.20

2.11

0.80

.37

-.16

2.13
3.74
2.82

2.29

3.85

.05
.79
.01

.JS
-.05
.44

J.71

o. 71

J.04

6.20

1.86
1.91

2.41
1.91

21.70
0.00

.oo
.97

.83
-.01

81t

61'

17.64

.oo

.74

-0.29

0.30

; The discriminant function is significant at p= .000.
Geotype represent a population density from 1 = urban to 2
J = small town to 4 = rural.
3 P-t represents pressure treated.
Note:

Canonical
loadings 1

suburban to

Classification Matrix Results:
Bold-out Sample = 57.08t correctly classified
cmax = 216/543
J9.78t
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Table 10.

Discriminant Analysis of T1lo DIY ll1R Segment•
in TeDIS of Sixt:- Demographic I t - .

Demographic
Items:

Group A
Group B
•Risk Averse• •Risk Takers•
(n=lSS)
(n=l9S)

Geotype 2 (4 groups)
Do DIY activities
1987 p-tJ purchases
198S-1987 p-t purch's.
Hrs/month of DIY
Hrs/week of TV
Hrs/wk of newspapers
Hrs/wk of radio
Gender (t Female)
Age (years)
Education (respondent)
(6-point scale)
Education (spouse)
(6-point scale)
I of household incomes
(1=1; 1.S=2; 2=J)
Income (8-point scale)
Home value (6 levels)

Centroids

Univariate
F-ratios

p

2.S6
86%
$246.
$64S
16.1
12.7
4.4
11.2
lJt
41.0

2.62
9St
$J78
$942
20.S
14.1
S.1
11.9
7%
40.1

0.20
8.J4
2.21
J.68
J.99
1.J7
2.ss
0.18
J. 72
0.64

.6S
.00
.14
.OS
.04
.24
.10
.67
.os
.4J

.08
.S4
.28
.J6
.J7
.22
.JO
.08
-.J6
-.lS

J.S9

3.36

J.48

.06

-.JS

J.11

2.89

3.S6

.06

-.3S

2.lJ
S.7S
2.68

1.96
S.48
2.46

3.11
2.4S
2.62 .

.07
.12
.10

-.3J
-.29
-.JO

0.32

-0.26

1 The discriminant function is significant at p= .OSO.
2 Geotype represent a population density from 1 • urban to 2
3 = small town to 4 = rural.
3 P-t represents pressure treated.
Note:

Canonical
loadings 1

suburban to

Classification Matrix Results:
Hold-out Sample
cmax = 244/S43

61.0Jt correctly classified
44.94'
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EXECUTIVE S'OMMARY

Professional contractors/remodelers (PRO's) and do-it-yourself
(DIY) households throughout the U.S. were surveyed individually to
examine the knowledge/awareness and attribute importance of the retail
customer of CCA pressure treated lumber products and to assess their
perceptions of these products in terms of product quality and risk
perceptions.

Primary data collection was conducted via two separate

mail surveys aimed at these two distinct retail customers for home
center and building supply dealers. The PRO and DIY customer groups
are addressed and analyzed separately throughout this research effort.

PRO' s

The PRO questionnaire was mailed in March, 1987 and included
responses from 543 builders nationwide.

Two-thirds of responding

PRO's were involved in repair and remodeling (R&R); many of these R&R
contractors also conduct other types of construction activities such
as new housing and patio/deck building.
less than $500,000 in 1986 sales.

Over 70% of respondents had

Average treated lumber purchases by

PRO's in 1986 were $16,569 with a median of $5,000.

Two-thirds of

PRO's have had some college education; 28% are college graduates.

The

average number of years of building experience by respondents is just
over 18 years (the median is 15 years) .
Outdoor uses, such as decks, patios, gazebos, porches, balconies
and pool enclosures were the most prevalent pressure treated lumber
application with 91% of PRO's indicating this use in 1986.

Lattice
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panels represent the most popular specialty item that respondents
intend to purchase in 1987 (45% of builders).
Builders nationwide feel that pressure treated lumber will
outperform naturally durable species such as redwood and cedar by
about 6 years (28 years versus 22 years).

PRO's also perceive their

customers as being uninformed regarding pressure treated lumber,
stating that nearly half have no knowledge and rely entirely on the
builder's judgement.
The most important product and service attribute (by far) is
straightness followed by general appearance, grade, good variety of
pressure treated lumber products at dealer, price, surface cleanliness
and convenient location of the supplier.

Promotional materials, brand

names and color were rated the least important.
Approximately two-thirds of PRO's are not knowledgeable about the
contents of the Consumer Information Sheets (CIS's).

In general,

builders disagree slightly that CCA pressure treated lumber emits
odors, that these products are safe to residents for indoor
applications and that picnic table tops are a safe use for these CCA
products.

Furthermore, they disagree strongly that CCA

pressure treated lumber products can safely be used for counter tops
and butcher blocks.
There is a strong agreement among PRO's that CCA pressure treated
lumber is safe in outdoor applications and that with the proper
handling and disposal precautions, these materials are entirely safe.
However, only slight agreement is exhibited by builders regarding
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CCA's product safety to builders, themselves.
Three different segmentation strategies provided a clearer picture
of the PRO customer for pressure treated lumber products.

A

geographic segmentation strategy identified pressure treated lumber
customer groups based on the four U.S. Bureau of Census regions.
The second segmentation method investigated product quality
perceptions.

This concept was pursued in two chapters with two

slightly different methods.

The first examines the predictive

efficacy of using twenty benefits or product and service attributes
and five product quality perception statements to characterize the
nature of 5 quality market segments.

Canonical correlation was

employed to define simultaneously these five market segments.
The other quality segmentation chapter addresses a user-based
approach to product quality through a reduced set of eleven benefits
and the same five product quality perception items.

Factor analysis

eliminated highly redundant variables to provide a condensed set of
underlying benefits sought by PRO's.

These eleven surrogate predictor

variables, in conjunction with the five product quality statements,
defined four distinct market segments.
The third segmentation scheme addresses physical or safety risk
perceptions in terms of a general propensity of a consumer to take or
avoid risk.

PRO respondents were categorized through hierarchical

cluster analysis into a risk taking and a risk averse segment based on
seven physical risk statements.

These two segments were further

characterized using discriminant analysis with the three psychographic
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predictor variable sets of opinions, awareness and demographics.

DIY'ers:
The DIY survey was mailed in October, 1988 and included responses
from 491 households nationwide.

Eighty-six percent of responding

DIY'ers have conducted some DIY home improvement and/or repair
activities;

only two-thirds of female respondents are DIY'ers.

Only

26% have hired a PRO for pressure treated lumber
remodeling/construction.

Over half of DIY'ers completed their last

project less than 3 months ago.

The average number of hours per month

of DIY activity by respondents was 20.

Average (mean) treated lumber

purchases in 1987 by respondents was $312.00; median value was $30.00.
For the past three year period (1985-1987), these treated purchases
were $743.00 (mean) and $200.00 (median).
The vast majority (83%) of respondents are single-family
homeowners. Nearly two-thirds of these homes are worth less than
$100,000;

9% are worth over $200,000.

The mean age of respondents

was 41 years, 85% were male, 83% were married and the average number
of children was 2.0 and average.

Over three-quarters of respondents

had some college education, 31% are two-income families and over
two-thirds of responding households earned over $30,000 in 1987.
Landscaping uses such as fences, landscaping timbers and lattice
work were the most used pressure treated lumber applications with 63%
of respondents indicating this application.

Lattice panels were the

most popular specialty item that DIY'ers planned to purchase in 1988
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(34% of resportdents) .
Only 38% of respondents knew the species of pressure treated
lumber purchased whereas a mere 21% could recall a treated lumber
brand name.

Over one-third of respondents indicated a knowledge of

the chemicals used in the treating process and only one-fourth of
DIY'ers have heard of Permanent Wood Foundations (PWF's).

DIY'ers

nationwide feel that pressure treated lumber is more durable by about
4 years versus Cedar and Redwood (25 years versus 21 years) •
Over three-quarters of all respondents are not knowledgeable
about the contents of the Consumer Information Sheets (CIS's).
Generally, DIY'ers agree that they would like more safety information,
that CCA products are safe for outdoor projects, that CCA is safe with
proper safety precautions and that CCA products are safe to the
DIY'er.

However, these respondents disagree slightly that CCA

products are safe for indoor applications and that CCA emits odors.
There is a strong disagreement that CCA is safe for counter tops and
butcher blocks.
The most important product and service attribute (by far) is
straightness followed by general appearance, price, grade,
knowledgeable salespeople and good variety of pressure treated lumber
products at dealer. Color, promotional materials, delivery service and
species were rated the least important.
The DIY customer was further characterized in terms of physical
risk orientation or personality type segments.

As was the case for

the PRO, a risk averse and a risk taking segment emerged from a
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cluster analysis; these two segments were subsequently profiled using
discriminant analysis.

Strategic Implications
This marketing research effort suggests opportunities for
targeting promotional activities, product offerings and informational
programs to better respond to the needs of the professional
contractor/remodeler and the do-it-yourself homeowner that uses CCA
pressure treated lumber products.

Areas of special importance

include:

Product Applications and Purchase Intent
DIY'ers have as their highest application, landscaping uses found
in only 63% of all homes.

This implies a tremendous opportunity in

all pressure treated product applications suitable for a less skilled
DIY'er including decks, outdoor structures and outdoor furniture.
Specialty products should have enormous growth potential since over
one-third of respondents indicated they planned to purchase lattice
panels in 1988 followed by deck kits (24%) and residential fencing
(21%) .

DIY deck and outdoor project plans available at the retailer

or in other promotional vehicles and the development and availability
of practical specialty products could be a catalyst for treated lumber
sales.
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Knowledge of Brands
Overall brand awareness is very low for pressure treated lumber.
Only one-third of PRO's and 21% of DIY'ers can recall at least one
brand of treated lumber.

Both builders and Diy'ers generally will !!Qt.

pay a premium for branded products, however, they will pay for better
appearance/quality.

Promotional work to link appearance/quality with

brands may assist in changing this opinion.

Permanent Wood Foundations
Primarily through reading materials, PWF's are well-known among
builders (70% are aware) .

On the other hand, only one-fourth of

DIY'ers have ever heard of PWF's.

PRO's and DIY'ers are still

unconvinced that PWF's satisfy their durability and dryness
requirements.

Additionally, the availability, resale value and

uniform quality of these PWF's are suspect.

Promotional literature

currently expounds the comfort of PWF's in below-grade living,
however, this message has not convinced either the PRO or the DIY'er.
Warrantees, according to both PRO's and DIY'ers would provide an
incentive to try PWF construction.

Some sort of promotional effort

that would provide builders and/or homeowners with a low-risk
opportunity to experiment with PWF's may meet with success.
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Product and Service Attributes

Both builders and DIY'ers are particularly concerned about
straight, good looking and properly graded material at the best price.
Moreover, these two customers demand that this material can be
purchased in a single retail outlet that provides a full line of
treated lumber products and the DIY customer insists on knowledgeable
salespeople.

The current structural grades for treated lumber

products may not adequately address the customer's appearance demands.
Often, a product of proper grade for the structural application is
simply unacceptable as a material for visual applications such as
outdoor uses.
(1)

These findings pose three potential opportunities:

Efforts to change the current grades to better reflect
appearance needs could benefit the entire industry through
increased demand and improved satisfaction by customers of
treated lumber products.

(2)

The large within grade appearance variability may provide an
incentive for establishing brand-named pressure treated
lumber products of consistently good appearance.

Promotion

of this brand, backed consistent quality could provide a
preferred product that customers would willingly pay a
premium for.
(3)

A retailer with a knowledgeable sales force regarding treated
lumber products and applications may provide a competitive
advantage through increased sales to the DIY customer.
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Quality Perceptions

A firm may choose to pursue market niches based on perceived
quality segments as a strategy to gain competitive advantage.

This

niching may be implemented by companies who use higher product quality
to command price premiums.

For example, practitioners may find it

profitable to pursue price insensitive builders through high priced,
high quality product lines that emphasize appearance and KDAT service.
Another market segment, the "technical brand name/KDAT builders,"
could be served concurrently with a single, best quality product line
featuring an attractive, properly graded, brand named product with
KDAT service; this premium product should appeal to both segments.

A

second major product line could target both the price sensitive and
the non-technical builders through lower priced, brand named treated
lumber of high appearance but without KDAT service.

Price incentives

such as free charge accounts and quantity discounts may provide
increased sales to this builder group.

R:isk

Neither PRO's, nor DIY'ers in general, are very knowledgeable
about the chemicals used, or the proper use, handling and disposal of
pressure treated lumber products.

This lack of knowledge could result

in lower confidence in the product, its producers and the
distributors.

As stated by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),

the product can safely be used.

Stronger measures to provide this

information to the builder and the DIY'er may foster trust and result
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in increased customer loyalty.
Additional risk reducing strategies in the form of brand image,
private testing information, store image or selective distribution,
endorsements and/or more accessible warrantees (offered through the
retailer?) may be considered to reduce consumer uncertainty or risk. A
better job of explaining proper safety procedures might reduce
potential liability problems.

"Probably the most important management fundamental that is being
ignored today is staying close to the customer to satisfy his
needs and anticipate his wants. In too many companies, the
customer has become a bloody nuisance whose unpredictable behavior
damages carefully made stategic plans, whose activities mess up
computer operations, and who stubbornly insists that purchased
products should work. "

--Lew Young, Editor-in-Chief, Business Week
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Several promising areas for future research emerged from this
exploratory market research project:
1.

Validation with factor analysis on the twenty product and
service treated lumber attributes holds promise for using a
reduced set in subsequent studies. Eleven attributes
explained nearly 80% of the variance in the original 20 items.
Future studies addressing consumers of lumber and building
materials product lines may benefit from examining these
eleven factors.

2.

Regional differences in terms of product and service
attributes, opinions, risk, knowledge, applications and others
indicates a need for more detailed geographic data. This
additional research may target the distribution channel
members in order to define treated lumber product and customer
differences, not only by region, but within a region. A basis
for defining more detailed primary data collection
methodologies could, arguably, include various Standard
Metropolitan Areas (SMA's) within a Bureau of Census region.

3.

The competitive position of CCA treated lumber products
relative to competing treated and untreated wood and non-wood
materials may provide the basis for important strategic
management decisions. For example, CCA treated material is
predominantly southern yellow pine. Competitive treated
lumber species include Ponderosa pine and red pine plus the
incised species or species groups of hem-fir, Douglas fir and
Canadian spruce-pine-fir. Untreated lumber species that
compete with treated lumber include naturally durable species
such as cedar, redwood and various imported tropical hardwoods
such as Pau Lope and Bongossi.

4.

From a more global perspective, an examination of the
competitive position of CCA treated southern yellow pine
treated lumber in terms of a 10 year outlook may hold promise.
Radiata pine plantations in Chile, New Zealand and Australia
are anticipated to create a worldwide glut of fast-growth pine
in the near future. This species is may be treated with CCA
preservatives to acceptable chemical penetration and retention
levels without incision and may be a major competitive threat
to current southern pine markets.
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5.

The effectiveness of branding strategies employed in the
treating industry from the retail buyer's perspective may
warrant further examination. A brand name may prove to be a
moat effective risk reducer for both industrial and end-use
consumers. Additional insight from the industrial buyer's
perspective may assist in the determination of an effective
branding strategy.

6.

Competing chemical preservatives that provide comparable decay
resistance with less environmental impact are constantly under
investigation. Moreover, non-leachable waterbornes that
chemically fix with the wood substrate at a slower rate
enabling the use of more refractory species such as Canadian
S-P-F and Western species such as Douglas fir and hemlock are
being researched. In addition, strategic marketing decisions,
based on potential litigation problems, may encourage the use
of less effective but safer chemicals. Consumer acceptance of
various lumber species and preservative chemicals may be
anticipated with the use of focus groups or personal
inte~views.
This entire cost/benefit arena holds promise for
additional market research studies.

"Creativity is thinking up new things.
things."

Innovation is doing new

--Theodore Levitt, Harvard University
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()

PlllWIBNT WOOD FOUNDATIONS RBPRllSINT AN ACCBPTABLE
ALTIRNATI¥1 TO MASONll1' FOUNDATIONS. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( )

()

I All WILLING TO PAY MORI FOR RIGlllll QUALITY/BITTBR
IDOllillG TRIATID LlllllR PRODUCTS. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( )
MASOllllY IOIJllllATIONS PROVIDI BllT'.TBll COMFORT IN BBl.OllGllADB LIVIllO INVIlll.mNTS TRAN PlllWllNT WOOD FOUNDAIONS. ( )

I All llILLillO TO PAY 111111 FOR 111W1D NMSD
TlllATID LlllllR PllDDUCTS........ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( )

()

()

()

()

()
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by the IDvi..-tal ProtectiGD . , _ {IPA) dter •

24) OCA ( . .lt)-t. . .ted lllllller product• ......... _ ......... for 10-,....
Do ,.,.. ...,,. ...,.
CClllClll'll87

•t,..

fllrtw

-- -

25) P l - ladiCllte t • 1-1 of . , . . _ t or d i . . . . . _ t you •ttlll:b to t • tollowiDf • t • t - u b:r c:beckiac the
_ . . i • t • - · P l - cbeck onl:r !l!!I •,....for eec:b e t e t - t .

.-LI
DllMllll DDMml
CCA TRIATID LIMlll C:All SAFILJ 81
USID FOR COUllTllll TOPS AND BIJ'rolllll BLOCIS. , •

....................... (l)

lllJTBll

S'lllllllLY

2

DUMllll
3
()

()

..

()

()

()

()

()

5

CCA TllATID L1llllll SllOULD NOT U IJSID FOR PICllIC: TABLI TOPS. , ••• , • , (

()

CCA TJIBATID Ull8lll PllDllUCTS ARI lllTlllLY SAFI TO Tiii DSlDlllT
FOR OUTDCIOll APPLIC:ATIOllS. ( ie. clec:b, carporte, etc.) ............. (

()

()

()

CCA TRIATID LIMlll PllDD1ICTS ARI lllTillLY SAFI TO Tiii DSIDlllT
FOR INDOOR APPLIC:ATIOllS. (ie. Piii"•• -11 •tucle, etc.) ............ (

()

()

()

()

C:C:A TRIATID Ull8lll PlllDUCTS ARI lllTJRILY SAFI FOR Tiii
BUILDD/C:AllPlllTIR THAT l'RICIUlllTLY USU TllllSI MATIRIAl.S., •• ,,.,., •• , (

()

()

()

()

GJVIN THI PllOPIR OSI, IWIDLillll AND DISPOSAL or OCA 'llllATID
LlllBIR PRODUCTS, TDSI MATIRJALS All lllTIRILY SAR ••••••• , ••••• , ••• (

()

()

()

( )

...

rnw.r,x.

26) What i•

!!I!!!.!!

LlD TO AU . . . cp;m:C!!!I

:roar -itian/title?

29) Approximetel:r haw -

-

!I

yun

you . . . . . builder?

_ _ _ _ _ YUiii.

-

MOU! 1!!!mLf !UR

( ) UllDlll 21
()ZlT030
( ) 31 TO 40

Sf&!IS!IC:AL

-

()41T050
()51T060

c > ova

60

-

t•.

30) Approxlaateb odlat :roar fb•' • totel
Hl• iD
P l - cbeclc !!11 anl:r.
( ) LISS Tl.All $150, 000
( ) $150,000 TO $500,000

( ) tsOO, 000 TO tl MILLIOll
( ) $1 MILLIClll 'l'O tz, 5 MILLIOR

28) What ie :roar education level?
P l - cbeck gm.

( ) sc:lll RIGR sc:BOOL OR LISS
( ) RJGB SCHOOL GIWIUATI
( ) sc:111 COLLIGI
( ) COWIGll GRADUATI
31) P l - •tlaate your total
t...ted 1........ purcba• iD
ll!!I!!· (totel dollBl'll)

·----------

( ) 09111 $2.5 MILLIOll

tllAlm ftlll 9llT llllm FOR 'ftllll - T D -

,.- rr ,_ -'" lille atltllti-1

Ulm DI rn.Lilll

bel--

ST.a/- -

our !BIS

S1111911T.

PmnlllD.

will -

~tl'IUIW
,..

.,.e
it.All

PUIMI ll'lUB II TO Ml DI TRI

or,,._.. u-ta1 ,....,. """*1r:U.

~ °' - .,,., ,.,,,.u_ .,. •trl.ctb

~'- ~ ~ " " ' - . , ~

,
i - .......
~
' )(!!fir.•
W• U-1
re
. -•

y

P!!IP!JBll.

.lllll8S8"" -

-ri"-tilll.

< > Dlll8llTIW ca -

.... IUlllllATIC!!!I
c > 1 - n m i ca Plllll1B 'lllA'llD
SOUllll9 Pm

Cl

D!lmMTI!!I

Cl! !Bl.

!Wl!1.l!m -

Dmpw.

Of PBl!!M 'fll&'llD !!!!II
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V::CRGIXN::CA POLYTBCHN::CC

=

::CNST::CTUTB

DO-::CT-YOURSBLF

1r: :a8::8..:.:iu:-:i~.u.su:.,-~

BIGB PllllSSlllll to Plll9llllT DllCU. & aJllDll llJNl'UI OS1D
AllDOllll MOST 1DC1 IS Tiii GlllllHISll COlOlllD S&LT-'lllB&TllD
CCC&! LIMID·

AND

(DZY)

( ) !!!!!iR

( ) OI!ll!ll O!ITllOOR !IS!!S such aa patioe, gazeboa, porches,

you ever conducted any DO-It-Yourself (DIY) bcme
U.rov-t and/or .._tr activiti•?

( )
( )

( )

UISS ?!WI 3 !llllTllS ABO.
4 to 12 MOllTllS ABO.
OVBB 12 MDllTllll ABO.

( )
( )

balcoaiea, pool eucloeura, etc.
sheda, garages, carports,
d o . - , boetdoclra, etc.
L411!SCAPil!! ua• such aa f - , landacspinC
timbers, lattice NOrk, etc.
!p!I Brl!!!!IOl!S auch aa sidinc, sbeathinc, soffits,
tacia, etc.
llALL• ROOI' 08 FL0011 !!Wm!! such aa stllda,
raftera, flooring, etc.
PB!IW!l!ft WOOD 100llDATIQ!!
O!!I!!OO!! !!!lil!ll!!lll! .... incllldinc planters.

) OOTp008 §XBUP11J8lll such a

HO.
YES. •MT LAST 00-IT-YOURSBU PRDJllC'I' WAS
CCM't.BTBll: ( p l - cbeck 2!l!l....!!!IW
( )

UN::CVBRSZTY

6) your current reaidence have any of the following
preaaure-treeted llllli>er ..._? Pleue check ill that yo1&
are llMlr8 of.

l) Have

( )
( )

STATB

SURVBY

( )

( )
( ) m!ll!I.

2) Ia the .,... ill which,..... live 1111 UDAii, SUIUllBAll,
SMALL TOllll or a llllllAL .,...1 P l - cbeck ~.

( ) !J!!!!AI!

lcigmw. CITfl : A city or II"- of
conti- ~iti• with a ccm.illed -1•tion
of over 100,000.

7)

PUIASI SPECIFT: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Do ,..... plan to pqrcbMe ...,. of the 10 preseur..-treated
NOOcl prodllcta liated bel- in the next 12 months?

P l - cbec:lc

( ) SJ!1t111!1A!1 l!JllA!I !!!Ill!!!>: Sillilar to llrilan but

ill that apply.

with a population of 100,000 or 1 - .

( ) SMALL 'IOI!!!;

MAY PllllCll&SB
NUT YIWI

More iaolated from a -.ior llrilan

.,... tban subllrilan with a population of 100, 000
or

1-.

PllMANllllT WOOD FOUNDATIOll •••••••••••••••••••••• (
RADIUS-BDGBD DICXI!IG ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (
WOOD TRllATBD to APPBAR NATURALLY WBAT!IBRBD ••••• ( )
WOOD WITH VARIOUS COX.OR mtTS (l!!I GRl!llll) •••••• ( )
DllCI llT ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • ( )

( ) !l!!!!Alsl. "-1ation ia scattered over a wide
area, spanely populated •

_ . . . . i to urban.

3) In what state do ,..... currently li've? P l - 2!I! 11tate.

2llllt

4) Rave yoll ever hired a Prof-ional contrw:tor/..--ler
to build lll)'t)Wlc with p.....,.._treated l..i.er?
( )

( )

HO.

FAllCY DllCI POSTS OR RAILS •••••••••••••••••••••• (
FAllCY OUTDOOR STRillQBllS/STBPS/STAIB KITS ••••••• (
llBSIDBllTUL l"llNCI!IG •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (
MlllICULTUIL\L l"llNCIJ«l ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (
L&TTICI PANBI.S ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (

8)

YES.

- I r too BA911 m

CaD yau tell • the -roximata percentqe breakd°""
of ~ - - t r m t e d lumber prodlact puchaaea/by apeci• ip the l•t 3 YIW!S· Total shOllld = 10°'5.
( )

OSID OR l'OllCllA8ID All'!' PlllmllUB-?lll&ftD
l!!!!lll !IWIS, PUUllll SKIP TO

.,_ LlMIBR PllDll1ICft DI Tiii P.ABT

Q!J!!STIO!! n7 IPM!I 'l'l!!!Pl •

-

!l!!!ALJ.T:

FIRST StJOGBS'rS PROJllCT
DllT!RllI!IBS Wlllllf to DO

DICIDBS llOll MOOD TO SPllllll

SPECIFIES SIZl/Sntl
DllCIDBS Oii M&TBBIAI.S

OBTADIS PRODIX:T nm>BMATIOll
DllCIDU Olf SPICIFIC STOHi
PCllCllASBS MATBBLWI
ACTUALLY BUILDS PROJllCT

111!Pft

!!Ill
()
()
()
()
()

()
()
()
()
()

( )
()

()
()
()
()

()
( )
()

()
()

~t

I DOll'T llllOll TBI SPBCIBS.

ml!1m

SOU"l1llllll ?III.LOii PillB
PONDllllOs.VRBD PillB

--"
_ _ll

DOUllLAS FIR
mi.rm
Oil

--"
"ll
__

OTllllll, PLIASI SPICIFT:

JQllT

()
()
()
()
()

HO.

2!mill

5) Whet f-ly ........ typically - - Do-It-Y.....,..lf
project buyinc dM:iai- racardinc p.........-treated
lumber prochocta? P l - ill -tiom by
cbeckinc the -ropriate - ·

9)

)
)
)
)
)

--"
TOTAL = lOOS
in tha
"°"!ll.
purchaaed/uaed in
that awly. -

CaD yau tell • the ~cala trmted lumber products that
the lMt 3 Y"!"? P l - clleck
( )
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)

NO, I DOll'T llllOll Tiii CllllMIC.U.S OSID.
PBllTACllLOllDPlllllL (PBllTA)

CllBOSOTll SOLUTIONS

C:CA (SALT TRllATBD)
OTllllR, PI.BASK SPECIFY:

p~ure
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- ...

13) P l - rete the tollawiq PllllANlllft' llDOll IOUllDATIOll
c:harecteriatica ccmperecl to 8UOOl'l' fOWldetiooe u
,.... - i v e ti.. b}' c:beclriac the _,-j.ate · - ·

-Pr.IASll A11S1111 QIJISTIOllS •10 "rim •15 81ABDillll '!II
AlfAIBllllSS ma 11111 BAVll or PIBSIUll-'1111&!1111 U111D

-

rmng;:p.

. . . .,_ • rlltt r . . . . .

Ce

10) C• :raa tell • • t COllS1llBll DIFOlllATIOlf SllBllTS
(Cts'S) are? Cu their relete to -ure-treeted
1....... producta) P l - c:beclr !!!!!! ODly.
( ) IllSTllllCTICm PRiii '!II MIBllICAll llDOD PllllSD¥lllS
BllRllAll llBIWIDilll IllSTALLATIOlf or PllllWllllT llOOD

PllllWllllT llDOD
IOIJllDATIOll
CllAllM:!llllIS
l
.. DUllAIIJ.ITT •••••••••••• , • ( )
.. llllTlllSS ••••••••••••••••• ( )
.. IllBTALJ.ATIOll IASI••••••• ( )

( )
( )
( )

2

lllTlllll
3

..COST•••••••••••••••••••• ( )
.. DNIIOJll QUALm ••••••••• ( )
.. AVAILAIILm•••••••••••• ( )

( )
( )
( )

( )

.. rIBISllllll IASI •••••••••• ( )
.. llllSALI VAUlll ............ ( )
.. CClllORI' ••••••••••••••••• ( )

( )

FOUllDATIONI.
( ) Dll'OlllATIOll DISTllil1JTllll IT BLDG. SUPPLY DBW111S
lllOAllllillll PllDPlll 1111 AND DISPOU£ or 'rlll4TID llQOD.
( ) PAMPlll.ITS PRiii COlllllllR ll1IIlll IUllAZDIB ABOUT
MIICI 'rlll4TID llOOD PIDOUCT.I All '!II UST BUYS.
( ) I DOll'T lllOll.

11) Baeed OD ,..,... beat ,_.., haw ,_... - l d JW
..,, tbe foll•illC •twiala 1-t (..U.taill atnact11r11l
etreacth) ia -tlwr us eed ellove powad _ ,

D.tl!ll

12) ...., ,....

ITC. )

15) Do JW r.all -

ever baerd or 1'81111 about PllllWllllT llDOD

( )
( )

FOOllDATIOJll (Pwr' a)?

Ir llO, Pt.USI ao TO QlllSTIOlf •IL.

( ) llO.

) TBS ... Ir TBS, -

nm

.Al'Pll>IDl&ntT

'IOU PilllT WRI

( )
( )

( )
( )
( )

( )

( )

( ) ID.
( ) TBS ... Ir TIS, ts fDll GIWll AVAILAll.ll LOCALLY?
( ) NO.
( ) TBS.

NATllJW.LT lllllAIUI SPICIIS (le. CllWI • lllllllllOD) - -

rm,

( )
( )
( )

14) Are JW that e as-:ial !l!!f (FOUllDATIOlf) crede of
1.....,. md plJllOClll ia .,,eilllble as-:itically for
PllllWllllT llDOD IOUlllATIOll - 7

PllllSSUll-TllATID UlllD PlllDOCTS

Ulft'llATID UlllD PlllDOCTS
( ie. PDIB, SPllDCI, llOllllLla

a

Pg.

- t r e e t e d 1.....,.. breDd _ ,

ID, I CAN'T llllCALL lllf'I TlllATID £111111 BRANDS.
TIS. Ir TBS, PUIASI LIST Mil. BIWID8 YOU llllCALL.

1. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

or Pwr'S?

_. t

z.

YUBI NllJ.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

3. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---

16) !lb.. purchMiJIC - t r e e t e d l.._. products, • t product attriln&t• do JW t • l are tbe - t ~rtmt?
( P l - rate eech attriln&te OD e -1e sf 1 • IDr Dftll!Allf AT ALL TO S = llTllDllLT Dl'OllT.Allt b}' cbeckiaf the
-rapriata - · )

mr

Jll'mDllr
ArALL

1

STllAIGlllllllS •••••••••••• • • • ••••• • ••• • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( )

:n.Mllt.T
Jll'mDllr

z

( )

lllllllABLT
var
IDBllLT
Jll'mDllr Dl'll8Uft Dl'IDlll'.Allt
3
4
5

( l

( )

( l
( l

COLOR ................................................... ()

( l
( l

()

()
()
()

()

STOii RIPU'tATIOll • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( )
GOOD •WITT or PllllSSUlll-'rlTID PlllllllC'l'I AT BITAILllL • • • ( )
MDisrUllll COlftllft (WIIClft) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( )

( l
( l
( l

( l
( l

( )

()

( l

GIWll ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( )
llllCllltllllGll.ll SAJ.1111 PIDl'LI • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • ( )
COllfillIIWt LOCATIOll or '!II BITAILllll .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. • ( )

(
(
(
(

( l
( l
( l

QUALITY -

( IllllPICTIOll ST.All') • • • • .. • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( )
WAlllWITT BllD TMI. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( )
PlllSllllVATift JmTllllrIOll 1.11911.1. .. .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( )

()
()
()

()
()
()

III.II DIIID AITlll 1BIA1Mllft, • • .. • .. .. • • • .. • .. .. • • • • • • • .. • • ( )
DILIVBllf SBIVICI .. • • • • • • • .. • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • .. • • ( )
PlllllOTIOllAL MATBILWI ( ie. ADVllft'ISllllllftl, STOii
DISPLAYS, PlllllUCT LI'l'lllA!Oll, ITC) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( )
PRICI IJICllftIVIS ( ie. 1'111 CIWlll M:CTI. , QUAllTITT

( l

()

SPICill
·······································••••••••••
(())
PRICI ...................................................

SUlll'AICll Cl.llAllLillllS • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • ( )
~

APPIAIAllCI ...................................... ( )

•-NMm .............................................. ()

nrscomns,

l'l'c.) .................................. :.

'!II AVAILAllILm

or

c>

DC>-IT-'iUllEILI' PlllJICT PLAlll • • • • • • • • ( )

l
l
l
l

( l

( )
()

( l

()

( )
()

( l
( l

()
()

()
()
()
()

( )
()
( )
()

()
()
()
()

()

()
()
()
()

( l

()

( l

()

( l

()

( l

()
()

( l

( )

()

()

( l

( l

()
()

()

()

()

()

_.
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Pg.

a

--

17) P l - illdicate tile 1-1 ol - t o r d i . _ t JOU attllCb to tlle toll-iac et•t-t•. ( P l - rate ellCb
e t a t - t OD e llCllle of l • STllOllCILY DISMIRll 'l'O 5 : STllDllQLY MIRll by cbecld.11C tbe -ropriete epace.)

"""""'*

.,._r '- ea. rai1-. u .,._,.. rer.. c.. m ............;rm 1....,.

... Pradw:t -

s.r.J.121 '-f.!ri""te ll!iltlai'

(ta.~--

l!IDIDl.Y
Ill
DISMlllll Dluam OPDim
:J
l

z

CCA Pl1111S1111-TIBATllll (P-T) LlllllR DII!I ODORS •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( )

( )

()

l....,.J.

lmllllllLY

4

5

()

()

()

()

I Ml MDIII COllCIRml WITI APPIWWICI TRAii ClllAlll/SPICIIS or P..T LllllD••••• ( )

()

()

DTAIL S.tU.llSPllOPLI ARI CIBllllW.LY llllllLIDGllAIL AllOUf P-T LtllllR
(PRBSllWATIVBS, DllllAIILITT, APPLICATIOlll, ITC.) •• , •• , •••••••••••••••••••• ( )

()

()

()

( )

I Ml CllllllllW.LY SATISFIID lfITI Tll QUWTT/APPIAIWICI or P-T Llllllll
PIDIUCTS AVAILAllLI AT Mr LOCAL DTAILIR•••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••• ( )

()

()

()

()

A IWllWITT llOULll MAii Ml MDIII LDILY 'l'O BUT A 11111 lfITI A PllllWlllNr
llOOD IOUllDATlOll (PllF) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( )

()

()

()

()

M'S RIPllllSlll'l All ACCIPTAllLI AL'llllllAtIVI 'l'O llAllllmr IOUllDAUOlll ••••••••• ( )

()

()

()

()

IAIY-TO-l'OLLOlf IliS'tlUllHCa llOULll MAii Ml 11111 Lilll.T TO TACILI
DO-n-1'0llllSIU PID.JllCTS TIAT 1111 PRlllllll-TIBATllll (P-T) LlJl8IL •••••.••••• ( )

()

()

( }

()

I Ml MDII SILP<ONFmBlft'

AIOllT DO-n-YOUllSILI' PlllJllCTS TIAll MOST PIDPLI •• ( )

( )

()

()

()

I TBIMI Tll COST or Pllll'ISSIOllAL LA8Clll IS TOO IIGB ••••••••••••••••••••••• ( )

()

()

()

()

I RAVI ,\ 'llDlllSlllP TIAT IS orm USD ... 11111 PlllJICTS ................... ( )

()

()

()

()

I DOll'T RAVI UNI FOR DO-n-'RIUllllllU' PlllJICTS •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( )

()

()

()

()

I TM:ILI DO-n-lOUmlLF PlllJllCTS TO SAVI MDNIT. ••• .............. •••• ••••• ( )

( )

()

()

()

I GIT SAUSFM:TIOll 1'1111 DOIJll DO-n-'RIUllllllU' PlllJICTS •••••••••••••••••••• ( )

()

()

()

()

4CUCW.peietw;

em•t•tw;
I llOULll LID MOii IllJ'OlllAUOll AIOUT Tll PllDPIR OSI, lWlllLIJlll AllD
DISPOSAL or PllllSSUlll-TlllATllll (P-T) UJlllll PllDDllCTS ••••••••••••••••••••••• (

)

( )

()

()

()

P-T Llllllll CAii SAllLY II 1ISID FOR COUlftlll 'l'OPll .11111 lllJl'Cllll ILOCD •••••••• ( )

( )

()

()

()

P-T 1.111111 CAii SAFILY II USD l'08 PIC:llIC TAii.i TOPS ...................... ( )

( )

()

()

()

P-T Wlllll IS Blft'Dlr.T SAFI TO Tll

•Dllllf

roa OUftlOOll apr.Ic:AUOlll ••••• ( )

()

( )

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

P-T LlllllR IS llllTDllLY SAii TO Tll DO-n-1llllllSlll.lll OR ll1lllllllll 11111
nlllCIUllftLY llSIS TllllSll MlTllIALS •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( )

()

()

()

()

lfITI PllDPIR OSI, IWlllLillll AllD DISPOSAL DF P-T Ltlllll PIDDllC'fl, TllSI
MATIRIALS ARI Blft'IlllLY SAii •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( )

()

()

()

()

P-T LlllllR IS llllTDllLY SAii TO Tll asmllft' I08 DlllODll APPr.ICAUOlll ••••••

• JIP'#mdMUCr P!f•Ww
BIWlll IWllD PRBSSllD-TIBATllll (P-T) LtllllR IS GllllllW.LY OF S1IPllllIOI
QUALITY AS CO!e'AllBll 'l'O ClllllllIC TllATID Lllllll PmDUCTS ••••••••••••••••••• ( )

()

()

()

()

I All lfIJ.Lillll TO PAT 11111 nJR BIWlll IWllD P..T Ltlllll•••••••••••••••••••••• ( )

()

()

()

()

I llOULll PAY 11111 l'08 IIGBIR QUALITT/llTTll toolillll P-T Ltlllll PlllllUCTS ••• ( )

()

()

()

()

I llllUJ.ll PAY MDII IOI! P-T LlllllR 'l'IWI FOa CIDAll OR llllllllQQll, ••••••••••••••• ( )

()

()

()

()
~
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Pg.

4

18) A8 a put, p...,..t or potential COiia-." of CCA pr-unt-treeted 1 - products, do you have any general . . - t a or
coaceru about tbae products i.a term of quality, availability, service, safety, etc.?

'fI!WJJ.

WI

l!!O!JU!

Liii SQI! I!!l'O!!!ATIOJ!

A!!O!!'f YOU fOR STATISTICAL P!l!!!'OSIS· Rllll1/!llJ/lR, Aµ

19) ID what type of dloelli.ae do ,.... CWT811tly live?
{ ) RllNT 1111 APAJl1MllllT/TOIOOIDIJSll/COllDO/DUPLIX
{ ) RllNT A ROIJSB
{ ) OWN A CONDCllIHilll/'l'OWllllOllSB/DllPtD/'TllAILIR
( ) OWN A llllJS8
( ) OTllBll, PUASI SPBCin:
20) What ia the approxi.mte a&• of your curnmt reaidallca?
(
{
(
(

LBSS TllAll 5 'llARS
5 TO 9 YIAliS
10 TO 19 YIAliS
20 TO 29 YIAliS
{ l 30 TO 39 Y8AllS
( ) 40 YIARS OLD AND OLDIR

21) How -

IN1f)f«Af'IOll

IS

CONTIIJ/llff'IAI.. ;

30) What ia your ...-ital atatua?

)
)
)
)

31) !law -

{ ) 2 YIAllS OR LISS

{ l 3 TO 5 YIAliS

_ _ _ _CHILDREN

cllildrea do you have?

32) What ia tba

ace

of yoar

~

child?

_ _ Yl!ARS

33) What an the l'eBpective education levels of
apd. your apouu?

1!l!I

y.ara ha"" 7"ll .liftd i.a your pnaaat i..-?

{ ) WIDOWID
{ ) DIVOllCllD/SIPARATl!D

( ) Sil«ILB

( ) IWlllIID

(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)

~

10llR
~

(
(
(
(
(
(

l
)
)
)
)
)

SCJ!B !IIGB SCHOOL OR LBSS
BICIB SCllDOL GllADUATB

SOllll COLLBGB
4-YIAR COLLBGI GllADUATB (8.A./8.S.)
MASTllll' S OR 5-YKAR PllOFl!SSIONAL Dl!GRBll
llOC'TOR' S DBOlllB

()6T09YIARS

( ) 10 TO 19 YBARS
c l 20 YIAliS AND ova

_____________________

22) P l - •timte yoar total - t r m t e d 1.-....
product ~ ia !ml! i.a total dollars.

,,

23) P l - •timta your total p~t..-ted lmiber
product purcbuem i.a the laat 3 ynrt (total dollars).

'---------------------

24) Approxi.mtely bc. baura per !!!!!!Sil do :rau a!*ld
OD 00-IT-'IOURSBU' .._tr aad ,,_.li.ae acthiti•
(of all tn-)?

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - l l D I D I S PIBlll!ftll

25) About bcm -

bourll per

!!!!!!ll

baura par

!!!!!l

( )
( )

SillOLB IllCOMI

ONB FOLL-TIMI; ONB PART-TIMB INCOMll
'Ml ML-TIMI IllCOMllS

35) Wbat ia your !!!$.!! llllllUal household income (pre-tax)?
( ) UNDIR Sl0,000
{ ) $10,000- $14,999
( ) $15,000- $19,999
( ) S20. 000- $29, 999

do ,.... apoail

PIBWBlll
reedi.aC

)
)
)
)

130,000- $39,999
S40,000- $49,000
$50,000- $74,999
OVBR $75, 000

36) What i• your preHDt occupation? - - - - - - - -

37) P l -

-t

civ• a brief deacriptioa of your job.

do you wtcll t•l"9iaioa?

--------------llOIJllll

26) About n-pen?

( )

38) What ia the

occupation of your spowoe?

---------------lllOllS PIB WIBI:

39) P l - live • brief deacriptioa or your apouae' s Job.

---------------BOUllS

40) P l - •timte tba current value of your r.idence.

2'7) About bcm aaay baura per

to the radio?

28) What ia your - ?
29) What i• your ace?

ur

!!!!!l do ,.... QOIDd liatmiac
) MWI

PIB WIBI

o'!.. f

( ) i'llMALB

_ _ _ _ _ YBAllS

{ ) LBSS TRAii $50,000
( ) $50,000 TO $99,999
{ ) Sl00,000 TO $149,999

TIWlll 'iOll 911111' MllCll 10R Diii COOPllllA1'IClf Allll TDll Ill rn.Lil«J OU!' mD SU1191Y.

STMl'llll/ADDBl8Slll llll9IUJft PIDYilllD,

) $150,000 TO $199,999
) 1200,000 TO 1300,000
) OVBR 1300,0DO

PLIWlll BllTllllll IT TO Ill Ill 'Ill

U yoa -1d lilte FR/ll Oll!1100R PRtJJllf:T ,j}ilJ DllCr PLl/iS for - t r e e t t t d J..o.r product., p l - PRI1IY
l110JI! AJtlJ AlllJli&'18 ON 1fl8 MCI 0, 1fl8 Rllff1llK llNFWUJP6 (!!!!I. ao tbi• -ti01JDaire). lfe will _._ tbat
]fOfl ,.t it.
8 - e r , ail repli• ~ caafideotiaJ.
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Sample Size Calculations (The PRO)

Assumptions for sample size:
1.

Population is normally distributed.

2.

Bound on the error of estimation is 5%.

3.

Confidence interval is set at 95%, which is standard
for surveys of this nature.

4.

pis the proportion of PRO's who have used treated lumber. Since
the value, p, is unknown; p c 0.5 was chosen because this value
will give the largest sample size required for the population
because this value represents the greatest variance of the
population.

Equation:
N (p) (q)

n = --------·-----(N-1) D

+

(p) (q)

n .. sample size
N = PRO population size
p =proportion of PRO's who have used
treated lumber

q

D

= 1-p

= a 2 /4;

B

=

.05

100,000(.5) (.5)

n

= -------------------------99, 999 ( :000625) + (. 5) (. 5)

398

Results:
A minimum of 398 returned surveys are needed in order for the total
survey to be within a bound on the error of estimation of 5% at the
95% confidence level.

Mendenhall, w., L. Ott, and R. L. Scheaffer (1986), "Elementary Survey
Sampling," Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc., Boston, MA.
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Sample Size Calculations (The DIY'er)

Assumptions for sample size:
1.

Population is normally distributed.

2.

Bound on the error of estimation is 5%.

3.

Confidence interval is set at 95%, which is standard
for surveys of this nature.

4.

p is the proportion of homeowners who are DIY'ers. Since the
value, p, is unknown; p = 0.5 was chosen because this value will
give the largest sample size required for the population because
this value represents the greatest variance of the population.

Equation:
N (p) (q)

n = --------------(N-1) D

+

(p) (q)

n = sample size
N = Homeowner population size
p = proportion of homeowners who
are DIY'ers
q

D

1-p

B2 /4;

B

=

.OS

55,000,000(.5) (.5)

n

= ------------------------------- • 400
54,999,999(.000625) + (.5) (.5)

Results:
A minimum of 400 returned surveys are needed in order for the total
survey to be within a bound on the error of estimation of 5% at the
95% confidence level.
Mendenhall, w., L. Ott, and R. L. Scheaffer (1986), "Elementary Survey
Sampling," Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc., Boston, MA.
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INORGANIC ARSENICAL PRESSURE-TREATED WOOD
(including:

CCA, ACA and ACZA)

CONSUJ.VIE:R :CNFO:RMA.T:CON
lhis 11111111 hn betn preslMd lip pres""rtrat.ent •ith an EPA-regist1red pesticidt cantaini119 inar9111ic arsenic ta pratect it
fra i•ect attack and dlcay, llDad trated •ith h•9111ic arwnic slaild bt used anly nre such pratectian is i..-tant.
l,...9111ic arsenic Plllltrates _,,, inta and r•illl in the Pl'fSIUl'rtrNttd 11111111 tar a IDll9 ti•. Eiciiasurt ta iftDl'!lllic
arstnic llY presat e1rt1in hmrdl. lherttart1 the tallmi119 prautians slaild bt taktn bath iNn "-lli119 the trNted llOOd
and in deter1ini119 nrt ta UH ar diSllCISI at the traud llllld.

USE SITE PRECAUT:CONS
~ pressurrtrt1t1d •ith 111tlrbarnt attenial preservatillft MY bt used insidt resiMn i i IDll9 .s all wnst a!ld canstructian dlbris are clllllld ... and dispased at attlr con1tructian.

ila rat UH treated 11111111 under ciraMtanctS nrt the pres1rV1tiw 111 becole a CCJmPCJntnt at taad ar animal tftd. Exa1Ples at
St.Ch sites Gld bt str11:tures ar cantain1rs tar stari119 silage ar taad.

Ila nat

UW

trNted 11111111 lar cuttil'll)"balrds

Gr ~tlrtllPS.

Only trNted 11111111 thlt is visibly clan and frn at surfac1 resiliil slaild bt used tar patios, decks and 111lkt11YS.
Ila nat use trtated llClld far CDllltructian at tJ.Gst partians al blehillft "'ich NY cmt inta cantact 1ith tht i.ane,.

•v

Treated mad shauld nat bt used nrt it
ca. inta direct ar indirect contact •ith !llblic drinkill'J lllllr• txCIPt far usrs
invalvill'J incidental contact such• dacks and bridgn.

HAND:C..:CNG PRECAUT:CONS
DiSllCISI at traud 11111111 br ardi111rv trash callectian ar tuial. Trated 11111111 slaild nat bt burllld in 111e11 fires ar in staves.
lirt11l1tn• ar rnidlnti1I bailers btcaust taxic deicals NY bt pr1lllad • l'lft at the sdt and .shes. Treated llClld !rm
e1m1rci1I ar industrial use (e.g., canstr11:tian sitesl MY be lullld 111ly in amercial ar iniistrial incineratars ar bailers in
accardanct 1ith statt Ind Fedlral r191l1tin.
-..Uid treunt Gr pralDll'Jed im.latian at samat !rm trated 11111111. 1.1'411 N1i119 a.I Mehini119 trNted laad• INr a Ut mk.
U - passiblt1 thftt qieratians slaild bt per!arled Clltdaars ta Mid indaar acc1111latian1 at airbarnt MllMt frm treated
11111111.

If prftlrVlti1111 ar sa.Ut acamulatt on clathet• llllldlr btfart rMt. ~ lllll'k clatle Slllll'lttlv Ir• ather laiseklld
clathi119.
(Canuer lnfar•tian !let ~by ti. U.S. Enviran.ental Pratectian Al.!tncl'I
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COLLEGE OF AGRJCULTURF. AND LIFE SCIENCES

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Blacksburg, Virginia 24061
SCH<Xll. OF FORESTRY AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES
DEPARTMENT OF FORF.ST PRODUCTS, 210CHEATIIAM HALL

rnni 961-H\O

March 25, 1987

Dear Professional Contractor/Remodeler:
The Department of Forest Products at Virginia Tech is conducting a survey
of the important Professiooal. custaners for CCA Pressure-Treated l\Bber
products. We are focusing our effort on the best source for this
infolW!Ltion, Professional Contractors and Remodelers. Your name was
randomly selected in a scientific fashion for inclusion in this study.
Therefore, your response to the enclosed survey is of key importance to the
success of our research.
The purpose of this survey is to better understand the retail ma.rket for
CCA Preasure-Treated Ll..aber, Timbers and PlY'olOod. 'lbe st\.ldy should enable
DBnufacturers and retailers to better meet the needs that you, the
Professional, require in these CCA Pressure-Treated products.
Because the survey deals with the attitudes and preferences that
professional builders have about variota CCA Pressure-Treated Lumber

products, we ask that it be completed by a person that usually handles
these materials. Even if you do ~ use pressure-treated ltaber products,
please caaplete the first 3 questions then skip to the last paae (as
instructed in the questionnaire); this will only take about two minutes.
All responses are extremely important for the success of this st\.ldy.
At first glance, the survey 11181' seem lona, but it has been designed for
easy completion. For the survey results to be reliable, we need a high
rate of response, so your answers are crucial. Won't you please take a few
moments to fill out the encloaed questionnaire and return it in the
postage-paid reply envelope. All aruniers are strictly confidential.

'lbank you in advance for your cooperation and help!

Sincerely,

Paul M. Smith
Research Assistant

P. S.

Steven A. Sinclair
Associate Professor

If you would like additional infoI'llBtion on pressure-treated l\Dber
products sent to you, please check the appropriate spaces on the last
page of the questionnaire and write your name and address on the back
of the return envelope. We will see that you get it.

Enclosure
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COLLEliE OF AtiRICULTllRE AND I.If[ ~CIENCES

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
B/ack.rhurg. Virginia 24061
:<1.llOtll. Of FORl~~TllY ANI> Wll.Dl.lfli R"~>llllU,~
lll:l'ARTMENT Of FORl~~T PRODU<..TS, 210 CHEATHAM HAI.I.

t /Oil <J<>J .~\10

April 1, 1987

Dear Friend:

I recently sent you a letter requesting your compuiy's participation in a
customer market surv197 for pressure-treated l\.lllber products I am conducting
as part of my studies here at Virlinia Tech. If you have returned the
survey, thank you for your help! Your response is very important to me
because it will provide the information I need to complete my \\IOrk towards
a Ph.D degree in Forest Products.
I realize that business people, such as yourself, are very bmy and you may
not yet have found the time to complete the survey. However, I would like
to encourace you to do so. '!he survey takes only a short time to complete
and you need not identify yourself or your company. 'lbe information which
you supply in this stui:ly may help you, the contractor, either directly or
indirectly in the future, because you are providinll information about the
retail customer's attitudes, lmowledge and preference11 tOMU'd pressuretreated l\.lllber products; an important first step in improving service,
information and product offerings!
Even if you do not use pressure-treated lumber products, I would appreciate
your time and effort in completing the first three questions plus the last
section on the last page. 'Ibis will only take a few minutes and the
information which you supply in those few minutes is extremely important.
If you would like additional information on Pressure-Treated Southern. Pine,
Permanent Wood Fol..Dldationa, and/or the Use, Handling and Disposal of
Pressure-Treated Wood, please check the appropriate spaces on the back of
the questiormaire and write your nmae and address on the back of the return.
envelope. We will see that you set it. All answers are confidential.
Once again, thank you for your help!

Sincerely,

Paul M. Smith
Graduate Student
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTIJRE AND LIFE SCIENCES

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Blacksburg, Virginia

24061

DEPARTMENT OF FOREST PRODUCTS

Thom.u M. Broou Forest Protlwu Cert11r

October 16, 1987

Dear Prospective Do-It-Yourselfer:
Will you do us a favor?
We are conducting a survey of the important Do-It-Yourself customers for
pressure-treated lumber products. We are focusing our effort on the best
source for this information, households located throughout the U.S. The
study should enable manufacturers and retailers to better meet the needs
that you, the C01111umer, require in pressure-treated products.
Your name was rand011ly selected in a scientific fashion for inclusion in
this study. Therefore, your response to the enclosed survey is of key
importance to the success of our research.
We ask that the survey be completed by the most influencial household

member for Do-It-Yourself activities. Even if you have not used or
purchased any pressure-treated lumber products in the last 3 years, please
complete the first 4 questions then skip to page three {as instructed in
the questionnaire); this will only take about 5 minutes of your time. All
1~et1 are extre.ely .bttportaat t'or tbe succesa of'
co.pletioa of'., detfree!

tJJi.11

study BDd tbe

For the survey results to be reliable, - need a high rate of response, so
your ~rs are crucial. Won't you please take a few moments to fill out
the enclosed questionnaire and return it in the postage-paid reply
envelope. Of course, all an~rs are strictly confidential.
Thank you in advance for your cooperation and help!
Sincerely,

Paul M. Smith
Graduate Student
Forest Products Marketing
P.S.

Steven A. Sinclair
Associate Professor
Forest Products Marketing

If you would like free outdoor project and deck plans for
pressure-treated lumber products sent to you, please write your name
and address on the back of the return envelope in the spaces
provided, or if you prefer, request the booklet in a separate letter.

Enclosure
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COLLEGE OF AGRICTJLTIJRE AND LIFE SCIENCES

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Blacksburg, Virginia

24061

DEPARTMENT OF FOREST PRODUCTS

October 23, 1987

Hello there!
I recently sent you a letter requesting your participation in a customer
llllt'ket survey for pressur~treated ll.lllber products I 811 conducting as part
of my studies here at Virginia Tech. If you have returned the survey,
thank you for your help! Your response is very important to me because it
will provide the information I need to complete my work towards a Ph.D
degree in Forest Products.
I realize that anonymous -n, such as the survey, often receives a low
priority and you -Y not yet have found the time to COJIPlete it. However,
I would like to encourage you to do so. The survey takes only a short time
to CCJllPlete and you need not identify yourself. The information which you
provide will assist manufacturers and retailers in providing the
pressur~treated ll.lllber products and services that: customers demand!
Even if you do not use pressu~treated 11.lllber products, I would appreciate
your time and effort in completing the first four questions plus the last
two sections (pages 3 & 4) of the survey. This will only take about 5
minutes and the information which you supply in those few minutes is
extremely important.
If you would like a free booklet of Outdoor Projects and Deck Plans, simply
write your na11e and address on the back of the return envelope in the
spaces provided, or if you prefer, request the information in a separate
letter. Rea uber, all w r t 1 are strictly caa:f'idelltial.
Once again, thank you for your help!
Sincerily,

Paul M. Smith
Graduate Student
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